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2002 promises to be an interesting year for new RISC OS hardware.
Castle luanched the first of their Neuron-based products, the Slym, at the
BETT Show 2002. RiscStation are taking orders for their new, as yet un
named, portable, and finally 2002 might finally be the year when the
MicroDigital Omega starts shipping.

My personal wish for 2002 is for everyone who uses or develops RISC OS
to start telling everyone how good it is. Unfortunately there are some
people who think that the only way to improve the RISC OS market is to
complain about almost everything that RISCOS Ltd or other companies
do.

The effect of all the bickering on both the people developing for RISC
OS and more importantly anyone who might be thinking of starting to use
RISC OS can be most disheartening. So let's all use 2002 to be positive
about promoting RISC OS, and let's cut out the negative vibes that a few
people seem to think it is their duty to promote.

The world computer market is changing and Iwant to see RISC OS
take its rightful place in that market.

Paul Middleton

RISCOS Ltd
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depth tutorial on * commands.
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direction for good Web design
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P Jk RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies

It's time to upgrade to a
modern computer

Ik RiscStation
S#& RISC Based Technologies

RiscStation

Autumn Special Deal
I can't upgrade to RISCOS 4
because my Acorn is too old!

f SOLUTION

A Modern R7500 + Computer
System from only £21.72* per

month and your old Acorn #
taken as full deposit.

* APR 19.9 % #Any working RISCOS m/c.

"The R7500 series are currently the most highly featured machines
available in the RISCOS world."

50 mip ARM7500FEsystem with 64Mb of fast 50ns Ram Memory,
The only machine with BUILT IN ZIPdrive support. Midi support. 3D sound. & sampler.
(including FREE Audio Sampling and mixing software). lObaseT port as standard,
RISC OS 4 as standard. High speed serial , High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb.

Systems include Over £500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

The enhanced R7500 Plus with 50ns 64MB/ 10.2(1 haul Drive

Plus base only £549 +VAT £645.08 only £23.89 /month

Plus 15"System £649 +VAT £762.58 only £28.24 /month

Plus 17" System £689 +VAT £809.58 only £29.98 /month

Plus 19" System £749 +VAT £880.08 only £32.60 /month

Claim your
FREE Midi

cable with

this Advert

The R750O + Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM Reader/
RcWriter and media, providing a brilliant

CD mastering platform for home & busines

oeTwow ofTwo^°

from £399 +Vat (£468.83) £15.32/monih

HI) fr'm £449 +Vat (£527.57) 117.24/mth
50 mip Arm7500 system with 16Mb memory.
(HD version & Hard Drive). built in ZIP

drive support. Midi support, 3D sound, &
sampler , lObaseT port as standard, RISCOS
4 as standard. High speed serial . High speed
parallel, expandable to 256Mb memory &
hard drive/CD-ROM etc.

from £669 +Vat (£786.08)
only £29.11 /month
Twindeck base

from £699 +Vat (£821.33)
only £30.43/month

Claim your FREE 14" monitor with any Base Unit

RiscStation Palmtop

From only £143.83 +VAT

(£169.00 inc. VAT)
Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £720.00 £846.00

8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Compatable.

Backup Drives Removable Drives
IDEZip / I.SI20 requireVw dmen i* Kiw.Suihui U)lchjnl»ire uipp.41

Spratul Ikjl <n ol II Mi.l ... pjgr uppunilc 4GB IDE Pullman £65.00 £76.37

Zip 100 IDE inc media £49.00 £57.58 4GB Parallel Pullman £125.00 £146.87

Zip 250 IDE inc media £79.00 £92.83 4GB P'll Datasale £105.00 £123.37

Zip 250 parallel ext. £139.00 £163.33 10GB IDE Pullman £78.00 £91.65

JAZ 2GB SCSI ext. £235.00 £276.12 10GB P.llel Pullman £138.00 £162.15

JAZ 2GB Parallel exl. £299.00 £351.32 lOGBP'llel Dalasalo £118.00 £138.65

Orb 2.2 GB IDE £165.00 £193.87 20GB IDE Pullman £85.00 £99.87

Orb 2 2 GB Parrallol £199.00 £233.83 20GB P'llol Pullman £145.00 £170.37

LS120 Media £4.00 £4.70 20GB Pltel Dalasalu £125 00 £146.87

Zip 100 Media £7.65 £8.99 650MB PD Media £19.00 £22.32

Zip 100 Media 5 pack £34.03 £39.99 750Mb Nomai £38.00 £44.65

Zip 250 Media £9.40 £11.05 2 GB Jaz Media £60.00 £79.90

Zip 250 Media 5 pack £45.00 £52.87 2,2 GB ORB Media £32.00 £37.60

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 vr optional warranties (niin. deposit 10%)

RiscStation Portable
Specification

Magnesium Alloy Casing, Weighs Only
1.3Kg !, As small as 242 x 190 x 30mm!.
8.4" TFT 800x600 Colour Screen, 64Mb

RAM Onboard.,10Gb IDE HD,

Touchscreen, GlidePoinl Touehpad,
PCMCIA Onboard, USB Onboard,

lObascT Ethernet Onboard.

VGA Output with DDC support. Audio
Input, Audio Output, Onboard Stereo
Speakers, 20W 3 cell LiFe battery.
RISCOS4 and Utilities.

Optional Extras Include :
Docking Station with CD, Floppy,Serial,
Parallel, VGA and PS2 Ports, Car Power

Adapter, High Capacity 40W Battery
Specifications maybe subjectto change,

CD-ROM WRITERS

Taking Orders NOW

Place your £100 deposit
ASAP to ensure you will
receive a portable when

manufactured

MicroDigital Omega

Place a £50 deposit and
get an extra 256Mb free

From£999.00 +VAT (£1173.83 inc.)
287Mhz SlrongARM. ATX Tower case

Full spec, on release
Free software pack

Abovepricesdo notincludemonitors pit
separatapace list

\corn$

300Mhz Kinetic RPC
Latest Acorn SlrongARMseries machine

70MB, 10GB HD, 52xCD

from £935 t VAT (£1099) £34.51/month

Internet RPC 138MB. 30GB HD,52xCD

E 1.199 + VAT (£41.42 /month)

(includes internet pack)

MP3 CD Player
Plays back

ordinary audio
CDs, CD-R and

MP3CDs (which

can hold 160-200

MP3 tracks each).

Ideal with

CD-ROM

Writers

only £67.23 exc. VAT
(£79 inc.)

*5»

t&

*•••

"ScorchlT" CD Writer Pack

Upgrade yourAcorn <>r RiscStation 75(H) with
a Ilium- CI) autlioriiiK package as found in Ihc

RiscStation SCORCHER machine. This package
contains the latest version or CI) lliirn, Writable

and Rewritable media to get J'on Started and one
powerful

16xl0x40x CD ROM Writer/

Only £149 +Vat (£175.08)
Now SCSI Version with

1'2x1(1x32.x Re-Writer

only £225 + Vat (£264.38)

IDE 8x8x32x CDR/W £100.00 £117.50

IDE12x10x32xCDR/W £199.00 £233.83

SCSI 12x10x32x CDR/W £176.00 £206.80

CD-BURN £49.00 £57.58

CD-SCRIBE 2 £39.00 £45.83

External versions Available

CD-ROM media

ex VAT inc VAT

CDR 80 min £0.79 £0.93

CDR80min 10pck £7.65 £8.99

CDR 80min 25 pek £17.01 £19.99

CDRA/V CD-ROM £1.28 £1.50

CDR/W 10 pack £11.00 £12.93

5.2Gb DVD RAM £25.00 £29.37

CD-ROMS

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanyer
£75.00 +vat (£88.13)

52XIDE £34.00 £39.95 40x SCSI £65.00 £76.37

48x IDE £30.00 £35 25 32x SCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs
48x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
40x SCSI Kwith cable) £115 + VAT
40x SCSI II(with cable) £120 + VAT

6x 40x CD Tower wro,,,,«> £449 + VAT

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88) available for all machines include Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem



No More Balls !
Optical Wheel Mouse RSM330

i RS7500/A7000 etc.
V^\ only £19.95 inc

(£16.98 + VAT)

RPC Version

£38.95 inc.

Optical RF Wheel Mouse RSM400

RS75007A7000 etc.

only £39.95 inc
(£34 + VAT)

RPC Version

£58.95 inc.

c^6ie-Free

Mouse for RiscStation & A7(«)() /Mica £19.95 Inc.
Mouse lor Rise PC / A5000 /A400 etc. £38.95 inc

Keyboard foj RiscStation,RPC/A7000 £29.93 inc

Trackball Mouse

R7500/A7000
only £19.95

RPC £38.95 inc

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Acorn (RPC A5000 o!c.)Mouoo £16.98 £19.95

Acorn (llox adaptor) Mouse C25.49 £29.95

A7000 (») / Riscstalion Mouse £10.00 £11.75

Lower CASE Keyboard (PS2) £29.78 £34.99

A400/A5000Ergo Keyboard £69.00 £81.08

A4 replacemenl keyboard £49.00 £57.58

A4000 Keyguard (special needs] £25.00 £29.37

A3000 /A300.400.500 Koyguard £25.00 £29.37

A3 louchpad lor Concepl Keybrd £25.00 £29.37

Refurbished PCs inc monitor
e.g. P2-266 inc. 15" monitor and

Win95 only £249.01) inc VAT
ring for other prices.

Bare Phoebe

cases

(no electronics
sorry)

Only £25.00
(£29.38 inc)

IBM PC to lit

yourself, only £200.00 Call

Desktop FAX MODEMS

56k V92 Hayes Accura £85.00 £99.87

56k V90 (Rockwell) £49.00 £57.58

56k V90 Internal (or RS £49.00 £57.58

ISDN modem (external) £79.00 £92.83

[Dialler £17.02 £20.00

Oregano £49.00 £57.58

Webster XL £21.28 £25.00

Messenger Pro £25.53 £30.00

ArcFax Fax software £26.38 £31.00

MONITORS

15" LCD

only £270 +vat
(£317.25)

(3 yr warranty)

AKF52 Multisync 14" 1yr RTB

15" LCD (3yr on-site)
17" LCD (3yron-slle)

18" LCD (3yr on-site)

15_ SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15- SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

I7-SVGA0 2B(3yronsile)

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site)

21• SVGA0.25 (3yr on-site)
15"llyamaS500M1

17" llyama vision Master 1401

17"llyamaPro1411

19" llyama Pro 452 (S702JT)

19" llyama SM900MT1

21" llyama Vlson Master 505

22" llyama Pro 511

SVGA 14" relucb90days My

AKF12PAL M"ro'urD90Onys

AKF52/53 M'sync rofurb90 days

AKF60SVGA 14"rolutb 90days

AKF65 M-Modia 14"ioluib90days

Multisync A300/A3000 cable

All monitors inc 3 yrs wiy

Ex VAT

£127.00

£270.00

£425.00

£POA

£95.00

£119.00

£129.00

£199.00

£479.00

£109.00

£144.00

£199.00

£275.00

£199.00

£535.00

£558.00

£42.00

£42.00

£65.00

£49.00

£55.00

£8.50

Inc VAT

£149.22

£317 25

£499.37

£0.00

£111.62

£139.83

£151.58

£233.83

£562.83

£128.08

£169.20

£233.83

£323.12

£233.83

£628.62

£655.65

£49.35

£49.35

£76.37

£57.58

£64.62

£9.99

unless specified

COLOUR SCANNERS

Allscanners incRISCOS Softwan

P'llel Mustek 600dpi

Mustek A4 1200dpi

Epson Perfn 1200S

Epson Perf'n 1640S

Epson Perf'n Photo

Epson Photo unit

£99.00

£126.81

£212.00

£220.00

£269.00

£85.00

£116.32

£149.00

£249.10

£258.50

£316.07

£99.87

ImageM it Twainalso availableseparately

Consumables
Premier Quality Ink Refill

All sizes available in CMYK

FLOPPY DISKS (a) ISvll

Ex VAT Inc VAT

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 10 £1.70 £2.00

DD Ro-label Acorn fmt 100 E12.77 £15.00

HD Re-label Ac'n or PC 10 £1.70 £2.00

HD Re-label Ac or PC 100 £12.77 £15.00

HD bulk Acorn or PC 10's £2.00 £2.35

HD bulk Acorn or PC 100 £17.02 £20.00

HD Branded 10 pack £3.00 £3.53

20 cap Disk Box £1.69 £2.00

40 cap Disk Box £2.54 £2.98

100 cap Disk Box £2.98 £3.50

Mouse cleaner £4.99 £5.86

3.5" Floppy head cleaners £2.50 £2.94

CD-ROM cleaner £4.25 £4.99

CD-ROM Lens cleaner £4.25 £4.99

15 cap CD-ROM box £6.50 £7.64

24 cap CD-ROM wallet £5.10 £5.99

20 cap CD-ROM wallet £3.39 £3.98

20 cap CD-ROM tower £4.25 £4.99

Mouse Mats From £0.64 £0.75

PRINTERS

\

HP Liter differ, ftp

Mega-Deal
HP Laserjet 4L
only £89.00 inc

(£75.74 ex.)

units are refurbished

with 90 days wty
other models available

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Postscriptcolour Inkjettrom A4 £199.00 £233 83
Postscript colour Laser from A4 £1025 00 £1204.37

Postscript B W Laser A4 £245.00 £287.87

Canon BJC 2100 colour (€) A4 £50.21 £59 00

Canon BJC S400 colour € A4 £67.23 £79.00

Canon BJC S450 colour €« A4 £85.11 £100 00

Canon BJC S4500 col €• A3 £255.00 £299.62

Canon BJC SBOO Photo » A4 £285.00 £334.87

Canon BJC 8200 colour * A4 £249.00 £292.57

Epson Stylus 1520 colour A3 £340.00 £399 50

HP 940 inc. ROdrivor A4 £92.00 £108.10

HP 1220 inc. ROdrivor A4 £288.51 £339.00

# Photo Drivors lor £58.72 £69.00

€ Needs Enhanced Drlvors £29.79 £35.00

Refurb dot matrix Printer from £10.00 Inc VAT

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

210Mb

500MB11GB

10.2GB*

20.1GB*

40.0GB *

60.0GB *

80.0GB *

100 GB*

120 GB*

Ex VAT

£20.00

£30.00

£59.00

£69.00

£77.00

£92.00

£110.00

£160.00

£199.00

Inc VAT

£23.50

£35.25

£69.33

£81.08

£90.48

£108.10

£129.25

£188.00

£233.83

SCSI HARD DRIVES

1.0 Gb £35.00 £41.12

2.0 Gb £69.00 £81.08

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200) £80.00 £94.00

9.1Gb (7200 rpm) £136.00 £159.80

18 6Gb (1OK/7200 rpm) £152.00 £178.60

36.4Gb (1OK/ 7200 rpm) £279.00 £327.82

73.4Gb (7200 rpm) £575.00 £675.62

A3020 A3OX0 & I/F

Ex VAT Inc VAT

170MB £35.00 £41.12

340MB £45.00 £52.87

500MB £55.00 £64.62

810MB # £70.00 £82.25

1.0Gb tt £99.00 £116.32

2.1GB # £109.00 £128.08

4.3GB # £129.00 £151.58

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£85.00 £99.87

£95.00 £111.62

£105.00 £123.37

£100.00 £117.50

£129.00 £151.58

£139.00 £163.33

£159.00 £186.83

A30X0 version includes CD ROM i/l"which can he

used in A3020 or A4000. For external A.tOOO i/f add
£20.00 +VAT # includes partitioning software

Upgrade A310 A400 A540 A3000 | A3010 A5000

1-2MB £25 £15

2-4MB £50 £45

1-4MB £35- £75 £35 £45 I

4-8MB £55 £55 £45 £55 £55 •#

RISCOS

Carrier

FIISCOS

3.1

£19* £19"

£25 £25 £25 £25 £25

MEMCIa £20 £20

Arm3(33) £45 £45 £45"

Arm3(25)
8 FPA10

£85 £85 £85'

FPA10 £45 £45 7 £45

VIDC/IOC £20 £20 £20 £20 £20

A3020/A4IXN) memory only £-10.
All above prices exclude VAT

SEE January Issue for ;
Software Bargains.

SEE September Issue for ;

Cooling Fans
Inkjet Refills
Network Products

Please ring for Prices

UPS's

*i
500 VA

£49.00

+ VAT

Spike protection. RF1 filter and

modem protector, Power boost
function to correct low mains voltage

More models available.

Cameras

Special Deals on Factory Refurbished
Cameras e.g. 1.3M pixel for £ 139 inc

FULL 12 MONTHS WTY

Smart Media Compact Flash
32MB £13.00 £15 27 32MB £16.00 £18.60

64MB £24.00 £28.20 64MB £25.00 £29.37

128MB £52.00 £61.10 128MB £43.00 £50 5?

256MB £91.00 £106.92

MEMORY

8Mb SIMM EDOFPM

16MbSIMMEDOFPM

32Mb SIMMEDO FPM

64Mb SIMMEDOFPM

64Mb SIMM RS 50ns

128Mb SIMM from

1 Mb VRAM

2Mb VRAM

64MB 133MSDRam

128MB 133MSDRam

256MB 133MSDRam

Ex VAT

£6.49

£16.00

£21.00

£39.00

£49.00

£85.00

£20.00

£69.00

£12.50

£25.30

£49.50

Inc VAT

£7.63

£18.80

£24.68

£45.83

£57.58

£99.87

£23.50

£81.08

£14.69

£29.73

£58.16

The only Hi-Quality 16 bit
stereo sound sampler

available for RISCOS

* FREE*
with any RiscStation machine

"Accent" Midi upgrades

Midi Break-out cable

Yamaha DBS I XG Wavetable Card.

Midi cable & drivers

Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card.

Midi cable, drivers &

Evolution MK149 keyboard £199 +VAT

Podule "MidiMax Card £79.00 £92.83

MiniPodule Midicard (A3x00) £69.00 £81.08

Refurbished Midi card A3x00 | £20.00 £23.50

(All Prices below include VAT) THE BARGAIN BASEMENT (for Software seeJan issue)

Monitors

AKFI2PAL M'ro'urDMdays

AKF5253 Msyrtcroiurb90 days

AKF60SVGA M"iolurb90days

AKF65MMedj 14'rofurti SOdays

SVGA 14" rerurb90 days wly

SVGA 15" rclmb 90dayo wly

SVGA 17" rclurb90 days wly

SVGA20-.. a :».., rolurb90 days

SVGA21" reluib 90 days wly

Drlvus (Hard & CD) Ex VAT Inc VAT

SCSI 4x6x autostackef (now) £115.00 £135.13

SCSI 1MB Jazinl. Willi media £99 00 £116.32

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£45.00 £52.87

£75.00 £88.12

£49.00 £57.58

£59.00 £69.33

£45.00 £52.87

£55.00 £64.62

£81.00 £95.17

£149.00 £175.08

£170.00 £199.75

IDE 1MB Syquest in! S media

IDE 230 Syquest int. S media

SCSI 44M Syquest int S media

Hardware Bargains

A3000 2Mb HD Systems #

A3020 2Mb HD Systems tt

A4000 2Mb bases from #

A5000 4Mb bases from #

A310 MOO Floppy drives *

A3000 / A400/1 Floppy drive tt

A30X0 keyboards tt
A3000 PSU's tt

A30X0 analogue / user card #

£99.00 £116.32

£99 00 £116.32

£99.00 £116.32

exc VAT inc VAT

£85.00 £99.87

£85.00 £99.87

£100.00 £117.50

£170.00 £199.75

£12.00 £14.10

£12.00 £14.10

£20.00 £23.50

£20.00 £23.50

£15.00 £17.62

Hardware Bargains

A30X0 IDE / user port cards

A30X0 Castle IDE cards

A3000 Dual Podule expan.

A4000 Mothorboards (now)

Scanlight 256 hand scanners

RiscPC 486SX33 PC cards

RiscPC 486DX100 PC card

RiscPC 586DX100 PC card

P'll Joystick Controller.

BBC Printer cables

BBC master PSU

» all 2nd usor itoms 90 days Wly

oxc VAT

£40.00

£35.00

£30.00

£39.00

£30.00

£25.00

£70.00

£99.00

£20.00

£4.00

£10.00

inc VAT

£47 00

£41.12

£35.25

£45.83

£35.25

£29.37

£82 25

£116.32

£23.50

£4.70

£11.75

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD/ SWITCH pleasegive name.
address, tel. no. card no. expiry date, issue no.
BY EMAIL: sales@ctiidirect.co.uk
OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAXplease
Carnage charges inc. ins. & packaging charged at cosl

Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
One box of items totalling upto 25kg...£6.50+ vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fully guaranteed but not supplied on
approval.
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RISC OS portable now in production
The long awaited Riscstation portable is
due off the production line within a few
weeks, but will only be available to those
who have placed deposits.

Although slightly later than originally
planned (originally Valentines day) first
shipments should commence during
March.

This replacement to the long-in-the-
tooth A4 differs significantly from the
concept model which was announced
over 2 years ago. The original laptop
design has been shrunk to sub-notebook
size, and many of the legacy ports such
as printer, serial etc will be provided by a
docking station and not available on the

device itself.

Riscstation were showing off the unit,
in its Magnesium Alloy case at the BETT
show, although the device had a PC-
based motherboard instead of its final

ARM-based one.

This does not mean the device is short

of on-board connectivity which is
expected to include industry-standard
ports such as PCMCIA, USB, and
Ethernet. Riscstation are using the
"standard" Simtec-based USB APIs which

should mean software written for the sub

notebook should also work on the USB

podule and vice versa.
At 242 x 190 x 30mm, the device is

small enough to fit into briefcases and
bags, and with a touchscreen and
touchpad there is no need to carry a
mouse around with you. To put this into
perspective, a Toshiba Libretto (another
popular PC sub-notebook) is
210x115x34mm and an A5 sheet of

paper is 21Ox 148mm.
To provide support for some of the

larger peripherals such as floppy and CD,
the seperate docking station is required,
which also gives you serial and parallel
ports for connection to modems, printers
and scanners.

A VGA output is provided on both the
device itself and on the docking station
for connection to an external monitor -

useful if you wish to use resolutions over
the 800 x 600 maximum of the 8.4" TFT

colour screen.

Riscstation are accepting deposits of
£100 minimum to reserve your unit as the
initial production run will be limited and
depend on demand. To reserve your

machine, send your cheque (made
payable to RiscStation Ltd) to:

RiscStation Ltd

168 Elliott Street

Tyldesley
Manchester

M29 8DS

Tel: 01942 797 777

Fax: 01942 797 771

www.riscstation.co.uk

sales@riscstation.co.uk

Next generation AGP graphics card brings new

graphics performance to RiscPC users

Windfall Engineering, who develop
graphics hardware and software for the
RISC OS market, have announced a new

version of their popular AGP graphics
solution, Viewfinder.

New Viewfinders will use the ATI

XPert 2000 Pro AGP card. Viewfinders

with the ATI XPert 98 AGP card will be

discontinued, but are still available while

stocks last. The former will cost 360 Euro

inc. 19% VAT. The latter will cost 295

Euro inc. 19% VAT, as before. Existing
users of ViewFinder can to the new AGP

card for 80 Euro.

The XPert 2000 Pro version of

VewFinder is capable of:

1600 x 1200 x up to 16M colours, 91 Hz
1920 x 1440 x up to 16M colours, 74 Hz
2048 x 1536 x up to 32K colours, 72 Hz
2048 x 1536 x 16M colours, 67 Hz

It has 32Mb of memory instead of 8Mb,
which provides ample space for caching
(and hence fast redrawing of) screen
sized (or larger) desktop backdrops, even
in a 2048 x 1536 x 16M colour mode.

The XPert 2000 Pro is also faster in

some areas, providing extra speed as
well as superior resolutions. Rectangle
copy (used extensively for moving
windows around the desktop ...) is 1.5 to
1.8 times as fast. Rectangle fill (the
second most used operation in the
desktop) is 3 to 3.4 times as fast. Other
operations are somewhat faster but not
by large amounts. Users of RiscPCs who
have recent, big-screen monitors (17"

and above) will benefit from the extra
memory and speed increases in the new
version of Viewfinder. The extra video

memory in Viewfinder allows RiscPCs to
achieve previously unheard-of display
modes and is the only way to sensibly
drive a modern display. With the extra
memory providing more colours and
larger resolution at flicker-free refresh
rates, the ful power of RISC OS DTP and
graphics packages is realised.

Acorn User will be carrying out a
comprehensive review of the new
Viewfinder graphics card which we hope
to publish in the March 2002 issue.

Viewfinder is available direct from

Windfall Engineering or contact your
preferred RISC OS dealer.

Windfall Engineering
Aawal 53

5211 PS

Den Bosch

The Netherlands

www.windfall.nl

kortink@inter.nl.net
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New thin client previewed at BETT 2002
Castle and Cumana previewed their new
RISC OS-based thin client known as

SLYM at the BETT 2002 show last

month.

Based around an ARM7500FE with a

15" LCD screen, the device is aimed at

schools and colleges who wish to remove
the costly and error-prone PC from the

classroom, and to orovide a more secure

and easily-maintained way of running
RISC OS, and Windows software via the

Citrix client and Windows Terminal

Server.

The joint Castle/Cumana stand at
BETT 2002 had several SYLMs all

running RISC OS 4, Oregano and the
RISC OS Citrix client.

The heart of SYLM is Castle's "Neuron

100" board which is based on a shrunken

A7000 motherboard. They have upped
the processor speed to 66MHz and
added flash-ROM to allow hard disc less

operation, making the SLYM free of all
moving parts and completely silent.

Interestingly, the Neuron 100 boards
still retain a floppy and IDE connector
(although these are unused in the SLYM)
and as such its highly likelywe will see
faster A7000 models in the future which

incorporate a Neuron-based motherboard
using the faster processor. Castle are
currently working on a StrongARM-based

Stream of MP3 software

developments for RISC OS
The world of MP3 playing and ripping on
RISC OS is moving along swiftlywith
several releases this month. The first is

support for "Streaming MP3" where MP3
data is streamed over the internet. The

most popular use of this method is for
Internet Radio. John Duffell has released

Stream which plugs the Shoutcast
format Internet streaming technology into
the already popular AMPIayer MP3
player.

Ifyou're Internet bandwidth isn't quite
up to streaming Internet radio, a new
RISC OS port of an existing tool from
Alex Macfarlane Smith allows you to
digitise, or Rip your existing CD audio
tracks into WAV, AIFC or raw 16-bit linear

PCM on your hard disc. From there,
these can then be converted into the MP3

format (which will take up much less
space on your hard disc) and be playable
with AMPIayer. Cdparanoia, along with
the other software, is available for

download from the URLs below.

AMPIayer itself has received a major
upgrade. Now at version 1.38, several
improvements have been made in this
release, although many of which would
be more relevant to software writers who

use use AMPIayeras a plugin to their

own software.

• Transient file playback (play back a file
in the background from a single call)

• FrontEnd now supports transient
playback by Control+drag

• AmpApp now functions on all
machines, and should output
corrected stereo.

Improved and more extensive
documentation.

* Speed ups on all versions, but most
noticeable on FP (floating point)
version.

* Optional decimation to improve
performance on slower machines.
Much improved stability for instance
handling
Improved * commands for controlling
volume and playback.
Fix for low frequency files.
Fix for ID3v2 lock-ups.

* Miscallenios bugfixes and speed ups.

Stream: duffell.cjb.net

Cdparanoia:
www.archifishal.freeserve.co.uk

AMPIayer: www.amplayer.org

Neuron200 board, which would increase

the performance of SYLM even further.
SLYM is a joint development between

Castle, who created the technology, and
Cumana who are marketing the device.
We hope to get our hands on one soon to
discover how much faster the device

actually is.
If you would like to see a

demonstration of SLYM, you should
contact Cumana:

Cumana & Cannon Computing
Whitegate
Hatfield Heath

Bishop's Stortford
Hertfordshire

CM22 7ED

United Kingdom

Telephone: +44 (0)1279 730 800
Fax:+44 (0)1279 730 809
www.cumana.co.uk

sales@cumana.co.uk

Introducing your

News Editor

With the relaunch of the magazine there
are some changes amongst the
editorial staff - and your ever-alert news
editor is one of them.

For those that don't know me, I'm
chairman of the Association of Acorn

Usergroups (AAUG). Previous to that I
spent some time working for Acorn
themselves, and have used Acorns since

the BBC B at school. I now own a

StrongARM RiscPC which sits proudly
next to a Windows 2000 and XP machine

at home.

Nowadays, I spend the majority of my
time providing technical and development
skills to large corporations and specialise
in the thin-client world. I also try and keep
up to speed on the Intenet, as I also run a
Web hosting and design company whom
you may have seen advertised in this
very publication.

I welcome feedback on the type and
subject of the news I report on, so
if there's something you want kept up-to-
date on and you think it would be of
interest to others, drop me a line.

Neil Spellings
News Editor

news@acornuser.com
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Commercial RISC OS emulator launched amidst

contraversial debate over legality
3QD/Virtual Acorn have announced the

commercial version of the Red Squirrel
RISC OS emulator for the PC

VirtualA5000.

Previewed at the Birmingham show,
and shown in its release version at BETT,

VirtualA5000 is a bundle of PC ARM

emulation software, RISC OS 3.11 ROM

images and a RISC OS hard disc image
crammed with RISC OS software - all of

which allows a PC running Windows to
be turned into an A5000.

VirtualAcorn claim that VirtualA5000

runs typically4 to 5 times the speed
of Red Squirrel, and we will hopefully be
able to test these claims in the

near future.

VirtualAcorn also state that they have
licenced RISC OS 3.11 from Pace for

inclusion in the product, which means
unlike the freeware version Red

Squirrel, you get a fully working copy of
RISC OS "out of the box" without

the need to download ROM images and
create a IBoot sequence.

However, this claim was disputed by
RISC OS Ltd, who issued a statement to

Foundation members stating that
"RISCOS Ltd has the worldwide licence

to the RISC Operating System for use in
the Desktop Computer Market" and "no-
one has a written licence to distribute any
version of RISC OS for use with PC

based emulators"

This is in direct contradiction to Virtual

Acorn's Web site which states they
have "an agreement" from Pace to
distribute the RISC OS 3.11 ROM image.
Whilst its still unclear on the exact

licensing situation, VirtulAcom seem
confident they have at least Pace's
permission to ship the RISC OS 3.11
ROM image, even if, as RISC OS Ltd
state, they don't actually have a legal
written license.

Whilst this debate continues, there is a

seperate discussion as to whether the
release is of benefit or detriment to the

RISC OS market. Many RISC OS users
who are forced to use Windows at work

are praising the release, as it allows the
use of RISC OS in areas which wouldn't

normally be possible. It also allows RISC
OS to move into previously unchartered
territories and markets for people who
cannot afford ARM-based hardware on

which to run it.

Others, however, point to possible
victims of the release such as

Riscstations' new sub-notebook, where

people who already own a PC laptop may
opt for the VirtualAcorn approach to get a
mobile RISC OS solution, instead of

purchasing the new RISC OS sub-
notebook. The hardware manufactures

don't seem to have any such worries,
however, and both Castle and

RiscStation were both positive about
VirtualAcorn in its current form, although
did express concern about possible
misuse of the emulator to run pirate
copies of RISC OS 4.

The minimum PC specifications are:

• 300 Mhz Pentium/Celeron/AMD

processor.

• Windows 98 or later with Direct X.

• 64Mb of RAM.

• 300Mb of free hard drive space.
• Three button mouse (almost all scroll

mice have three buttons).
• 8Mb Graphics card with hardware 2D

acceleration and DirectX support.

3QD

86 Turnberry
Home Farm

Bracknell

Berks

RG12 8ZH

Plea for programmers to join AcornlCQ

developers team as AOL change ICQ protocols
Maarten Bezemer has issued a statement

regarding the future of the RISC OS ICQ
client, AcornlCQ. Maarten states that

"Maybe some people have noticed, but
AcornlCQ doesn't function well

anymore. ICQ [has been] taken over by
AOLand now they have changed the
protocol drastically."

He goes on to say that ICQ no longer
fully supports the old protocols.
Effectively, this means that the rules the
software follows to communicate with the

ICQ network have been changed.
Because of this, it is currently only
possible for AcornlCQ users to login and
send messages, with all other functions
now being unusable (due to the changes

to the protocols).
The statement continues, saying that

the AcornlCQdevelopers "have decided
to recreate alCQ from scratch and

build an advance plugin system so it
would be easy for everyone to
create new functions for alCQ."

Currently, the team is brainstorming
for ideas. They are looking for more
programmers to contribute to
development of AcornlCQ. Because they
are writing a new program from scratch,
now is the ideal time for new

programmers to join the effort. Maarten
urges coders to join and help rebuild
AcornlCQto give us all an up-to-date
client which will be fully compatible with

the latest protocols.
We urge any programmers with a little

spare time to pay heed to this plea.
AcornlCQ is an essential Internet tool and

without doubt one of the most important
RISC OS software developments that
keeps the platform viable for Internet use.

AcornlCQ development is co-ordinated
world-wide through sourceforge.net,
which allows ideas and source code to be

shared amongst registered developers.
Ifyou are interested in becoming a

member of the AcornlCQ team, email:

acornicq-users@lists.sourceforge.net
so you could become a developer!

sourceforge.net/projects/acornicq



Liquid Silicon
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Call us for your nearest UK

dealer for the POSum point of
sale systems and the EBMS

business management
solutions.

Microdigital Computers
Mico

Omega
Case and PSU upgrades
Expansion cards

RiscStation Computers
R7500 Lite

R7500 Lite+

R7500 NetWorx

R7500 NetWorx HD

R7500 Scorcher

R7500 Scorcher Twindeck

Osaris

Osaris Plus pack
Osaris Classroom pack
Portable

Games pack (with a system)

£715.50

£1179.00

£598.00

£656.75

£480.50

£539.30

£797.50

£833.00

£180.00

£210.00

£857.50

ECall

£47.00

Rise PC Kinetic 300 series
Kinetic Ek (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) £1105.00
Kinetic DVD (64+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, DVD) £1179.00
Kinetic (128+4+2Mb, 30Gb HD, CD R/W) £1299.00
Kinetic Internet (128+8+2Mb, 30Gb, 48x, 56K) £1409.00
Kinetic CD Writer (70Mb, 30Gb, CD R/W, 17") £1505.00

Rise PC StrongARM series
Rise PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Rise PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 48x CD £1039.00
Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00

Use PC 8+OMb, 2Gb HD £890.00
Iisc PC 16+OMb, 4Gb HD £948.00
iisc PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 48x CD £1039.00
Use PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
eb Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD, CD, speakers,

iet pack with Oregano & 56K modem £1179.00

tors

ama 1352 (15" FST) £134.95

ama Vision Master 1401 (17" SF) £210.85
iiyama Vision Master 1402 (17" FST) £170.65
iiyama Vision Master 406 (17" SF) £241.20
iiyama Vision Master Pro 1411 (17" NF) £221.85
llyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF) £295.60
iiyama Vision Master Pro 413 (17" HBNF) £242.10

iiyama S900MT1 (19" FST) £245.25
iiyama Vision Master 452 (19" FST) £323.50
liyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF) £397.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 452 (19" NF) £339.10
iiyama Vision Master Pro 453 (19" NF) £476.95

iiyama Vision Master 505 (21" FST) £619.50
iiyama Vision Master Pro 511 (22" NF) £627.25
liyama Vision Master Pro 512 (22" NF) £737.45

iiyama Pro-Lite 3816 (15" LCD) £370.20
iiyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD) £407.20
liyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD) £514.50
iiyama Pro-Lite 3834 (15" LCD) £655.90
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4311 (17" LCD) £703.75
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4431 (17.4" LCD) £1036.95
iiiyama Pro-Lite 4636 (18.1" LCD) £979.60
iiyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD) £1231.10
iiyama Pro-Lite 4831 (19" LCD) £1763.50
Touchscreen monitors ECall

Authorised Registered
Installer Developer &TDK

Discs (e.g.20x black discs - £6.28)
Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £2.14)

Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,
CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

®

FREEPOST EH2725 "
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDE VAT &UK carriage ^
httpy/WWW.Iiquid-siliCOn.COrn Official orders, foreign ordersandcallers welcome.
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wsm
Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Rise PC/A7000/RiscStation/Mico SIMMs

16MbFPM ' £28.20

32Mb EDO (HC, works In Rise PCs) £26.75
64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs) £39.00
128Mb EDO £77.55
2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items

MIDI Interfaces:

MIDI Max II internal 1 x1 x1 £93.95
Parallel Port 1x1x1 (back in stock) £92.95
RiscStation MIDI drivers & cable £17.95

RiscStation XG card & cable £116.95

RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £245.95
Sibelius 6 £99.95

Sibelius 7 Student £319.95
Sibelius 7 £520.95

Sibelius for PC/Mac is also available
Sound module serial driver £37.95

Other Hardware
Mouse (Genius/STD Acorn-compatible) £19.95
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £14.99
PS2MouseMini adaptor for older machines£18.95
Printers ECall
Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £95.00
RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £109.95
RiscStation second serial port £10.95
Scanners £Call

StrongARM &RISC OS 3.7 £269.00
StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £299.00
VlewFlnder card £235.00

Other Software
Abuse £20.00

Ankh £23.00
CD Burn £55.95
Chaos Engine £19.50

DataPower 2 £165.00

Doom* CDs £30.00

Descent CDs £25.00

Desktop Repton 3 CD £15.95

DialUp & Messenger Pro £54.95
EasiWriter Pro+ £139.95
Exodus £22.00

FastSpool+ £17.50

Heroes of Might & Magic 2 £32.00
Kfrsalis Collection Gold CD £25.95
OHP2 £37.95

Oregano CD £57.50

Other Worlds CD £17.95

Ovation Pro £138.95

PC Pro 3 £70.00

Personal Accounts £44.00

Photodesk Olympic £127.95
Prophet 3+ Pro £160.00

Quake £22.00

R-Comp Internet Suite £68.95

Schema 2 £121.50
SiteWrlter £58.95

Sleuth 3 £65.95

Sound Plugin £11.50
SVG Plugin £11.50

Syndicate* £26.50

TBA Games CD £20.00
TechWriter Pro+ £209.95

WebFX3D £24.50

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD £29.95

*.
We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.
Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.
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Python 2.2 now available for

RISC OS computers
Dietmar Schwertberger has announced
the immediate availability of the binaries
of Python2.2 for RISC OS. The files are
available as a free download from

www.schwertberger.de/python.html.
RISC OS Python includes the

following highlights:

• An integrated interface to the SWI
system

• Drawfile support
• Interfaces to the RISC OS WIMP and

toolbox (with examples)
• Numeric and plotting extensions

For use of Python you will need a filing
system with long filenames and support
for more than 77 files in a directory.

What is Python?
Python is an interpreted, object-oriented,
high-level programming language with
dynamic semantics. Its high-level built-in
data structures, combined with dynamic
typing and dynamic binding, make it very
attractive for rapid application
development, as well as for use as a
scripting or glue language to connect
existing components together. Python's
simple, easy-to-learn syntax emphasises
readability and therefore reduces the cost
of program maintenance. Python
supports modules and packages, which
encourages program modularity and code
reuse. The Python interpreter and the
extensive standard library are available in

source or binary form without charge for
all major platforms, and can be freely
distributed.

Often, programmers fall in love with
Python because of the increased
productivity it provides. Since there is no
compilation step, the edit-test-debug
cycle is incredibly fast. Debugging Python
programs is easy: a bug or bad input will
never cause a segmentation fault.
Instead, when the interpreter discovers
an error, it raises an exception. When
the program doesn't catch the exception,
the interpreter prints a stack trace.

A source-level debugger allows
inspection of local and global variables,
evaluation of arbitrary expressions,
setting breakpoints, stepping through the
code a line at a time, and so on. The

debugger is written in Python itself,
testifying to Pythons introspective power.
On the other hand, often the quickest way
to debug a program is to add a few print
statements to the source: the fast edit

test-debug cycle makes this simple
approach very effective.

Full information is available from the

official Python Web site (see below).
Acorn User welcomes any comments you
may have on this language.

Official Python site:
www.python.org

RISC OS Python:
www.schwertberger.de/python.html

Back-up your photos and data

with low cost CD media
With last month's look at digital cameras,
many of you will have been happily
snapping away at family, friends, pets,
your RiscPC, strangers in the street etc
showing off your fancy new digital
camera.

If all your wonderful David Bailey-esq
snaps are taking up too much disc space,
why not burn them onto CD to save disc
space? You can transport several
thousand of them easily to other PCs,
and you'll have a permanent copy which
wont fade over time.

Luckily, CDR Supplies Direct have a
lowcost range of CD and CDR media to
suite your requirements. Combine this

with one of the excellent RISC OS CD

Burning packages available, and you've
an excellent archival system for your
photos. You can even extend this to your
data and software - CDRs make a great
backup medium!
See the CDR Supplies Direct advert in
this issue for more pricing and contact
details.

RISC OS CD Burning packages are
available from Castle, RiscStation and all

good RISC OS dealers.

Castle: www.castle.uk.co

RiscStation: www.riscstation.co.uk

meeting
On February 11th Chris Hornby of
Photodesk will be talking about his new
range of Cannon digital cameras,
Smartmedia readers and progress on the
USB card. The latest printers wiil be
reviewed together with appropriate
Photodesk Photoreal printer drivers. For
the meeting location, check out
www.aaug.net

Find your ancestors
Modern technology has given Britons a
glimpse of life at the turn of the last
century with the online publication of the
national census for 1901.

The census was conducted a few

weeks after the death of Queen Victoria

as Britain was beginning a new era under
the rule of King Edward VII. "The
database contains details of over 32

million individuals," a spokeswoman for
the Public Records Office said. "It is a

snapshot of the family at the time — ages,
place of birth, occupations, and also
else was in the household at the time."

the time of writing, the census site, at
www.census.pro.gov.uk was down for a
weeks worth of maintenance, having been
brought to its knees only days after
release because of overwhelming
demand.

New Palmlink software

David Breakwell has released a first for

RISC OS users - the ability to transfer files
to and from the popular PalmPilot
handheld. The software uses the Palm

cradle via the serial port, and can also
convert RISC OS text files to the Palm

"DOC" format. IPalmLink can be

downloaded from David's Web site at

www.argonet.co.uk/users/davidb/

Old news?

Ifyou are interested in a piece of history
Mike Cowlishaw has created a Web site

dedicated to the first ever Acorn

Microcomputer. If you're thinking"BBC

Micro" at this point you're sadly mistaken -
the first ever Acorn computer was the
System 1. Sporting a 1MHz 6502
processor, 1K of RAM. hexadecimal
output, and a rather bizarre keyboard, the
system 1 could be yours in kit form for a
mere £70.20 (in 1979 of course!)

http://www.cary.dernon.co.uk/acom



MC218 (Psion5mx)^&
Ericsson MC218 (badged Psion 5mx, UK version)
36MHz ARM 710T, 16MB RAM, 640x240 pixel LCD
16 greys, 170x90x23mm, 354g, 2 x AA batteries.
1 month typical life, RS232 cable Includes PD RISC OS

transfer SW. was £410 flow £260f inc UK delivery

Now playable on RISC OS

Cartoon style Graphic Adventure Games
Monkey Island 1& 2

Indiana Jones 4 and the Fate of Atlantis

Day of the Tentacle
Sam and Max

£15teach
Uses ScummVM from:- http://www.acornemus.fYeeserve.co.uk/

LCDs 15"£330, 17%8oxio24£580, 19",6oox12<x>£1425
S/H StrongARMs

from £120

Offers from 4DRefurbished hi-spec monitors

15" £60t +£iop&p

17" £110t +£i5P&p
21" £260f +£2op&p
Phone for full specifications.

3 month warranty

HP Lasers (Refurbished)

HP4 tray fed 600dpi 8ppm
£140t + £10p&p

HP6L 600dpi 6ppm
£160t + £10p&p

S/H RiscPCs from £2001
RiscPC, RO 3.60, 16MB, IMBvram & HD £200t

StrongARM Mk3 RiscPC, RO 4.02, 32MB
IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £480*

A7000 RO 3.6, 32MB DRAM, HD & CD £110t
AKF60 (£50t with system) £601

t Fourth Dimension products have no VAT

Lexmark Laser 600dpi 12ppm Tray pcl&ps3 £270

Epson Perfection 1200S SCSI Scanner inc s/w £170f

netBook ExDemo (£200 OFF SRP) £6S0]
A7000+ Odyssey Surf 40MB £450

£250 OFF!

Ovation Pro with Impression file loader £150

Agfa A4 SCSI Scanners from £1201
Special offer!

Nikon Coolscan3 SCSI Slide scanner £510

Last few!

A7000 Motherboards £30t

IDE CD ReWriter 161032 with Acorn s/w £150

20GB IDE Hard Disc £110

RPC-PC Network pack, Interfaces cables
& Lanman98 £185

Printer Port 250MB Zip Drive with S/W £175

S/H 10base2 or T Access+ podules £75t

RAM A7000/+/RS7500 32MB £40, 64MB £55

RiscPC 64MB £70 & 128MB £130

17.4" LCD 1280x1024

Two Analogue Inputs
£680

_/-\

m
&

^^^ViewFinders
ow using 32MB Rage Pro Cards

Up to 2048xl536x32K colours 72Hz
& 1920xl440xl6M colours 74Hz

£240

Original 8MB cards £ 195

Kinetic Offers
Kinetic RiscPC 64MB upgraded to 128MB free!

128MB Kinetic £1190 inc VAT

Kinetic 128MB upgrades at 64MB price

From £350 Saving £81
Part exchanging StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £350

Part exchanging StrongARM £400
Part exchanging RISC OS 4 £410

Full pack i.e. no part exchange £469

Full details at:- http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/kinetic/

Canon BJC7000
A4+ 550gsm ex Demo

BJC7000 with new BC60 & BC61 Carts £150

BJC7000 with new Carts BC60, BC61, BC62,
Photoreal Driver, HR101 & GP301 Paper £230

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

cjev63ip Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/



Business News

Apple unveils SLYM-style iMac
We note with interest Apple has unveiled
a radical new design for its popular iMac
desktop computer along the lines of
Castle's SLYM. The design squeezes the
guts of the machine into a domed base
sprouting a futuristic flat-screen monitor.
The new iMac will be priced between
£980 and £1,400 depending on model
and spec. There is a choice of three new
iMac models: the 800MHz iMac with

DVD-R/CD-RW SuperDrive, the 700MHz
iMac with DVD ROM/CD-RW Combo

drive or the 700MHz iMac with CD-RW

drive. All models ship with the NVIDIA
GeForce2 MX graphics processing unit
for photorealistic games and'spectacular
3D graphics.

The main difference between the

devices is that SLYM is aimed at the thin

client world, whereas Apple's offering is a
full-blown computer. Apple managed to
get the only model in the county onto
their stand at BETT where the new iMac

running a PC Emulator running
VirtualAcorn was considered in a less-

busy moment!

Apple UK: www.apple.com/uk

Cumana: www.cumana.co.uk

Researchers claim data

compression breakthrough
A research company called ZeoSync said
it has achieved a breakthrough that
overcomes the previously known limits of
compression related to the storage and
transmission of data. The company is a
research start-up working with a team of
renowned mathematicians. ZeoSync's
breakthrough, which has yet to be
demonstrated in any public forum, could
vastly boost the ability of computer disks
to store all types of information including
text, music, and video. Their initial claims

were dampened when some of the
mathematicians who ZeoSync claimed
they were working with denied any
knowledge of the breakthrough.

If proven and successfully
commercialised, the discovery could
overturn 50 years of thinking in the field
of "lossless" data compression and
undermine business assumptions on

which the telecommunications and other

digital industries are based.
Lossless compression is the process

by which computer data can be

compacted, stored, and then restored
with complete fidelity, or zero loss of
data.

Algorithms such as LZW are currently
the widest used form of lossless

compression. Other existing compression
techniques such as JPEG and MPEG
typically shed redundant data in order to
conserve space.

We wonder whether we'll be seeing a
!Spark2003 from Mr Pilling if this
technology exists and eventually takes
off?

In brief

Computer chips could thwart euro
currency fraud
The first counterfeit euro note has been

found already — a 50-euro note. The
European Central Bank is considering
adding computer chips to future
generations of euro notes to allow police
to track stolen money and to stop
counterfeiters. The technology is not

currently used because of the cost and
suggestions that it might not stand up to
the battering it would get if inserted in
money. However, the large value of the
500 and 200 euro notes and their

attractiveness to criminals could make the

incorporation of the chips economically
viable. Now which low-cost, low power
processor core do we know that would be
ideal for such a role?

FBI reviews software

The U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation
has reversed its advice for computer
users trying to protect themselves against
security flaws in Microsoft Windows XP.
Applying a free fix from Microsoftworks
after all, the FBI concluded. Not sure how

long the FBI have been reviewing
software for - perhaps someone should
send them a copy of RISC OS?

This was one in a string of security
related issues with Microsofts' latest

flagship OS - Windows XP. Serious
security flaws have now been discovered
in the plug and play support, web browser
and email software. Perhaps someone
should send them a copy of RISC OS!

acornuser.com to be relaunched

By the time you are reading this issue, the
Acorn User Web site should have been

relaunched. Melotech is now developing
the Web site, with extra developments
already underway.

Acorn User: www.acornuser.com

Melotech: www.melotech.co.uk

Neil Spellings
news@acornuser.com



A SMALL selection of 500+ CJE / 4D software offers at:
http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/swoffers/
Lowest ever prices! Up to 90% OFF!

Programming / Comms
Original Price Offer Price

Acorn C/C++ £249 £80t
Quick Link £34 £20
WIMP Basic II £100 £60

Word Processors / DTP

Textease Multimedia £100 £60
Textease Studio £175 £115

ARC WORLD CD with Impression Junior — £5
Startwrite by Icon Technologies £58 £10
First Page £61 £40
Pendown (Talking) £63 £40
FireworkzPro £175 £135

Drawing / ClipArt / Viewers / Other

PhotoLink £69 £50

PDSView £117 £20

Photodesk FX1 (Effects) £20 £12
Top Model II £153 £75
Top Model CD Collection 1 £35 £20
Draw Works New Millennium £60 £35

Acorn Replay Starter Kit £41 £15

Education & Training

Crystal Rain Forest 2: Mission Control FD £53 £35
Naughty Stories Vols. 1 & 2 (set of 12) on CD £70 £50
Sherlock Holmes CD £30 £15

Acorn Explorer Training Manual and Disc — £5
King Arthur By CSH £59 £20+
Doris the Dotty Dog (Disc only) — £5+
Darryl the Dragon (4Mation) £23 £51"
A Mouse in Holland £35 £10+

Tiny Art (Topologika) £42 £10+
Kiyeko with Acorn Reader £36 £25
Graph IT. age 8-16+ £41 £20
Illustrated Shakespeare CD.. £30 £20+
Playdays £26 £13+
Goldilocks OAK/Cumana £47 £20

Games

Die Speccy Games CD + Spectrum Z80 emulator..£39 £20
Syndicate+CD £32 £22t

Alone in the Dark £35 £15+

Global Effect £30 £15+

Simon the Sorcerer CD £46 £20+

Games Pad Dual Pro £40 £20+

Whilst stocks last. Minimum order £10, UK post included, please enquire for overseas delivery cost. Please check for compatibility. Please quote "Special offer price" when ordering.

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items marked t are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

cjev632j Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cjemicros.co.uk http://www.cjemicros.co.uk/



Make the right choice for the future with

RISC OS Select
Keep up to date with every new

version of RISC OS as it appears!

In future, new updates to RISC OS will be soft-loaded over the
existing RISC OS 4 ROM. Distribution will be on CD
and via the Internet, making regular updates and
the widespread testing of new features far more
practical. Join Select to be a part of the new
scheme and receive up to three RISC OS
update CDs per year. All you will need is
one or more RISC OS 4 machines on

which to install new versions of RISC

OS 4.

What does the Select scheme

RISC OS fans! Join the

RISCOS '
Foundation
and receive our ground

breaking quarterly CD magazine

FOUNDATION

Now in volume 21

Foundation RISC User isa truly innovative publication from RISCOS Ltd that
supports theheartof the RISC OS market. Themagazine articles combine useful
information with software resources that canbelaunched witha simple click on
a link. Every issue ispacked witha wide rangeof substantial and authoritative
features from respected writers, along with a comprehensive and fully integrated
database of current RISC OS products, developers and usergroups. Altogether.
it'sarguably the most innovative and highqualityCDmagazine onanyplatform.

provide?
Byjoining Select you will receive the following benefits:

1. Up to three CDs per year, containing the latest
version of RISC OS plus optional beta-test copies of

software components in development. Every CD will
also be bootable and contain a full, working disc image

that allows the easy selection of different boot sequences.
Access to interim updates via a private Web site.

3. The ability to upgrade up to ten machines at a single site.
Select is a personal scheme: you only need one subscription even if
you own several computers. However, RISC OS 4 is needed for
each machine: Select cannot be used with RISC OS 3-7 or earlier.

4. Affiliate Registered Developer status: if you are a programmer,
joining Select entitles you to become a Registered Developer for
no extra charge, and have your products included in the Database
section of Foundation RISC User magazine (see below).

RISC OS 4 upgrades and Select scheme prices
Subscriptions to Select are available on an annual basis, and may
be purchased in combination with a RISC OS 4 upgrade.

RISC OS 4 upgrade plus Select subscription:
RISC OS 4 upgrade only (newlow price!):

Select subscription only:
(for existing RISC OS 4 users)

Select subscription only:
(for Foundation members)

Select group subscription: £ 3 OO
(for sites with more than ten machines)

All prices above include VAT.
Please see our Web site for further

pricing details, overseas prices etc.

£179

£109

£105

£99

Testimonials from readers

of Foundation RISC User

'"The interface isvery friendly andbetter
than my perception of whata CD-based

magazine would belike!"—Andrew Weston
• "The whole CDisa joy, andsomething our

platform canbeproud of."—Geoff Steeper
"The Foundation CDhascontradicted my opinion

that I wouldn't beable to read a CD magazine happily.
It's very nicely laid out."—Fred Bainbrough

•"Congratulationson Foundation RISC User... it works smoothly, looks
goodand hasmasses of useful and interesting content."—Gavin Wraith
•"Keepup theexcellent work! (And whatI REALLY appreciate issomeone who
can write, spell, talksense, and knows his its-es and it's-es!)"—Jeremy Roberts
•"It's a really excellent job."—David Pilling

Sample Foundation RISC User Online!
Visit oursampler edition. Foundation RISC User Online, at
http://foundation.riscos.com/fru.htm

FOUNDATION

\RiscnS5${

New Foundation

membership or
annual renewal:

£35*25
(£30 ex. VAT)

Membership also includes
regularemail newsletters

and specialoffers

IRISCM
3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 02920 492324
Fax 02920 492326
www.riscos.com
sales@rlscos.com



New wires-only ADSL to bring
broadband Internet to RISC OS.

Will 2002 be the year that
Broadband finally takes off in
the UK? Monthly charges
are set to fall as "Wires-only"

ADSLtrials have already begun, and BT
Wholesale launch the DIY installation no-

engineer-visit version of ADSL in January
at a price to ISPs of £25 per month for
the 50:1 contention ratio 512Kbps
service.

Subscribers to the DIY-install service

are able to choose and pay for their own
ADSL USB or Ethernet-connected

Transform your Internetconnection withADSL.

modem/router, which is mostly good
news for RISC OS users who won't want

to buy a PC gateway just to get USB
ADSL Internet access.

The only practical difference is that the
work to add ADSL to your voice phone
line for "wires-only" is all done at the
exchange. There is no visit by a BT

fVDSI Exisjjng extension lockeU
Filter * \ ^-»

BT: Please buy a £20 filter for each socket...

Engineer to install the ADSL filter box to
separate the ADSL data from the normal
voice signal on your phone line.
Instead you have to purchase a "micro-
filter" to be fitted at each extension socket

where you want to connect a phone. The
ADSLconnection is effectively the un-
filtered signal coming out from the master
socket. What BT don't shout about is that

you can usually get away with just one
micro-filter arranged so that it feeds the
rest of your phone extension sockets.

One highly thought-of ADSL-supplying
—i ISP, Andrews and

Arnold

(aa.nu/isp/wiresonly.
html), say that they
will be able to supply
the same master

socket face-plate
filter/splitter box to
feed to the extensions

that a BT engineer
would have fitted,

making the installation
even neater for

subscribers with

practical wiring skills.
You can read the

BT Suppliers
Information Notes

(SIN) about ADSL
Microfilters at

www.sinet

.bt.com/346v2p1.pdf
Many ISPs offering

"wires-only" ADSL
want you to buy the

ADSL modem/router they supply as part
of the package. It's worth reading up
about available modems in the ADSL

FAQs around, such as the G.DMT
"Wires-only" FAQ from
ADSLGuide.org.uk at
www.adslguide.org.uk/qanda.asp?
faq=GDMT

Lincbox Uxisijng extensionsockets

( sum Mwfcm )

Me: No thanks, Til just have one!

Comms

In brief

Rosemary's Baby

Rosemary Miskin has been v
software for many years. An enthusias
user of the Argonet Voyager Internet
suite, Rosemary offers a number of
Voyager enhancements and utilities, as
well as a wealth of other Acorn software

from Graphics to Genealogy. Her latest
baby is !ColDei2which allows you to
choose colours for Web page authoring
using the Acorn colour-picker module.
Colour formats supported are RISC OS.
HTML and the 216-colour "Netsafe"

range. Pick a colour and drag and drop its
parameter value from ColDef2 to a text
editor window or into Artworks. The

display shows the RGB levels in decimal,
hex and percentage, and usefully any
colour already on-screen can be copied
into ColDef2.

www.argonet.co.uk/users/miskin/net/
main.html#cd

Bablake Junior ICT

Gary Locock is Year 5 Form Teacher and
Information Technology Network Manager
at Bablake Junior School in Coventry,
Warwickshire. His remit covers 48

computers used by up to 192 pupils, and
each person in the school whether staff or
child has a private e-mail address for use
without restriction in-school or worldwide.

Pupils are encouraged to make e-mail
penpal friendships in other countries and
the school's emphasis on RISC OS
machines guarantees immunity from
Windows virus infections. Gary's
admirable vision is that the acquisition of
ICT skills will be pleasurable, and as
natural and as equally important as talking
or writing.

www.bablakejs.co.uk/ictinf.html

Fingers Fletcher

Justin Fletcher is a busy man these days,
but still finds time to release freeware

RISC OS goodies. His UFinger
application uses the "finger" protocol to
get information from remote Internet
servers. Justin says that other finger
applications he'd used were so patheti
that he decided to write his own. JFinge,
has a lot of bells and whistles that you
might never use, but as a quick tool to find
how much mail you have waiting, or to

ogged in to a particular server,
point you in the right

direction.

www.movspclr.co.uk/software.html#
jfinger

David Dade

commsfcoacornuser.com
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All products arecompatible with StrongARM andRISC OS jljrf
Some products are enhanced for RISC OS4
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Please note - R-Comp prices now include VAT

Web Authoring
HTMLEdit 5 Studio (Whole Suite) .
Next-generation Webauthoring tools for RISC OS
HTMLEd'rt Studio is thesolution to all your Web authoring
needs, whether largeor small. Available either as a complete
suiteor piece bypieceas a series of components:

HTMLEdit V5 £55

Award-winning HTML editor with many powerful features. V5
includes massively updated support for JavaScript, Cascading
Style Sheetsandfont handling, plus many smaller updates.
Upgrade from v3orlater -£20 &return old(+WDT2) discs.
WebsterXL £30

Fully-featured Web browser, tuned to work with HTMLEdit
Web Designer's Toolkit v2+ £30
Visual editing of frames, tables, animation, image maps etc.
Now includes WebThumbs photo gallery creator!
WebSpell (HTML-aware spelling checker) . . . .£15

Also Available:

SiteMaster 2+ £35

Site management tools for checking, moving, publishing and
uploading whole orpartial web sites.

Utilities

EasyClip 2+ £25
Graphical resourcemanagement system
Storeand manage your clip-art and photograph collections with
great ease. Now includes WebThumbs gallery creator!
Upgrade from 2.10 or later for £5 by returning disc.

£115

Internet Utilities
R-Comp Internet Suite £69
First class software to get you online!
Consists of DialUp, Messenger Pro2 &WebsterXL (described
below). Available with a 56kModem and Account for£115.

Messenger Pro 2 £37
Comprehensive email and news reader software
• Easyto set up and use, yet extremely powerful
• Flexible view options, such as a powerful threading mode
• Offline andNetwork (£45) versions available.
WebsterXL £30

Browser with support foradvanced Web technologies
• Supports frames, tables, JavaScriptand 128-bit SSLetc.
• Flexible printing, saving, exporting, cut/paste facilities
DialUp £23
Internetconnection utility;supports multiple ISPaccounts
NB. £18to Messenger Proowners, or £12 if youown WXL

Also Available:

SiteSeer

Web sitegrabbing utility foroffline viewing
£25

Messenger Pro 2 New Version!
Theleading RISC OS Email systemis now easier to use,yet
packsinmany newfeatures including message deferring,
improved threading, "Hotlisting" of links forwhenyougo online
and muchmore. Includes a new48 page printed manual.
Contact us for upgrade pricesandmore information . . £37
Server version for home networks due soon!

•aiiiiMaiiaMifi^.^

Network Printing/Shared Internet
Internet/Print Sharing Box £165
Shareyour modem/ISDN/cable/ADSL internet, plus a printer
too! Supplied with Network Printers software and NetFetch
internet software.

Print-server Box inc Software £155

2(3)-port 10Mbit print server, supplied with Network Printers
software: access up to threetraditional printers viaa network

Network Printers £40

(Software only; includes site licence)
Printto network-enabled printers and print serverboxes

Music

Anthem £70

The RISCOS MIDI Sequencer, with extensive features.

Parallel Port MIDI Interface £95

ESP MIDI Synthesiser Plus £45

Games

Abuse £25-00

The Chaos Engine £20-00
Descent 1 & 2 Double Pack £35-00

Descent 2 for existing owners £15.00

Doom+ Trilogy £32-50
Final Doom £15-00

Heretic and Hexen £30-00

Heroes of Might and Magic II .... £35-00
The Price of Loyalty (for HoMM2) £2200

Quake £23-00

Spheres of Chaos version 2 £15-00
Syndicate+ £29-00
TBA Classics (six-game collection) . . . £22-00
Krisalis Gold CD £26.00

RISC User in a Nutshell CD £32-00

Artex
Ankh £10-00

Exodus .... £20-00

Watch this Space!



Graphics

Web graphics: cream of the crop?
Last month we took a brief look at the

three main commercial vector

graphics packages available for
RISC OS: Vantage, Artworks and Draw
Works 3rd Millenium. Obviously, it's not
appropriate to compare DW3M, which
costs £39, to Vantage, which costs £240.
One is a professional solution, the other a
budget solution. Therefore, we'll simply
take a look at the pros and cons of each
package, starting this month with
Cerilica's Vantage.

As mentioned last month, Vantage is
well established as a print design
package; there's no questioning it's
abilities in this field. However, those who
read the Drobe review will also be aware

of Vantage's excellent anti-aliasing
engine, which renders bitmaps with
breath-taking sharpness. This quality
makes it the ideal package for creating
graphics for the Internet, at least in terms
of output. Here we will look at it's usability
and features.

On my Kinetic RiscPC (233Mhz),
Vantage loads within around three
seconds; it's not much slower on lesser

machines, either. This is somewhat

impressive for such an advanced piece of
software. Clicking on the Vantage icon
(on the iconbar) brings up a pleasingly
uncluttered workspace; the interface has
been designed to be as unobtrusive as
possible, which is just the ticket for
design work.

At this point, we need to ask "what is
needed in the average Web site?". Well,
for a corporate site (which is what we'll
concentrate on here) you need a logo
and, often, images for the navigation
menu. This determined, that is what I will

create in Vantage. The first thing to do is
create the company logo; I thought of a
name and line of business, so now I need

a suitable logo. In this case I
have decided to keep it stylish
but simple; three different
coloured stars, overlayed and
slightly offset, with the
company name next to them
in black. This company has a
slogan so that needs to be
incorporated somehow, as
well.

Creating a star shape in
Vantage is very easy, as you'd
expect. One simply selects the
shapes toolbar, clicks on the
star shape and click-and-drag.
Now I have my star, but it's only a black
outline; I want colour. To fill this shape
with colour, one drags the appropriate
colour (in this case cyan at 60%) to the
Fill Colour tab. To change the outline to
the same colour, but a little darker (for
emphasis), select Cyan at 100% and
drag it to the Line Colour tab. Perfect
result, out star is now in colour. I want

three of these, but in different colours, so
the next thing to do is copy and paste the
shape twice. This is achieved using the
usual CTRL+C and CTRL+V shortcuts,

then the colours are changed in each
copy using exactly the same method as
for the original. To overlay the three stars,
simple drag and drop is employed.

The text in the logo is a simple enough
matter; it has to be clear and simple.
Selecting the text tool, the company
name is entered and then dragged to size
and manually aligned. The same method
is used for the slogan. To right align
these, one selects both text lines and
then applies alignment to the right, using
the toolbar button. We now have a simple
but pleasing logo, but there's something
missing. Whenever there's something
missing, it always helps to try a little

transparency. Applying
80% transparency does
the trick (a simple
matter of selecting the
stars and then going to
the transparency tool
and dragging the 80%

•j |Disc4.$.Save5.AcomUser.February2002.Graphics.output(1)|- i
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elektech networks
using network technology to serve you
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Thework inprogress (Transparency tool in use).

block to the

transparency tab) and
we now have a stylish
company logo.

In our phantom Web
site, the menu system
will be on the left of the

site and be made up of
white text on a blue

background. To create
the image for this is a

elektech networks
using network technology to serve you

welcome
about elektech
our products
online shop
customer service
links

•BIBH

FinalPNG output(also available online).

simple matter of drawing a large, blue
rectangle and adding the text to it, using
the methods described previously. We
now have all of the graphics created so
now it's time to output a bitmap image of
everything. Vantage can output as a
sprite, PNG or TIFF. PNG is the Internet
graphics format, so that's what we'll use
here.

To output only a select area of the
page, one has to crop this area by
resizing the Vantage window so that only
what you want to save is displayed. Once
you've done this, it's a simple matter of
saving out via the standard menu,
selecting PNG and saving in the standard
RISC OS manner. The output is superb,
as shown in the screenshot. Readers with

access to the Internet can see the output
file by visiting www.acornuser.com
/graphics.

Those used to Artworks will find the

Vantage interface quite a change, but it is
very intuitive. I created the logo and
navigation images in just a few minutes.
The output is top class; Cerilica are spot-
on with their anti-aliasing engine. This all
comes at a price, of course. At £240,
Vantage is the most expensive graphics
package available for RISC OS and £100
more than ArtWorks Master Edition, its

nearest RISC OS rival. It is, however,

extremely cheap compared to similar
packages on MacOS and Windows. If
you can afford it or need professional
output for the Web, Vantage is a must. If
you want professional publishing
capabilities as well, then Vantage
suddenly becomes amazingly good value
for money as you've basically got a two-
in-one solution.

Next month we'll take a look at Artworks

Master Edition.

Michael Stubbs

graphics@acornuser.com



MICROBITS

Everything you need and want in
RISC OS computers, PCs, networks,
repairs and point of sale systems.

All under one roof with our friendly,
expert and efficient service.

Front Offices, Alfa Trading Est.
32 Adelaide St., Coventry CV1 5GT

Tel: 024 7655 0088

Fax: 024 7636 6452

Mobile: 0771 425 1011

E-mail: sales@microbit.demon.co.uk

Web: www.microbit.demon.co.uk

Image Software

IHHH

Money Manager 2001 (Personal Edition)

Take control of your home / personal finances

with Money Manager 2001 (Personal Edition),

our newly released personal accounts package.

Functionality includes :

• Support for unlimited accounts in ANY

currency.

• Account specific exchange rates, where

required (for foreign currency accounts).

Accounts payable / receivable (again,

multiple currency support). Ideal for

recording bills and debts owed to you.

Support for scheduled and regular

transactions (with automatic processing

of direct debits and standing orders).

CASTLE

www.imagesoft.co.uk
sales@imagesoft.co.uk

Account summary, with account totals,

liabilities and debts. Gives you your

net worth in local currency.

Infintite undo/redo with roll-back

facility. Make a mistake - just undo

it, at the click of the mouse.

Application State Preservation; restart

the application in exactly the same

state as when you last used it (windows

in same position, etc).

£29.99
FULLY

INCLUSIVE

Image Software is the trading name of Darren

Windsor of 48 Hinchliffe Road, Poole, Dorset,

BHI5 4ED. Telephone 01202 269720.



Public Domain

Essential Public Domain and Shareware software.
After a few months absence, I'm

back with a new look magazine
and new editor - good luck to

Michael and his team. As it's also a

new year as well, I thought I'd give a
quick round up of some of what are, in
my opinion, some of the essential
applications of any RISC OS PD and
Shareware collection.

Zap
First and foremost, must come Zap -
which is so integral to my system I
wonder how I ever lived without it.

Indeed, there is nothing on any
platform that comes anywhere close to
it in terms of flexibility, versatility or
usability. Zap is a text editor, initially
designed to replace the default Acorn
offering, Edit- but replacing Editis a
bitof an understatement for Zap can
do virtually anything bar making tea,
and I'm sure with a suitable module

could even manage that!
Of course, talking about text editors

in some places will trigger a war to
rival some of Bin Laden's efforts, as

editors seem to be very personal
things, which is odd as they all essentially
allow you to edit text files and documents.
However, it's how they do it that counts,
and Zap not only does it in style, but does
it with a 1001 styles, a point which
invariably puts off some people from
trying it, fearing a huge learning curve
and 1000's of configuration options and
settings.

Don't be put off though, as you can
simply install Zap and start using it with
it's default settings. The beauty lies in
discovering all the additional features and
functionality that will have you wondering
how you ever survived without it, after
about a week of use.

Whereas Editmerely allows you to edit
text modes with a minimum of features,

Zap incorporates colour syntax coding,
fully flexible and configurable word and
line wrapping, key macros, regular
expression based search and replace,
spell checking, completely customisable
screen display utilising either RISC OS's
outline fonts or its own mono-spaced
bitmapped fonts (with enough styles to
keep you occupied for hours just
browsing through them), disc and
memory editing, memory disassembly
and a host of other features.

One of the most powerful features of it
is that of 'modes' - or the ability to edit
different types of file with its own
customisable range of settings, colours
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Zap at workwithHTML and Perl.

and text parameters, so for example you
could use it to compose your email
messages, automatically colour-coding
replies, signatures and quoting levels,
switch between different signature, add
random tag lines, word wrap at 76
characters, spell check and even cater for
different users to have different

preferences, yet in another window you
could edit a IHelp file or debug some
programming code - each with keyword
colouring and individual width and wrap
settings.

Programmers particularly have
become attached to Zap, purely because
it offers them so much flexibility and
customisation, in addition to specific
modes for all popular programming
languages and modules.

I can't really give it justice in a short
feature such as this, without sacrificing
space for other applications. Download a
copy from www.zap.uk.eu.org and see
for yourself. Also see StrongED, available
from www.stronged.iconbar.com

ChangeFSI
Originally written by Acorn and given
away free with all new computers is
another essential utility, which is easy to
overlook, simply because it too easily
gets taken for granted. However, anyone
who has viewed JPEG, GIF or other

images downloaded from other platforms,

will have no doubt come into contact with

ChangeFSI, even if unaware of it.
Not only will it convert all manner of weird
and wonderful graphic files so that RISC
OS users can view them, but it also has a

range of powerful image manipulation
features, such as re-scaling, gamma
correction, pre-sharpening and other
effects, but it can also save out in JPEG

format.

Although not the fastest image viewer
available, it is one of the most accurate

that I've found, coping with dithering and
colour translations that some other similar

utilities can cut corners on. The latest

ChangeFSI: JPEG to Sprite conversion

version (available to RISC OS 4 and
RISC OS Select users) also caters for
some of the newer varieties of JPEG

images, such as those downloaded from
digital cameras and web sites.
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Also see Translatr, available from

web.inter.nl.net/users/

J.Kortink/software.htm and FYE02,
available from www.multimania.com/

mathevet.

in reality contain nothing but lines and
lines of gobbledegook.

The lines of strange looking,
seemingly random, characters are
generally caused by the e-mail software

at the originating end not
encoding the attachment into e-
mail format correctly. The usual
culprit is a certain popular email
client produced by that
company we all love to hate,
based in Redmond!

However, help is at hand with
the aid of Attacher. Put simply,
it can scan through all the
confusing gobbledegook and
extract any attachments
embedded within. To do this,

you can simply export the
message directly from your
email software and drop it into
Attacher's conversion window.

After a few moments of

processing, Attacherw\\\
present you with a save
dialogue from which you can
drag the attachment into a
suitable filer window.

Attacherwill scan right through the file,
so if there is more than one attachment

embedded in the message, it should find
the others too; simply drag each one out,
one at a time.

Of course, the ideal solution would be

to educate the masses that their email

software is broken - but in the meantime,

Attacher w\\\ remove the hassle from

getting your attachments back. Written by
John Allen, you can download a copy
from his Web site at

johnallen.com/soft.html.

PlaySound
This invaluable utility is a front-end to
Rick Hudson's P/ay/f module and is the
audio equivalent of ChangeFSI. It can be
used to play a variety of sound files
downloaded from the internet and

imported from other computer systems.
It will convert and play raw WAV files,
Armadeus, Audio IFF, AudioWorks,

Amiga, DataVox and a variety of other
audio formats.

Like ChangeFSI, if it's 'seen' when you
boot up the computer, then you only have
to double-click on the relevant foreign file
in order for it to play the file.

Control is via a standard 'video

recorder' style,
play/forward/backward/stop etc control
panel. PlaySound is available to
download from www.markscholes.

freeserve.co.uk/software.html

Playlt is available to download from
homepages.ihug.co.nz/~rhudson/

E\ FTPc

1k\ *>*
Path

User

Password

Account

Type

Host

Default Tj|

User

ssword

Passive Passive

The FTPc login window

FTPc

This time an essential utility for anyone
who manages Web sites or downloads
files from Internet FTP sites. This is

another one of those utilities that I've

found no equivalent to on other computer
platforms, especially with the ease of use
and reliability that FTPc offers.

FTPc is a freeware FTP client by Colin
Granville. Just enter a hostname,
username and password and FTPc will
display a listing of files from the remote
server in a RISC OS-style filer window.
From then on you can simply drag and
drop files either to or from FTPc in order
to transfer your files to or from the remote
server.

FTPcalso contains easy to use
configuration options which will allow
users to work from behind firewalls, set

the type of server or even change access
permissions on remote files - essential if
you want to make files read, write or
executable.

It also incorporates a flexible hotlist
which can store all your regular host
locations, even including your username,
password and default filepath if you
require.

FTPc is available to download from

www.ftpc.iconbar.com.

Attacher

This is another essential Internet utility
and will be invaluable to anyone who
receives e-mails which supposedly
contain an attachment of some sort, but

software/playit.html
This makes an ideal compliment to

Playlt/PlaySoundand is an audio MPEG

inhi PlaySound: PlaybackControl | '!
| STAR ME KITTEN/WAV jQQZj

Index | 0:16 Length | 3:20 ^J

I™

- || > II | «| »| H4|»i|

Filename | STAR ME KITTEN/WAV
Type | Wave

-Format 116-bit s-lin little endian
Channels jMono

Length 18833921 frames
Frequency144100 Hz
Play Time 13:20.32

a
a

Format |St16b s-lin l-end
Frequency 144100 Hz *

ij

PlaySound controlpanel (set to fullsize)

(MP3) player. Not only does it provide
high quality playback of MP3 files
downloaded from the net, but also has

my personal favourite front-end display
panel - being basic but stylish.

AMPIayer
Itonly has rudimentary playlist facilities,
but you can auto-queue files so that it will
play each MP3 file in a directory in a
sequential order - which is pretty much
how I listen to my music anyway. It will
adequately multi-task on a StrongARM
machine so that you can continue using
the machine whilst you listen to your
MP3s playing. AMPIayer is available to
download from www.amplayer.org.

Ifyou have an application which you

w^T AMPIayer status ii

sEfliEsisr^

AMPIayer in action

think is essential to your enjoyment and
productivity using RISC OS, please
contact me and I'll see if I can feature it in

future columns. As always, you can find
most RISC OS applications from my
comprehensive links database at
www.riscos.org/links.

Paul Vigay
pd@acornuser.com
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Speed, reliability and ease-of-use make

RISC OS computers the ultimate
choice for productive computing. The
full range of RISC OS computers from

Castle Technology and RiscStation are

available from Melotech. Contact the

Melotech sales team for advice and a

free quote.

Melotech has a range of second-user

RiscPCs available. Refurbished by
Melotech engineers, these machines

are available with a StrongARM
processor from as little as £299.99.

Full details are available on the

Melotech Web site, or call and ask for

a free, comprehensive quote.

EasyGCC makes programming in C
under RISC OS much easier. EasyGCC

features a project manager, library
manager, macro editor and a compiler

installer that ensures you have the

latest version of RISC OS GCC

installed. EasyGCC is available as a

free download from melotech.co.uk.

Melotech offers a specialist Web
design service for businesses of all

sizes. Code is written by hand and is
standards compliant, whilst sites are

tested in a huge range of Windows and

RISC OS browsers for full compatibility.
Existing clients include Acorn User, the

Conservative Party and David Pilling.
Call now to discuss your requirements.

Give your company a cutting edge

image with print design from Melotech.

Melotech designers can produce

professional quality brochures,

catalogues, flyers and magazine

adverts. Low pricing and top quality
service combine to provide the

ultimate choice for your print design
requirements.

Full details of all products and services are available from

the Melotech Web site, or call to discuss your requirements.

www.melotech.co.uk • sales@melotech.co.uk

Phone/Fax: 0113 242 4510

Melotech. Solutions for everyone. Melotech

Logitech
for RISC OS systems..

Cordless

Optical Mouse
The revolutionary mouse with no hall
and no cable! Optical sensors give you

greater accuracy, while the cordless
technology frees you from cables that

catch and tangle. The rounded shape fits
comfortably in either hand. The mouse

connects to the PS2 or USB port, and
is also available with an Acorn adapter!

Acorn: E5B.75 inc VAT

I'S2; E41.65 mc VAT

ordless
i Optical

Discover the outstanding cordless optical
mouse for your computer. There's no
cord to limit your movement and it's
optical so that you can use it on any

surface. Logitech'spatented digitalradio
technology works in a two-meter range of

PS2: E49.35 inc VAT

Pilot Wheel Mouse Dptical
Choose a mouse that records motion

optically, instead of with a ball. The
Logitech Pilot Wheel Mouse Optical

glides smoothly across most surfaces,
so that youno longer need a mouse pad

and there's no ball to get dirty

PS2:E2l.l5incVAT

Acorn: £35.25 inc VAT

Surftec
Internet Computer Solutionsr)
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Telephone: +44(0)1428 608121

Fax: +44(0)1428 608123
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Castle Technology's Internet Odyssey
Ever since the announcement of the

Omega well over a year ago, most
talk in the RISC OS press has

been about faster processors, new
motherboards and better graphics. Some
people have been putting off buying a
new computer for months now, patiently
awaiting the arrival of something better
than the hardware available now. Owners

of RiscPCs, A7000s, RiscStations and

Micos have good reason; the only viable
upgrades here are a Kinetic card or
StrongARM/ RISC OS 4 bundle. A great
number of people, however, are still using
pre-RiscPC machines. Some of these
people do not want to invest in a RiscPC
as they see it as being superceded with a
new generation of machines in the near
future; some simply can't stretch to the
asking price of a RiscPC.

A lot of users of legacy machines do
not require even the power of a
StrongARM RiscPC, hence the reason
why some have chosen not to upgrade. It
is undeniable, though, that pre-RiscPC
machines are not really suitable for
modern applications such as DTP and
the Internet. Things have moved on and
even these basic tasks now push the
older machines to their limits and often

they simply can't cope.
What is needed, then, is a

low/mid-range computer that is powerful
enough to deal comfortably with every
day computing tasks, yet without the
unwanted expense of a high-end
machine. The solution lies in the ARM

7500 FE-based computers and here is
where the competition is in the RISC OS
market. Castle Technology, RiscStation
and MicroDigital all produce machines
based around the ARM 7500 FE chip,
which runs at 56MHz. Interestingly, each

fig i: everything is neatly and adequately packaed

manufacturer seems to aim their

particular machine at slightly different
markets, with Castle Technology aiming
squarely at the Education market and
RiscStation touting their machines as
suitable for high-end use. MicroDigital
claim that the Mico was created as a test

bed for the technology behind the yet-to-
appear Omega computer and, for the
moment at least, appear to have stopped
actively promoting the product at any
particular area of the market, so we'll
assume that it is a general-purpose
machine.

For a lot of people, a computer is used
to write letters, do a little DTP and
connect to the Internet. They don't
require any more than that. A lot of RISC
OS users are enthusiasts and

programmers, but there are thousands
who just want this general, basic use of a
computer and choose RISC OS because
of it's oft-discussed strengths. In light of
all this, Acorn User is embarking on a
short series of reviews of ARM 7500 FE-

based computers; one from each
manufacturer. We've not set a price point
or a specification, but do ask that the

machine is specifically an Internet
machine and that it comes with a 15"

LCD display (eliminates any flicker). It
has been made clear that price is an
important factor and should be balanced
with specifications.

We start our series this issue with the

A7000+ Odyssey Surf from Castle
Technology. Next month we will look at
RiscStation's offering and after that, we
hope to have a Mico to review. We'll then
summarise the pros and cons of each
system the following issue.

The parcel that arrived from Castle
Technology can only be described as

huge. Upon opening this box, it was
revealed that it contained two other boxes

(one with the computer in, one with the
LCDdisplay in) which were well protected
with immense amounts of those little

pieces of polystyrene. Definitely a good
start; Castle obviously know the
importance of good packing. The top box
was the LCD box; what a shock the size
of it was! The box depth was
approximately a hand-span, which is
quite impressive when you consider the
size of conventional monitors. The LCD

itself, which was well-packed, was light
and pleasingly shallow in depth. The box
underneath was a conventional RiscPC

box and, upon opening it, contained the
usual cardboard tray with manual,
keyboard, mouse and leads. On this
occasion there was also an external 56K

modem, as this is an Internet machine.

Unpacking and connecting up the
machine takes just 10 minutes. Not bad
at all; this is what setting up a computer
should be like. Being an experienced
computer user, I didn't have to refer to
the manual. However, there is a

comprehensive section detailing how to
setup the machine correctly, which
inexperienced computer users would find
useful. Once nice touch that some PC

companies sometimes have is to include
a separate sheet of instructions for
setting up a machine. Maybe something
to include in the future (the Welcome
Guide doesn't mention connecting up the
modem, for example).

Castle supply a slightly updated
version of Acorn's A7000+ Welcome

Guide, which includes the afore

mentioned setup instructions. Overall,
this is an excellent guide to using the
machine and the RISC operating system,

fig ii: the computer set up in the front room!
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but there are several things that could do
with being updated. There is a welcome
page written by Castle's Managing
Director, but turn the page and
immediately there is reference to Acorn
Computers Ltd. Even the RISC OS
contract page refers to Acorn Computers
Ltd, not Castle Technology Ltd, Pace Pic
or RISCOS Ltd. Screenshots and

references to RISC OS are made to RISC

OS 3, not RISC OS 4. There is also no

mention of the extra software that Castle

now bundles as standard with their

computers; Oregano, Resultz and
EasiWriter. It would be nice to see the

Welcome Guide updated appropriately.
Of course, I am criticising what

amounts to out-of-date aesthetic aspects
of the Welcome Guide, but it would still

pay to update these areas. Apart from
this, what we have here is an excellent
and comprehensive Welcome Guide,
which is clearly laid out and well
illustrated.

Once the computer, modem and
monitor were setup and connected, the
A7000+ Odyssey was ready for it's first
test: startup time. And would everything
work first time, as it should?

The results are impressive. This
machine took precisely 20 seconds from
power-on to give me a fully working
desktop. Notonly that, but computer,
keyboard, mouse and display were all
working perfectly.

Restarting the machine from the
desktop took just 17 seconds. Not much
of a difference from power-up, but that's
because the power-up time was
impressive to start with.

Castle have set this machine up with
the display at 800 x 600 with 32 thousand
colours at 75Hz. Whilst this is a nice

setting, Idid find the display on the
screen wasn't as sharp as I would have
expected. I changed the display to 1024 x
768 with 25 colours at 70Hz and

immediatelythe display was much crisper

ADFS-H.-uctV.x4i

Boot Apps Diversions EasiWriter

Images Inlemel (XnProOemo Priming

PuB>c Replay Result.- Sound

SB C'\
Tutorials Utilities Ut.'tws. Video

r 1 jfil
:0 Uard0isc4 0 Apps

figHi: the RISCOS 4 desktop

and the dimensions

much nicer to the eye.
This is because the flat

panel display is
optimised to run at
1024x768; anything
less and it has to

stretch it, which of

course makes it lose

some of it's sharpness.
I would therefore

recommend that you
run at 1024 x 768

unless you really do
need those extra

colours.

RiscStation and

MicroDigital both supply RISC OS 4 as
standard with their machines. Like the

Kinetic RiscPC, it's the only way they will
work properly (ifat all). Castle, however,
had a choice; they could have used RISC
OS 3.7 or RISC OS 4. Thankfully, the
A7000+ Odyssey Surf comes supplied
with RISC OS 4. RISC OS 4 really is a
must-have on any new machine, as it
offers many benefits over previous
versions of RISC OS, not least a suitably
impressive speed increase and a much
nicer look to it (new icons and other
aesthetic improvements). RISC OS
Select can be installed on this model,

allowing you to keep right up-to-date with
the latest developments and
improvements with the operating system.

As this is specifically an Internet
machine, it is essential for it to be

supplied with suitable software, as well as
the obligatory modem. Here Castle do not
disappoint, with a directory on the
harddrive crammed full of Internet

goodies. The two most important pieces
of software here are Oregano and
Socketeer (Web browser and connection
suite, respectively). Socketeer is a good
piece of freeware for connecting to the
Internet, but personally I'd like to see
DialUp bundled with this machine; I'd

definitely recommend
contacting RComp and
obtaining this excellent
piece of software, as it is
much easier to setup
connections and also

takes .INS files, which are

provided by ISPs for
Windows users to setup
their computers to
connect to the Internet.

Users who upgrade to
RISC OS Select will be

supplied with the RISC
OS Internet Suite,
another good way of
connecting.

fig iv: the Internetdirectory

As mentioned, the browser supplied
here is Castle's very own Oregano.
Currently, Oregano is the best RISC OS
browser available, it's as simple as that. It
hasn't seen any updates for a while, but
we do know that Oregano2 is currently in
the process of being RISC OS-ised (it's
mainly used in TV set-top boxes and
similar products) and should be with us
soon, although exactly when is not
known.

The other software included here

includes FreeTerm, which is a terminal

emulator; FTPc, Colin Granville's

unbeatable file transfer software;

Messenger, the email and news reader
(the professional version is available from
RComp); Newshound, to fetch and send
news; POPstar, to fetch and send email;

and Tools, which includes AcornlCQ and

other useful utilities. With this machine,

Castle provide everything you need to get
going on the Internet.

Having cast my eye over the array of
Internet software included, it was finally
time to connect to the Internet and see

how the machine performed at its
specified task.

I duly loaded Socketeer, which popped
up an amusing icon on the left side of the
iconbar. Clicking on this icon brought up
a little launch window above it with a

range of Internet software icons
{Messenger, Oregano etc) and a Connect
button. Next to the Connect button is the

a small menu with two options: BT
ClickFree or Signup. You can either
connect using BT ClickFree, which is just
a connection (no email or news group
services are provided here) at local rate,
or signup to Freeserve, which is also at
local rates but with the option of signing
up to an unmetered account (you also get
email and news services).

As far as I was aware BT ClickFree

had become defunct a long time ago.
Still, the option to connect to it was facing
me so, out of pure curiosity, I clicked
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Connect. After a very reasonable 31
seconds dialling and logging in period, I
was connected to the Internet. Obviously,
BT ClickFree is still available in some

form after all; I suspect it is now part of
the BT Openworld portfolio of services
(formerly know as BT Internet).

It was time to run some tests on Web

sites; how fast would they load, and how
well would Oregano render them?
Oregano itself was fairly quick to load,
taking just 5 seconds. I am used to using
a Kinetic RiscPC and so this machine

seemed to take a long time to load
Oregano, but putting this into perspective,
5 seconds for a 56MHz machine is pretty
impressive. Not to mention how long a
1000MHz Windows machine takes to

load Netscape 6...
To test this connection, I carried out a

few simple tests. First, three popular Web
sites were visited and their loading times
noted (plus how well Oregano rendered
them). Then the RISC OS 4 Destiny
patch, a 246K Zip file, was timed for
download time from the Acorn User Web

site. Here are the results:

castle.uk.co:

bt.com:

news.bbc.co.uk:

Destiny:

27 seconds

41 seconds

53 seconds

43 seconds

@4.6K/sec

Oregano coped admirably with all these
sites, which rendered as they do under
Windows browsers (except with anti-
aliased text, of course). This is testament
to both the high quality of Oreganoand
indeed some well-written Web sites which

are not tied down to InternetExplorer 5
(as some very poor Web site designers
tend to do).

BT ClickFree is fine for those who

want to pop on the Internet once in a blue
moon, check Web-based e-mail and

maybe check one or two Web sites. Most
people, however, will want a choice of
access packages and proper P0P3
e-mail facilities. Castle provide Socketeer
with a Signup option, which should allow
one to signup for one of the various

fig v: bt.com takes 41 seconds to load

Freeserve packages. Freeserve, unlike
BT ClickFree, is a fully fledged ISP with
e-mail and newsgroup facilities included.
Since I last used Socketeer about 2 years
ago, things have changed at Freeserve,
with various new access packages and a
new signup page. Have Castle kept on
top of things? Can one still sign up with a
Castle computer? There was only one
way to find out... I set about signing up for
a Freeserve account.

Upon clicking Connect, the usual
dialling and logging on took place, but
then a Web page was launched, which
turned out to be the Freeserve

homepage. So far so good. This page
listed the different sort of accounts

available (such as Pay As You Go,
Unmetered etc) and along with a prompt
to click on the type of account you want
to sign up with. As this was just a test for
the Acorn User review I decided to go for
the No Ties option, which is basically Pay
As You Go at local rates.

I'm sure you can guess the rest of the
procedure - enter details, tickand untick
boxes so as not to get junk mail and the
such like. After several pages of entering
details and selecting options, one is
presented with two options to click on:
Automatic setup or Manual setup.

I clicked on the Automatic option... and
the machine froze. Nothing responded.
Two or three seconds later and a

message appeared, telling me to
disconnect from the Internet and restart

Socketeer. The freeze must just have
been a thinking period or one of those
'Have I Crashed Or Not?' moments.

Following this prompt, I disconnected
from the Internet and duly restarted
Socketeer. The connection menu had

gained an extra entry - Freeserve. I select
this and clicked Connect. Cue the usual

dialling and logging in and then... another
moment when I thought the machine had
crashed on me. Once again, two
seconds later the machine sprung back
into life; it had simply been starting
POPstar which was now fetching email
from my Freeserve account. I should
point out that the machine is not being

fig vi:EasiWriter inaction
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fig iv: Castle's Web site was a quick loader

slow; I've just become impatient since I'm
used to a RiscPC!

This proved that the automatic signup
process works; Socketeer and POPstar
were both setup correctly. Castle deserve
praise for this, as signing up for an
Internet account is one area where RISC

OS can fall short of expectations. Not so
with this machine.

The A7000+ Odyssey Surf is also
supplied with EasiWriter and Resultz,
powerful document processor and
spreadsheet respectively. EasiWriter is
Word compatible, making it an excellent
inclusion. I used EasiWriter to write this

review on; the software is great and the
machine copes with the task easily. I
personally do not like the keyboard that
Castle supply with their machines; I find
you have to bang rather than type lightly
to make sure each key depression is
picked up by the computer. However,
that's a matter of personal preference.

Overall, I was impressed with this
computer. It is well specified and comes
with all the software and hardware to

connect to the Internet and also serve as

a general-purpose machine. Although it
doesn't sound it, 56Mhz is fast enough for
this sort of use.

Next month we'll be reviewing
RiscStations's entry.

Acorn A7000+ Odyssey Surf

56Mhz ARM 7500 FPU processor
24meg RAM
52x CD-ROM

8gig HDD
Dynamode external V90 modem
Oregano + other Internet utilities
EasiWriter

Resultz

Castle Technology Ltd
Ore Trading Estate
Woodbridge Road
Framlingham

. Suffolk IP13 9LL

www.castle.uk.co

sales@castle.uk.co

Michael Stubbs

editor@acornuser.com



WIN a fantastic LCD screen!
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Answer this simple question and you could
win a fantastic 15" iiyama LCD display

courtesy of Castle Technology.

How long did the Castle Web site take to
load on the A7000+ Odyssey, reviewed
• in this issue of Acorn User?

Send your answer on a postcard marked "Feb 2002 Competition" to:
Acorn User * 28a Middle Hiiilgate • Stockport * Cheshire

SKI 3AY - United Kingdom

Entries must be in by Wednesday 20th February 2002.
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Insignia

Creative text with Cerilica's Insignia
Whenever I design a logo or

graphic, I usually leave the
lettering to last. Unless I intend

to embed any lettering into the design in
some way, I fall into the trap of preferring
to concentrate on producing a suitable
artwork. See figure las an example of
this.

The name of the Web site that will use

the logo, our example here, needs to
appear with the logo, but given the design

Fig I(left): artwork before any letteringand
Fig II (right): first attemptat adding lettering

of the compass device, this proves a little
tricky. While figure //shows my initial
attempt at placing some lettering on the
graphic, it doesn't feel quite right; the
lettering betrays its designer's lack of
planning by looking slightly sterile next to
the compass.

At this point I would need to combine
the forces of Photodesk, my bitmap
image editor, and Artworks, my vector
drawing package in order to mix some
texture and effects into the lettering to
enable the lettering and the logo to
visually match and finalise the design.

Figure III illustrates some lettering
produced by Insignia in a few clicks of my
mouse; using a texture in the form of a

Fig III: texturedlettering

photo of some red material, a shy grey
shadow and some mild rippling, I was
able to complete the banner.

Insignia manages to combine image
processing effects seen in packages like
Photodesk with text manipulation facilities
like those available in FontFX 6 into

another graphical application of a
standard we have come to expect from
Cerilica.

To aid my designs, I usually look for
and study other logos and similar graphic
designs to get ideas and inspiration and
I've found that some designs use effects
which up and till now were hard to
produce using RISC OS software.

After using it for myself, I'm glad that
some of these effects, once difficult to

achieve, are now available. I'll take a

deeper look at the effects available a little
later.

Before you start
First I want to stress something which
might seem obvious initially but it's
important you understand this: Insignia is
dedicated to lettering. Nine times out of
ten, you will need to crack open a
suitable design package to fuse Insignia's
output with further design work to
produce a quality finalised logo or graphic
device. Having said that, Insignia is
perfectly capable of independently
rendering things like headings, titles and
banners for Web sites, magazines,
leaflets, you name it. The fact that I can
rely on Insignia to come to my aid when I
need to enhance the visual character of a

page of work seriously impresses me and
there's no doubt that it saves you a lot
time.

The key to Insignia's strengths is its
flexible options layout. The user is free to
navigate a series of options windows to
select and tweak a whole range of
graphic effects in order to engineer a final
graphic ready to be saved as a graphic
file format of the user's choice. This

already gives Insignia a strong lead over
the need to utilise separate art packages.
A design can be tweaked and redrawn
within Insignia with little fuss.

There are two mental stages you'll find
yourself going through when using
Insignia: the first is the classic 'wow look
at all these features, I must use them all'

syndrome. Your artwork will quite
possibly look something like figure IV, a
case of 'how many effects can I fit around
one word?'

I recommend you play with Insignia
before you get down to some real work
with it in order to familiarise yourself with

Fig IV: lots of effects!

the software. Figure IVuses a photo of a
celebrity positioned as required with
Insignia placing a linearly graduated
green tint over it. The brown text was
given a shadow, warped using the vortex
effect and then radially tinted an
infectious pink.

Then, for added fun, a lens flare effect

is created to add further kick. You know

you're using a good piece of software

when you actually enjoy using it.
The second stage is Til use what is

necessary' syndrome as figure v shows.
It takes a strong willed designer to know
when enough is enough and not to

overkill a logo, so take it from me when I
say you can quite easily do this with
Cerilica's new feature creature. Figure v
combines a pastel blue tint with an
elementary texture and some slightly
radially shaded text. The after effect
'spangles' was then used to create those
cute white stars. Finally, by
experimenting, you can discover new

Fig V: restrained use of effects

effects by combining existing ones and
thus avoid the trap of producing titles and
images that start to look similar.

In detail

To begin using Insignia, click on its
iconbar icon to be presented with a
control window that provides you with
access to the various option windows
while a box in the middle of the window

illustrates the lettering in a pre-rendered
state.

The little coloured dots around the

lettering indicate various control points
used by the effects you've activated for
the lettering. For example the green dot
shows where the radial background tint
starts, the purple dot shows where the
lens flare effect starts and the yellow dot
shows where it ends. You can move the

dots around the box by clicking on and
dragging them to where ever you want,
something I'm quite a fan of. Cerilica
have pointed out that they're looking to
replace the dots with something a little
more obvious before they release
Insignia to the public.

Going from left to right, the buttons
along the toolbar perform the following
actions when clicked on: open text
options window; open text shape options
window; open text colours window; open
background options window; option effect
options window; open shadow options
window; open after effect options window;
toggle whether or not Insignia auto-
updates the display if you type in new text
or change the text's size and shape;
produce final rendered image.

The process of creating your image is
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Fig VI: texturedbackground

simple, type in some text, select some
options, click on final render then keep
adjusting options to suit and rendering
until happy.

From the text options window, you can
type in the text you want and select the
font you want to use from a standard font
pop-up menu. You can also specify the
text's start height and width and end
height and width as well as the size of the
final image. It is a shame, though, that
you can't enter more than one line of text
into Insignia.

From the shape window you can
choose whether to have the text as a

straight line, as an arc or as a star. With
each setting, you can have the text
rotated and with the arc and star settings
you have full control over the angles at
which to plot the text. I found configuring
the position of the text a little tricky in arc
mode but I'm assuming it requires a little
patience to get it exactly how you want it.

From the colour options window you
can really start having fun. The text can
have a plain colour, be radially or linearly
shaded or perhaps given a texture. I love
the way I can drag a spritefile on to the
colour options window and see a
thumbnail of it as I adjust its position and
tile options.

There's normally a lot of hassle
involved in doing this in other art
packages as you generally have to mess
about with masks to get a texture onto
the text, so this feature is very much
welcome.

The text's texture can be tiled or

scaled to fitdepending on the user's
taste. The text colour and texture can

also be tinted.This is very handy for
textures and creating shades across
texts. It's so nice to be able to easily do
this from Insignia and another very
welcome feature. Tints can be applied
evenly over the text or graduated radially
or linearly.

The strength of the tint can be
specified as a percentage and start point
of the radial and linear tints can be

positioned from the preview window.
Next is the background options

window. You can define the background
as a texture using a sprite or a plain
colour or a graduated fill. Figure VI uses
a rectangular graduated tint from the
edges to create a suitable atmosphere
with the red brick texture.

The vortex tool was used to create the

flowing text. I'm particularly fond of the
way the background and the foreground
can be easily manipulated without the
need to mess with any painting tools
seen in RISC OS Paint and commercial

bitmap editors, everything is controlled
from menus and icons. This should

appeal to people who might not be
greatest of artists or those who can't draw
using a mouse or similar pointing device;
Insignia will happily do all the hard work
of drawing the image for you and all you
need to worry about is getting the right
balance of effects and colours.

Next is the effects options window and
also where Insigniafurther excels as a
design aid. From here you can apply an
effect from a pop up menu of four
possible effects to the image's text: Blur,
Halftone, Ripple, Vortex and Pixelise.
Blur will smooth and blend the text into

the background. Halftone breaks the text
into small circles to achieve quite an
attractive effect that looks like someone's

laid a ventilation grill over the text.

Ripple is another favourite of mine and
basically modulates the outline of the text
onto a small configurable wave to
produce the effect of rippled text.

Vortex is a tool that needs a bit getting
used to but is well worth it as it can really
make your logos appear more dynamic
on a page by bending the flow of the text
around a configurable spiral vortex.

The position of the start of the vortex
influences the strength of the deformation
of the text and this effect is certainly the
most fun out of the four. The fourth effect

is Pixelise and generates the effect
similar to when text is incorrectly scaled
in a document and starts to lose its anti-

aliased smoothness.

Next to the effects options window
button sits the icon that opens the
shadow options window. From here you
can position, as well as configure the
colour, size, strength and smoothness of
the shadow. Using a shadow helps to
give depth to your text and with Insignia,
it couldn't be simpler. In other bitmap
editors, it can be a pain to copy the text,
darken it to form the shadow, create a
mask to overlay the foreground and then
position by hand.

The after-effects

Now if this wasn't enough, we come to
the after effects window. Here you can
apply rather funky graphical effects to
overlay onto your graphic and each of
them are highly configurable and flexible
to suit you. The Spangles effect seen in
figure Vcan litter your work with coloured
stars, blobs or rings. The snowfall effect

highlights the upper outline of the text
with stars, blobs or rings similar to the
Spangles effect.

Finally, we meet the fantastic lens flare
effect as seen in figure 20. It basically
looks like some one is shining a bright
light across the text and causing a flare in
the lens of a camera capturing the image.
You can edit the colour of the flare, its
start and end points, as well as its
strength.

When you're all done with configuring,
click on the Render icon. Depending on
how many effects you've piled onto the
text, Insignia will take around 30 to 60
seconds on a StrongARM RiscPC to
render a final image in a separate window

Fig VII: texturedbackground

as seen in figure VII. From this window,
you can save your image as a JPEG of
configurable compression, a normal RISC
OS spritefile, a drawfile or as a script of
commands which Insignia can reload at a
later date to recreate the image.

In conclusion

To really get the best out of Insignia, you
will need patience and obviously a big
range of fonts for Insignia to feed on.

Your patience will be needed to
experiment and try out all the features
and to put up with the time to produce the
final rendering image if you're using a
machine slower than a StrongARM
RiscPC. This isn't Insignia's fault, though.
To be honest, we could do with some
faster hardware.

In all, Iam impressed with Insignia and
ifyou're looking for a design tool to save
you time and produce excellent graphic
work, you will be too.

Cerilica Ltd

PO Box 40

Ross-on-Wye
Herefordshire

HR9 7WH

Telephone: 0870 2411731

www.cerilica.com

ceriiica@cerilica.com

Chris Williams

chris@drobe.co.uk



Step into the future
^-.

With the ViewFinder graphics card from Windfall Engineering,
your computing experience will be transformed. With graphics
acceleration and high specification screen modes capable of
driving the latest monitors to the limit, ViewFinder is the future
of Acorn Rise PC graphics.

Incorporating the popular ATi XPert 2000 Pro AGP graphics card, ViewFinder gives you graphics capabilities never
before seen on the Rise PC. With a massive 32 megabytes of video RAM, ViewFinder removes the limitations of
the Rise PCs video system, offering higher resolutions, more colours and a flicker free display for the ultimate
high-productivity environment.

See the difference ViewFinder makes •

Colours Standard Rise PC ViewFinder (examples)
16 million 800 x 600 @ 60 Hz 2048 x 1536 @ 67 Hz, 1920 x 1440 @ 74 Hz, 1600 x 1200 @ 91 Hz
32 thousand 1024 x 768 @ 75 Hz 2048 x 1536 @ 72 Hz, 1920 x 1440 @ 76 Hz, 1600 x 1200 @ 91 Hz
256 1280 x 1024 @ 80 Hz 2048 x 1536 @ 72 Hz, 1920 x 1440 @ 76 Hz, 1600 x 1200 @ 91 Hz

ViewFinder is available direct from Windfall Engineering, or contact your preferred RISC OS dealer.
For further information and technical specifications, please visit the Windfall Engineering web site.

Windfall

Engineering

www.windfall.nl



* Commands

RISC OS filing systems with the stars
In the Christmas issue, we looked at

how to open a task window and get
help from the command line about the

other various '-commands which are now

at our disposal. This week we shall look
at how to negotiate filing systems and
execute commands which actually do
something useful.

Many operating systems try to hide the
structure of your hard disc from you. A
good example is Palm OS, where it's very
difficult to access the actual filing system
at all. On Windows you can access the
filing systems using Windows Explorer,
but the structure of a hard disc is fixed in

many ways and there seems to be a
trend as the operating system develops
to try to hide the directory tree structure
more and more.

Thankfully - as far as this series is
concerned - access to the filing systems
on RISC OS is routine and someone who

uses the desktop should already be
comfortable with the way their hard disc
is laid out. The only real difference is that
you can only access one directory at a
time (known as the currently selected
directory or CSD) and that you have to do
a lot more typing! So, bearing in mind that
everything happens in the CSD, the first
command you'll need will tell you what's
actually in the directory which you have
access to. The command you need for
this is *cat, or just *. for short. This will
tell you which directory you're looking at,
what the CSD is, and what the contents

of the directory are. Ifyou give it a go you

There are three distinct elements to a full catalogue name. These are the filing system, disc
name and directory/file path and they are separated in the following way:
<filing system>::<disc name>.<path>

The path will also have several elements so let's take an example.
Consider this directory path taken from my harddisc:
$.Files.PSION.Backup
The $ at the beginning is known as the root since it's right at the base of
the directory tree. It's the directory which is opened when you click on the
filer icon on the desktop. Files is a directory in the root, and PSION can be
found inside Files. Finally Backup is either a fileor directory inside
PSION. This last name is called the leaf name, since it's right at the end
of the tree branch. As you can see all of these elements are separated by
full stops. Since my file Backup is held on an ADFS disc which I've called
HardDisc4, when you put them all together you get the full catalogue
name:

ADFS::HardDisc4.$.Files.PSION.Backup

The harddisc which I usually use runs on a different filing system, so you
may notice from the screen shots that it says ATAFS rather than ADFS.
Figure ///gives a graphical representation of the path, with the file
highlighted with a red arrow.

correspond to the access settings as are
displayed when you have 'full info'
chosen in the filer window. An important
distinction is that the D in the task window

stands for 'Directory', and so you can
move in to these with an appropriate
command. The command you need is
Dir <directory>, Where
<directory> can be either the name of
the directory which you want to move in
to, or the full pathname of the directory if
you want to move directly to a particular
position. Taking the example in figure I, if
I wanted to move into the Fonts directory,
I could either enter

Dir Fonts

or alternatively I could also enter
Dir ATAFS::HardDisc4.$.Fonts

both of which will get me to the correct
place. To check to see where you
have gone, you may want to type
cat again. Having moved down into
the Fonts directory, I can move
back out of it again by entering the
command Up. You can see what
might happen by looking at figure II,
or by trying it out for yourself.
It's a good idea to understand the
format of directory and file names.
You can see these in the

desktop as well, at the top if
every filer window you open,
but there's much less reason

to ever make use of them in

this environment, so there's

further info in the box at the top of
the page.

I've mentioned already that up
will move you up one level of the
directory structure, but another way
to achieve this is to place a Ain the
directory name. For example, the
directory

ADFS::HarrJDisc4

f-ea Files
l-ft Other
-g3 PSION

LHBackup <!«
-g3 RISCOS

t-0Backup1
<-[i*]Bad<up2

Lf3 Utilities
(-0 Birthday
jjgcafc
|(3 CloseFile
gjj] MouseReset
ggsWlToName
jjgswiToNum
fDtidy
PI unzip
0zip

Fig III (see left)

$.Files.PSION.A.Other

is actually the same place as
$.Files.Other

which may seem a bit pointless, but turns
out to be very useful. It means that you
can go up two levels from your current
position by typing
Dir A.A

and we'll find it to be very useful when we
start putting paths into system variables;
something we'll cover in a later issue.

Hopefully you're now comfortable with
negotiating the directory structure of your
hard disc. Ifyou have more than one
disc, or more than one filing system you
can also change between these. You
change filing system just be typing in the
filing system name, some examples of
which would be:

adfs for your harddisc and floppies;
ram if you have a RAM disc set up;
cdfs for your CD drives;
ResourceFS for your resources
directory.

You can change between drives on a
filing system with the Drive command. On
ADFS, Drive 0 will give you the floppy
drive whilst Drive 4 will usually be your
hard disc. You may need to type *Mount

TaskWindow * (Taskwindow)
• cat i

•Mr, fiTflFS: :HardI)isc4.S Option 82 (Run)
rUSD RJRFS!:Hardt>isc4.S

Lib. flTRFS:"Unset"
UF.D RJflF$:"Unset"
IBlackHole 01/ ISoot D/R fipps D/ flpps2 »/

Developing 1/ Files D/
Fonts D' 6sr.es D/ Graphics D/R Printing D/R

Sound D/R Utilities D/R
•1

, *"•' . Ml ATAFS :HardDsc4$

' ' I H » IBIacliHole I Audeation 22:11:48 04 Oct 1999 •
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1 ' ^Bp"|AcPS / Directory 18:2132 05 Nov 1998

." v ^BfiAHx;; Directory 120235 05 Nov 1998

HnOeveupncj / Directory 12062805 Nov 1998 1
1 HtttFtes / Directory 12090505 Nov 1998
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|HmGarrws / Directory 12:1223 05 Nov 1998 — Iff1—1——j—Jl*i Graphics :l Directory 12:1621 OS Nov 1998 «aia l
HflnPnrxjna n Directory 12:192805 Nov 1998 1
H MlSound It Directory 12:19:47 05 Nov 1998

jf-,Lr. •-: • < Directory 1220*1 05 Nov 1998 • J
Developing D/ Files D/

• Fonts D/ Canes D/ Crap
Sound D/R Utilities D/R

ltdir Fonts
• •cat

Mr. RTflFS::HardDisc4.S.Fonts Option 92 (Run)
5?CSt> RTflFS;irlardDisc4.S.Fonts
;Lib. fl!HFS:"Unset"Fig I:a typicaldirectorylisting

should see something along the lines of
what's shown in figure I. Unfortunately
the alignment has a tendency to get
messed up in a task window, but you
should still be able to make out what's

going on by comparing with the
appropriate filer window. You'll notice that
the letters to the right of each entry

•ODD flTRFS:"Unset"
I (Art R-D D/HR

.'Designer D/
• (Gothic D/

[Script 0/
-JIUncial D/

Iflrt E-L D/UR
(Digital D/

!0penFace D/
ISerif D/

Western D/

jDir. RTflFS::Hard0isc4.S Option 62 (Run)
CSD RTfiFS::HardDisc4.S

'Lib. RTRFSi-Unsef
<URD RTRFS:"Unsef
;!81ackHole DU IBoot D/R

Developing D/ Files D/
"Fonts D/ Canes D/

Sound D/R Utilities D/R

Fig II: moving out of a directory



ifyou've changed disc so that the
computer knows it needs to read in the
directory information again. If you're not
sure which drive a disc is in, but do know
it's name, then you can type *Mount
<disc name> to go straight to that disc.
Now let's look at some of the commands

which you can apply to files and
directories. To use them you'll need to
type in the names of files or directories
and you can do this either by specifying
the full name or, if the object is already in
the CSD, you can just type it's leaf name.

Acommand which Ifind quite handy is
Create. This will create an empty file, or a
file of a given length. Ifyou type Help
Create you'll see that the format looks
quite complicated but don't worry, you
can ignore the exec addr and load addr
parts and the rest is
quite straightforward.

To create a new,

empty file, you just type
Create <filename>

where <f ilename> is

the name you want to
call the file. Be careful

not to use the name of

an object which already
exists as creating a file
with the same name

could delete the original
object. If you want to
make it a certain size,

append the size to the
end. Note however that you need to use
hexadecimal (base 16) where A-F stand
for 10-15 respectively, so for a file called
Temp with size 90 bytes, you'd need to
type
Create Temp 5A

If you look at the file which you've created

in a filer window, you'll see it has type
Data (&ffd). To give it a different type, a
text file say, you could use
SetType Temp Text

(or SetType Temp fff since text files
have the numerical type &FFF). Ifyou
now load the file into a text editor, you'll
find that it's full of junk: probably the
contents of the last file which you deleted.
Let's also create a new directory and
move our file into it.To create a directory
called MyDir, we can type CDir MyDir.
To move the file Temp into itwe need to
use the Copy command. Typing Help
Copy will show that this command has
lots of options. We actually want to move
our file rather than copying it, so we have
to use the Delete option. This sounds a
bit heavy, but all it does is delete the

TaskWindow ' (Taskwindow)

: >:!BlackHole DL/ 'Boot D/R Hpps D/ Hpps2 D/ |
Developing 0/ Files D/

IFonts 0/ Ganes D/ Graphics D/R Printing D/R
Sound D/R Utilities D/R

^♦Create Tenp 5fl
ft♦SetType Tenp Text
;;UCDir MyDir
aUCopy Tenp MyDir.Tenp D

Hove file RTRFS::HardDisc4.S.Tenp as RTflFS::HardDisc4.$.MyDir.Tenp (V/H/Quiet/flb
andon) ? y

•File RTflFS::HardDisc4.$.Tenp noved as ATRFSi:HardDisc4.$,MyDir.Tenp, 9B bytes
i file noved, total 98 bytes

.3 ♦dir MyDir
•cat

•Dir. ATflFS::HardDisc4.$.l
•CSD ATAFS::HardDisc4,$,MyDir '

•lib. ATAFS:"Unset"
(URD ATAFS:"Unset"

•Tew MR/

| ATAFS::HnrdDisc4.$.MyDirT

Fig IV: changing to theMyDir directory andcataloging

original after it's been copied to the new
location, effectively acting as if it had
been moved. So to move the file we type
Copy Temp MyDir.Temp D
The computerwill ask you to confirm that
you want this done, so type y to do so

TaskWindow ' (Taskwindow)

•*dir MyDir
■♦cat

Dir. ATAFS::HardDisc4,$.HyDir Option 82 (Run)
CSD ATAFS::HardDisc4.$.MyDir

,jLib. ATRFS:"Unset"
*URD ATAFS:"Unset"
•Tenp I
♦Delete Tenp
.♦Up
:*Delete MyDir
♦cat

Dir. ATAFS: :HardDisc4.$ Option 82 (Run)
?.CSD ATAFS::HardDisc4.$
-iLib. ATAFS:"Unset"
irlURD ATRFS:"Unset"

IBlackllole DL/
Developing D/

:Fonts 0/
Sound D/R

(Boot D/R flpps
Files D/

Ganes D/ Graphics
Utilities D/R

* Commands

'Rename <from> <to>

Renames an object
*Count <name>

Tells you the size of a given file.
'Type <file>
Displays the contents of a file on the screen
as text.

'Dump <name>
Displays the contents of a file in hexadecimal
and as text.

'Stamp <name>
Sets the date stamp of the named file to the
current time.

*Filer_Run <name>
Runs a file or application; it has the same
effect as double clicking on the object.
*Filer_OpenDir <name>
Opens the named directory in the desktop.

careful not to delete anything important
since if you ask it to, it will! Another handy
command is *info. No, I'm not referring
to the old programming column of the
same name, but to a way of discovering
more about your files. Typing info
<obj ect> will tell you all of the file
details on <object>, for example it will
tell you its filetype, the access details and
when it was created. Other file

commands which you may well find to be
useful are given in the More File
Commands box to the right. There's also
a summary of all of the commands we've
learnt so far.

In fact, we've only just scratched the
surface as far as commands are

concerned, but this series regrettably is
too small to give a description of all of the
possibilities and they're certainly not just
restricted to files. For example, you can
turn sound on and off using the Audio
on and Audio off commands, or you
could save a screen shot using the

ScreenSave

*Help <subject>

Gives help on the command <subject>.
*Cat

Displays the catalogue for the currently
selected directory.
*Dir <directory>

Moves into the directory <directory>.
*Up

Moves up one level of the directory hierarchy.
*Drive <number>

Change the physical drive being used.
*Mount [<disc name>]
Set up a disc ready for use.
♦Create <name> [<size>]
Create a file with given name and size.
*SetType <name> <type>

Sets the filetype of a file.
*CDir <name>

Creates a new directory with the given name.
*Copy <from> <to> [<opts>]

Makes a new copy of the given file.
*Delete <narae>

Deletes the named file.

*Info <name>

Gives information about the named object.

Fig V: deleting files and directories

<file>

command. The

best way to
discover the

multitude of

different

commands is to

pick out some
interesting looking
ones from the

StrongHelp
manual mentioned

last week and read

through their
entries.

Next month, I'll

introduce a program which will let you
turn a '-command into a fully functioning
multi-tasking wimp application. Then after
that, we will take a look at Obey files.

and then to check that it has moved,

change to the MyDir directory and
catalogue it, as in Figure IV.

Finally, you can delete the file which
you created, and the MyDir directory by
using the Delete command. See figure
l/for how you might do this, but be

David Llewellyn-Jones
www.mat.bham.ac.uk/llewelld
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Web Design

Getting it right on the World Wide Web
This article, as the name suggests, is

hopefullygoing to give you some
pointers on what to do and what not

to do when designing a Web site. This is
not an HTML tutorial so I am going to try
and stay as far away from the coding side
of a Web page as possible.

Before starting to write any HTML the
following areas should be taken into
consideration:

• Minimum resolution

• Purpose of the site
• Menu style and structure
• Number of pages
• Text and link styles
• Background colour or texture
• Site graphics
• HTML validation

Minimum resolution
A Web page will ideally work at any
resolution, but this certainly is not always
the case. Today, very few people use
computers and monitors that run at a
resolution of less than 800x600 but there

are some, so you have to consider what
is the minimum resolution you want to
design for.

A minimum resolution only comes in to
play when fairly large graphics are used
and span more than the width of the
screen. This creates the need for

horizontal scrolling which many people
find irritating. Also, try and keep your
page length down to a reasonable length
so people with a low resolution don't have
to scroll for a long time to reach the
bottom of the page.

You should take it in to consideration

who you think the main viewers of your
site will be. Ifyou would like to

accommodate for everyone, don't use
any graphics that total more than around
610 pixels in width. This will allow those
people running at a resolution of 640x480
to view your page without any horizontal
scrolling.

Purpose of the site
The purpose of the site can decide how
design-orientated your page needs to be.
All sites incorporate some sort of design,
but some sites are a little more elaborate

than others.

Some pages are made up purely of
text with a small menu at the top of the
page. Such pages are often found within
Universitydepartment sites. These pages
are created for one purpose alone, that is
to pass on information to educate people.
There is no need for any fancy design,
just straightforward paragraphs of text on
a plain background. This allows the text
to be read with ease without the users

attention being taken elsewhere.
Not many sites are as plain as that

though and most incorporate more of a
design feature, whether it be the menu
taking over the design or a title graphic
for the site.

Before you start the design of the site,
think about what it really needs to do. If it
is required to pass on detailed
information make it as simple as possible,
but if the content of the page isn't quite as
detailed add a little more design to the
page to make it more interesting for the
user.

Menu style and structure
The menu is a very important part of any
Web site that consists of more than one

page. It should be simple, obvious how to
use and should be

visible straight
away (and
preferably at all
times).

A menu

structure has to be

thought about
carefully if there
are a lot of pages
to be linked to.

There is an

unwritten rule that

every page within a
single Web site
should be

accessible within

three clicks of the

mouse button (or
any other input
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fig I: thedevelopment version of the new Acorn User Website uses a
vertical menu system forsite navigation.

device used!) from the main page. This
simple rule, when applied, stops the site
structure getting too complex and allows
the user to get back to the front page
quickly to start again if required.

Always make the menu visible on the
first main screen the user sees. Place it

as close to the top of the page as
possible, again for those using lower
resolutions the menu may not be visible if
it is too far down the page.

Two common menu systems are used
in pages throughout the Internet; the
vertical menu and the horizontal menu,
each with their pros and cons.

The vertical system, on most pages
that have adopted this style of menu,
runs down the left hand side of the

screen and allows people to clearly see
how many different sections there are in
the site (see the screenshot in fig I, at the
bottom-left of this page, for an example).
The vertical style is most advantageous
when there are a lot of sections in the site

as it can run the length of the page. It
also allows easy expansion of a site;
adding an extra section link to the bottom
of the menu does not affect the overall

design of the page.
The horizontal menu system normally

runs the width of the screen at the top of
the page (see the screenshot in fig lion
the next page for an example). This style
of menu allows only a few sections to be
linked to, remember that there is a

minimum resolution on which the site

should work so don't make it too wide or

else a horizontal scroll bar may appear!
The advantage of this menu is that it only
takes up a relatively small amount of the
page and can therefore fit discreetly at
the top of a page. It doesn't allow great
expansion, however, which is the
weakness of this method.

Number of pages
The number of pages within a site must
be considered before starting the design.
As mentioned above in the 'menu style
and structure' section, the type of menu
you decide to use can be affected by the
number of pages the site contains and
therefore the number of menu links

required.
There is no limit on the number of

pages a site can or should contain. Sites
can consist of a single page or can
contain hundreds or thousands of pages.
The BBC site (www.bbc.co.uk), for
example, is made of what must now be
thousands of pages, yet it is so well
structured that it doesn't seem that large.
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Do remember that if you ever want to
update a menu system or redesign a part
of the page design, that the greater
number of pages there are, the more
pages you will have to update (unless
you have adopted a design that uses
PHP or other file linking technology); just
something to bare in mind if you want all
of the pages of your site to maintain the
same design structure.

Text and link styles
The size, colour and font used in a Web
page can emphasize a design but it can
also create the opposite effect.

The problem evolves even further
when it is realised that there is a very
restricted number of fonts available for

use in Web pages and even less
available on Oregano. As you may have
noticed when using the Oregano browser
under RISC OS, the text always looks the
same, unless it is as part of a graphic.
This is due to the limitations in the

Oregano font manager in this release.
There really isn't any way around this
problem; you will simply have to think
about your audience. If you think many of
your visitors will be using a different
platform to browse your site you can
always take in to consideration assigning
a font style even though it wouldn't be
beneficial to those using Oregano. Also
remember that if you are writing for the
MacOS platform don't use a font size
lower than 10 point, as any smaller is too
small for the user to read. RISC OS and

Windows display the fonts at similar sizes
so it is a case of common sense as to

what size you use.
The text colour should be clear and

easy to read against the background that
you have chosen to use (see next section
'background colours and textures').
Again, it is down to common sense to
whether you can read it or not. You have
to be careful when using a dark
background. Using a contrasting colour,
for example white text on a black
background, doesn't always work as well
as you may have thought, as the clarity of
the text can be reduced. One way around
the problem is to use a darker colour,
such as a light grey.

The link colours should be different to

that of the main body of text so that it is
easy to see where and what are links. If
you can't see it you won't use it. This is a
fairly basic idea but some people don't
think carefully enough when creating the
colour scheme.

For greater ease in managing the font
styles and colours used in your Web
page it is possible to use CSS
(Cascading Style Sheets). These have

limited support in
the current

versions of

Oregano and
WebsterXL but the

basics can be

used. It allows all

text and links to be

defined from one

central file that is

linked to using a
line of code on

every HTML page.
Do think about

using such
technology as it
will save you time
in the future if you
have a large
number of pages and want to change the
colour or style of the text on your pages.

Background colour or texture
There is nothing wrong with using a
background colour or texture, just ensure
that it ties in with any other graphics or
colours used in the page. Also make sure
it is fairly subtle and isn't so busy that it
obscures and draws the eye away from
the text.

There are no colours that can't be

used but from a design aspect you should
stay clear of strong colours and any
colours similar to the text and links.

Site graphics
A Web site doesn't necessarily require
any graphics; however, most sites now
use some sort of graphics to add a small
amount of design flare. The graphics can
range from a logo or menu to the whole
site being a graphic, although many
people don't consider a totally graphic
site to be 'real' Web design, more like
graphic design on the Internet.

The most important point to remember
at all times when creating graphics for the
Web is to keep the file sizes down to a
minimum. If the files are too big it will take
too long to download which annoys some
people, especially ifthe graphics are
essential to the site.

As mentioned previously in the
'minimum resolution' section, don't allow

the total width of the graphics on your site
to be greater than the width of the
minimum resolution you are designing
for.

HTML Validation

Ifyou want to make sure your Web site
will be accessible to as many people as
possible it is advisable after creating your
HTML that you validate it.

There are many sites on the Internet

Welcome to da.ldpllllnj.ne

David 1'illingollcls a range i»r quality software lor the Acorn RISC OS platform. Here you can lind lull information.ft the
wide range of snllwarc available, as well a* the latest net... and upgrades.

Or.llnnl'ro

For professional prlnl design.OvaliimPro oilers you ilic powct lo succeed. Ovallont'ro's sscalili of powerful features male it
suitable lor professional production work, whilu its Intuitive interlace and comprelicnsisc printed manual mean that the villwatc
Is easy enough for oil lo use. A lo*. loss price of jusl £150 meansnoioc should he without this powerful ssvltssarc. mote •

ImagtMBSIrr
ImagcMattcr is die automaticchoice lor high quality image manipulationand TWAIN image acquisition.The software is able In
read a multitudeof industry standard hirmaplotrnats and features a range of Imageprocessingtools. Supplied with a selection
of useful utilities. ItrugcMastcr reprcsenrs esccllenl value for money, more •

David PHUns :: home

a i ii / ni :; c os o i a 11
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fig II: DavidPilling's Website uses a horizontal menu system

that have a validation service available

for the general public to use. Probably the
most popular one is hosted by the W3C
(World Wide Web Consortium) at
vaildator.w3.org.

There are two ways that you can
check your HTML files. The first is to
upload all of your files you want validating
to some Web space then going to the
above URL and type in the address of
each individual file. Alternatively you can
upload directly from your hard drive to the
W3C server for checking. Only one file at
a time can be checked so if you have a
large site you may have to be patient.

After running the check a page will be
displayed telling you either that your page
is valid or it will list the problems with your
page. If there is a problem with your page
each error will be listed with a description
of what is or could be wrong with that
particular section of code. Don't be too
alarmed at some of the error messages
that might appear. As with many
debugging tools, error messages don't
give you any help at all in correcting the
problem, just let you know that something
is wrong. Once you have corrected any
errors, run the file through the vaildator
again to ensure everything works
correctly.

In conclusion

If you design a page and bear in mind the
pointers mentioned in this article you
should be able to create a reasonable

page.

Before making your site 'live', check
through it. Ensure your spelling is correct
and that all of the links on the page work
as they should.

If it looks nice and all works properly
your site should be a success.

Philip Gilbert
phil@philgil.co.uk



NoticeBoard Professional
A powerful program for creating and running stand-alone and user-controlled
presentations on RISC OS computers. Slide shows or rolling display presentations can be
easily created for school, home or business use. Graphics/text/photo pages are made up
using scanned images, sprites, drawfiles, JPEGS and HTML material, etc. Sound can be
added using a wide range of sources. Programs run on-screen automatically or user-
controlled and large-screen digital projection is another useful option.

Full details in NB Pro manual, available on request.
Single user £32.00 Site licence £96

3j§] picture book 2
The six Picture Book programs offer a range of work and play activities with setting options that can be set to
match the child's ability. With Picture Book 2 reading, spelling and counting become easy and enjoyable for
pre-school and primary school children and those with learning difficulties.

Single user: £25.00 Site licence: £75.00

Kids Keys
The handy, flexible plastic keyboard overlay with large lower case letters in the 'qwerty' key-board layout for
use with any computer. Easy to fix and remove. Singles: £2.50 School Pack (10) £20.00

Really Good Software Company
8 Hawthorn Close, Harpenden, Herts, AL5 1HN United Kingdom Tel/Fax: 01582 761 395 E-mail: sales.rgsc@argonet.co.uk

Post/packing add UK&Europe £1.50 Othercountries £5.00. No VAT. Cheque with orderplease

Programming in C made easy

EasyGCC makes programming in C under RISC OS easier than ever. Designed to help
those new to C, EasyGCC is free from technical terminology and hard questions.

Best of all, EasyGCC is totally free. Download your copy now from Melotech Downloads.

Melotech lOCldS
www.melotech.co.uk/downloads



THE DATA STORE
THE.DATA STORE

microcomputer

• CASTLE, RISCSTATION AND
MICRODIGITAL DEALER

• RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers

stocked in our showroom in Bromley - pop in and
see us or order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
Customer Support service for Sibelius Acorn programs.

Annual Subscriptions from£47 - please phone fordetails

SIBELIUS 7 nowonly £399 inc VAT
SIBELIUS 7 STUDENT only £249 • SIBELIUS 6 only £99

(SIBELIUS2 FOR WINDOWS/1.4 FOR MAC now £525)

We also stock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web http://www.the-datastore.co.uk/
Email info@lhe-clatastore.co.uk

Open MONDAY - FRIDAY (except WEDNESDAY) 10.00-5.30
SATURDAY 10.00-1.00 (1.00-5.30 by appointment only)

Virus
Protection
Scheme

New lower cost!
Pineapple's highly popular
IKiller virus protection and
removal software has proved
amazingly successful at limiting
the spread of viruses on Acorn/
RiscOS computers over the last
eight years.
Because of a reduction in the number of new viruses
being found, we are now able to reduce the number
of update discs members receive, to just two per
year. This in turn now means that we can also
reduce the cost to members to just £15 +vat for their
annual subscription.
However, there are still 223 known different virus
types which can still cause havoc on your RiscOS
computer system if you do not take the simple step
of subscribing to the Pineapple Virus Protection
Scheme. Don't risk getting infected - join now!

Joining Cost £20 + vat (£23.50)
Renewal fee £15 + vat (£17.63)

Pineapple Software
PO Box 83, Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P022 7WB

Tel 01243 587122 Fax 01243 587953

email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk
www:- http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

r This is an entirely serious advertisement* for:

The website maintainer's toolfor RISC OS

WcbChange is a support tool for website designers and maintainers. and is
particularlysuited to those who prefer to edit their HTML by hand, rather
than leave the markup to other software.

The primary function of the software is to enable the site maintaincrto
effect repetitivechanges to a local copy of a website quickly and easily,
often in one fell swoop, rather than having to make the change on a page
by page basis.

Features include:
•wildcarded search and replace across an entire directory tree
•automatic embedding of other files, date stamps, and sizes
•conversion of all ncwlinc codes between CR. LF, LF/CR & CR/LF
•add and remove Windows and Unix style filename extensions
•automaticaly insert ALT text in image tags if none is present
• script language so that any seriesoftasks can be dealt with as one
• and of course much more besides.

For more details, please write to the address below, or visit the Soft Rock
Software website at: http;//wWW.SOftrOCk.CO.uk

1

WebChange for RISC OS costs just £15, and can be ordered online or by
sending a cheque or postal order to:

Soft Rock Software
124 Marissal Road
Henbury,
Bristol,
BS10 7NP

Please supply an email address, as the software is normally supplied online
(you will receive a password/username byemail inorder toaccess thedownload pages)

* Unlikemostpreviousadverts fromSoft RockSoftware, this one containsabsolutelyno
humour whatsoever. This statement of exclusion of humour in no way constitutes humour
itself(honest),and any resemblance it bears to humour is purelycoincidental.This lackof
humour does not affect your statutory right to be amused by it if you so wish.

Don't risk missing
your copy of

iCORNUSER
Hand this form to your local newsagent TODAY

and he'll make sure you never miss out!

Please reserve a copy of Acorn User magazine
every four weeks until further notice.

j I will collect
J I would like it delivered to my home

Nairn

Address

.Postcode.

A message to the newsagent: Acorn User should be available
from your local wholesaler. If not, contact the

Retail Sales Manager on 0161 429 8902
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Part 2: Tracking media
In the first of this series we had a look

at what S-Base has to offer in terms of

resources and the type of program we
are going to create. This time we will get
rather more technicalon the subject of
databases; first we will look at the kind of
requirements and problems we run into in
a general way withdatabases and then
how this is dealt with in S-Base itself.

This will take us one step closer to the
actual program we are looking to create.

Databases

There are basically two types of
database: flat-file and relational, in a flat-

file database you have one type of record
and there is no linkage between records
beyond the fact that one occurs before or
after another one.

Anexample of a flat-file database is an
address book. Each record consists of

the name of the person, and some
personal details usually the address and
the contact phone numbers.

They are usually in order based on the
alphabetic order of individual family
names; in this cosmopolitan society
"surname" has less meaning, "family
name" is more accurate while "Christian

name" could be inappropriate so I
personally go for "Givenname" as an
option. One size doesn't fit all but this
way fits a few more than the original.

Anyway back to flat-files: Let us
suppose that we have our collection of
names and addresses and we have

separate entries for MrBun the Baker,
Mrs Bun, Miss Bun and Master Bun. They
all live in the same house, naturally, but
we have given them their own records
because this database happens to track
birthdays as well and they all have
different birthdays.

Then the Bun family moves and we
have to change all four entries to the new
address, maybe a new phone number as
well.

It would be far more useful if we could

figure out a way to store the address as a
single record on its own and then link
each Bun record to the address record.

Then ifthey move we only have to
change the address once.

This is where things start becoming
relational, what we need is a file of
records containing a person's details
along with another file of a different type
of record containing the address details.
Then we have to "relate" one with the

other.

We can do this, there are certain
requirements in terms of user interface to

make this worksmoothlyand sensibly for
the user of the address book but there's

no real difficulty involved there.
But how do we make those relations

work?

Relationships
Beforewe do anything else we better
define a couple of terms which Iwill be
using from here on: First is datafile, by
this I will mean a file of similar data, for
example a Person datafile or an Address
datafile. then there is database, referring
to {italic on}all{italic} of the datafiles and
any other related files, for one
application.

Looking at itfrom first principles, in the
Person record there has to be some sort

of reference that indicates which Address

record relates in this occasion. And that

reference needs to be unique, clearly
there can be no duplication otherwise we
won't know which Address record

belongs to the Person.
So we have to determine what, about

an Address record is unique: Postcode?
Not necessarily and maybe we don't
know the postcode. Road name? Town
name? Obviously none of these,
Postcode looked likethe best option but
we can't rely on it.

Let's try thinking less about content,
how about the physical position of the
record in the file? Records are stored in

files one after the other. The Address

record might be 128 bytes long in total,
so the "zeroeth" record (most computer
counting starts with zero) will start at file
position byte zero and extend up to byte
127. The second will start at byte 128 and
extend to byte 255 and so on.

This seems good. Clearly all records
will have a unique position in the file so
we can refer to them by their physical
position. Alternativelywe could just refer
to them as record 0, record 1, record 2
and so on, and that would do just as well.
They are all unique, you can't have two
record 2s.

So in the Person record we would

have a hidden field (something that isn't
displayed to the user) which is called,
maybe, address_rec and this would
contain the number of the record in which

the address is stored.

This is very simple and very
understandable and, on the face of it, will
work fine. But it won't, or rather, it will for
a littlewhile and then something will
happen and it will all go horribly wrong.

What if Joe has an address book and

decides that he is going to delete Pete for

®9®®®®

some terrible crime. He deletes Pete and

also Pete's address.

There is now a hole in both the Person

and Address files of the database. This

can happen a lot and, over time, there is
more and more wasted space in the files.
Ifnothing is done about it then there is no
harm but most databases have a

"compact"or "tidy" option. This moves up
all the records into the gaps and so
leaves a nice tight, compact file.
And now some or all of the Address

records will have different physical
positions. Their numbers have changed.
So when a Person is displayed and you
take a look at his address there is a very
good chance that it will now be the wrong
one. Because the Address record number

in the Person record has not been

changed.
Now you might think Why not? It is

simply this: the compaction routine is a
database system routine, while the stored
number is something that you (as the
programmer) have created. The database
system doesn't "know" that you have put
a number in that record that is supposed
to refer to a real record, nor would it know

which datafile it is supposed to refer to.
So we have been on the right track but
this is not the solution, it also

demonstrates that you don't mixsystem
level operations and information, with
operations and informationat a different,
higher level.

The real solution

We have correctly established that every
record that needs to be related to another

record type must have some method of
being uniquely identified but we can't use
the system to provide it automatically, we
will have to do it ourselves.

Aside: S-Base will ultimately have its
own unique identifier and relationship
system which will supersede what I am
saying here. However the principles of
how it works will be the same and how to

use itwill also apply, it will just be easier.
In the Address record we have to

create our own field and call it "id". We

will make it an integer which gives us
plenty of scope for records, we will be
able to have up to about four million
records, more than enough for most
personal uses.

Every time we create a new Address
record we will enter a number which is

unique (automatically and without the
user even being aware of it). And the
number is then put into the address_rec
of the Person record. This id number will
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Person record Birth details record

Name: Peter Smith

.1 1.

Place: Challont St Giles

Birth details: [45678912]
Id: 9384756

Person Id: (9384756 )

Id: 45678912

A very arbitraryexample of a One to One (1:1)relationship

Band record

Name: Runrig
Id: 12345678

Audio CD record

CD Track record

Name: Day in a Boat

Audio CD Id: (99887766)
Id: 111111

CD Track record

Name: Mara

/l M
Name: Nothingbut the Sun

Audio CD Id: (99887766)
Id: 121212

Band Id: [12345678]
Id: 99887766

CD Track record

Name: The MightyAtlantic

Audio CD Id: [99887766]
Id: 2534620

FigI:HowOne to Many (1:M) relationships work togetherwith recordIDs

stay with the record regardless of
whether it is moved and so fulfils our

needs for a unique, unchanging identifier
for the record.

But now we have another problem, if
we display a Person record how do we
find the correct Address? We have an

identifier that uniquely identifies the
Address record but we need to get it and
display the address.

For that we need to have indexes.

Indexing the files
An indexfor a datafile is exactly the same
in concept as an index for a book. Given
some subject that you want to find in a
book you look in the index and that tells
you the physical location (page or section
number)of the subject within the pages
of the book.

Iwas very relaxed when Iwent over
the concept of the flat-file address book
and how the records are all stored in

alphabetical order of family name. You
should have asked: Ohyes? Andhow
does thathappen then?

Thinkabout it. Do you add names to a
pen-and-paper address book in
alphabetical order, one after the other?
Of course not. There are individual

alphabet sections and they have a
number of pages each. You write in the
names in the order you find them out,
they are not in alphabetical order within
the section and sometimes you run out of
space in a section.

Ifyou use a card index it is better, you
write a new name and address on a card

and then "insert" it in the correct

alphabetical position, all the ones after
are shuffled back one position.
In the very simplest flat-files this shuffling
is exactly what happens, the program

scans through the actual records; finds
where the record is supposed to go;
shuffles the rest of the data back one

record length; and then inserts the new
data in exactly the right position. Itcan
get very messy ifa person changes their
family name.

Instead we use an index, this is a
separate file that is related to a specific
datafile.The indexcontains a duplicate of
one (or more) of a record's fields (for
example the family name) plus the actual
physical locationof the record it relates to
in the datafile.

Indexes are much smaller files than

the actual datafile so they can be updated
much more quickly. So we might have a
set of Person records for Mr Bun, Miss
Lamp, MrsBuzzand Master Spoon.
Entered in that order their records will be

numbers 1,2,3 and 4 but that's not
alphabetical, the index (by name) on the
other hand will look like this:

Bun 1

Buzz 4

Lamp 2

Spoon 3

So we can look up, in the index, for a
name and have the record number

returned to us and then load up the
correct record and display the address.
It's clear to see that if we then add Mr

Amber at record 5 the index becomes:

Amber 5

Bun 1

Buzz 4

Lamp 2

Spoon 3

Returning to the question of unique ids,

we create another index which contains

the unique id related to the physical
record number but we then ask

ourselves, how do we choose the unique
id?

There are two ways: Firstwe keep
track (somewhere) of how many records
we have ever created and keep putting
the next number into the if field and

incrementing that number when we've
done it.This would work but "keeping
track somewhere" is problematic and
there is a chance of there being a glitch
somewhere and we end up givingtwo
records the same id.

Instead we use random numbers and

always check to see if it has been used,
we can have a piece of code that does
this:

Repeat
Choose a random number

Check whether it has been used

before

Until it hasn't been used before

Give the new record this unique id
number

To check whether it has been used

before one simply looks it up in the
index, if it is there, don't use it.

Word to the wise: Give every record type
an "id" fieldand always give every record
a unique id, this can become very useful
when it comes to backing up and
restoring data.

Real relationships
Nowwe have a way of linking different
record types together we must look at the
three (or is it four) types of relationship
that can exist.

In the address book example used
above we said that more than one Person

record could be linked to a single
Address record and this is achieved by
storing the unique id of the Address
record in a field (addressjd) in the
Person record.

That is: Many Persons can be linked to
One Address.

This is the Manyto One relationship (it
is also the One to Many relationship, it
depends on the direction you are looking
from).

To find which address is connected to

a person we simply take the id and look it
up in the Address id index.

But can we do it from the other

direction? What ifwe are browsing
through the addresses and want to know
who lives there (there may be more than
one) how can we do that?

We need another index. This time we

have a Person index of address id and in
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Actor record I itersection records Film record

Name: Harrison Ford

Id: 111111
Actor Id: 111111

Film Id: 65748
Name: PaiWo/ Games
Id: 65748

Actor record Actor Id: 121212
Film Id: 65748

Film record

Name: Sean Bean

Id: 121212
Name: Lordof the Rings
Id: 928374Actor Id: 727272

Film Id: 928374

Let us suppose
that we have a

database of films

and actors. An

actor may appear
in more than one

film, that is a One

to Many
relationship and
would imply that
the Film record

should contain an

actorjd field.
However a film

usually contains
more than one actor which is another

One to Many relationship but in the other
direction. This implies that the Actor
record should contain a filmjd field.

That doesn't work either. We have a

Many to Many relationship between
actors and films and what we need is

something completely different.
We need what is technically called an

intersection record this is, in fact, a
completely separate datafile with its own
set of indexes. Let's look at an example:
Films

Patriot Games (1)
Frantic (2)
Lord of the Rings (3)
X-Men (4)

Actors

Sean Bean (1)
Harrison Ford (2)
Ian McKellen (3)

The number in the brackets is the

record's unique identification number, its

Fig II: Many to Many relationships allow much more complex relationships

this case we search it for a given address
id and we may find more than one
instance of it. Obviously we would need a
way to display it but that is just a user
interface issue.

Back to relationships: The next one to
lookat is the One to One relationship.
This is a bit unusual because it says that
a record of type A can be linked to only
one record of type B, and once the B
record is linked only links back to the A
record.

In our address book this is the same

as saying that you would have to type in
the address for each of the Buns all four

times because each name could only link
to one address and vice versa. This type
of relationship does have some use but
that is not often.

The final type is the Many to Many
relationship: Our address book doesn't
contain an example of this so we will
have to look at a different database, one
that is closer to our ultimate goal.

IP relations
^formats
figqueries
j3 constants

£} programs
3 handler sets
^font styles

data types

Q handlers
3 mentis
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templates

9 sprites
^ drawings
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Fig III: A single datafile record entry and the index created for it

S-Base • ••<

id. When creating the relationships we
would create the following intersection
records (Actor, Film):

A: 1,1

B:1,3
C:2,1
D:2,2

E:3,3
F:3,4

The order given here is ifwe are indexed
by actor, the order if indexed by film
would be: A-C-D-B-E-F

Now we can look up a film and find out
who acted in it, or we can lookup the
actor and discover which films he

appeared in.

Using S-Base
Now we have looked at the types of
objects and operations that are needed to
create a fully functioning relational
database we need to see what we have

to do in S-Base to achieve it.

Fortunately S-Base is a very
competent system and what is needed is
very easy to implement, although a Many
to Many relation takes a bit of work.
It is worth pointing out that S-Base
doesn't start counting records in a datafile
from zero, it actually starts at 1, it leaves
record zero as nothing. This is very
handy (and deliberate) because let us
say that you use the function to search an
index for an id like this:

x = @find(media,"by id",id)

Ifx is zero it means nothing was found,
this can be used in "if..then" statements

because in S-Base zero counts as

FALSE while any other number counts as
TRUE. Like this:

if (x)

load media,x

else

print "Media not found"

endif

The next point is that having an integer
field to contain an id is very simple and
that creating an index for it is an action
requiring just moments.

Figure III shows the screen with a
single datafile record entry and the index
created for it.

Next issue we will look at the actual

creation of real datafiles, the ones we will

need for this application and a look at the
type of user interface we will be creating.

Steve Turnbull

stevet@tau-press.com



Switching Solutions from,

Use your RiscPC or PC
keyboard or our NEW
click multimedia

keyboard inc RISC OS
drivers only £34.95

: *I'j'l Li'J Li..:U U '•' 3-button Genius mouse

(as used in STD standard
mouse) FREE with switch
or £10 inc as A7000 spare

tt&mgrl .. v-s-v\ i

Keyboard controlled switch allows the
use of a single monitor, keyboard and
mouse with two machines.

Only £99.95 inc
Pack with PS2MouseMini only £113.90
Manual and other switches available

We are able to supply a range
ot custom high specification PC
base units, eg:

Duron 1000 /128MB memory /
40GB hard drive/ CD / modem

speakers / keyboard / mouse
£499 inc VAT

Athlon XP 1600+ / 256MB DDR

memory / 40GB hard drive /
DVD player/12 x 10 x 32 burn
proof CD-rewriter/ 64MB
Geforce2MX 400 graphics /
periphs as above £799 inc VAT

Windows ME / MS Works bundle, installed, add £100 inc

Keyboard controlled switch pack inc PS2MouseMini only
£100 inc when purchased with PC.

pca BSD ° «~ I

c c
Il II mill 1ll'l ,11 ~—' 1

1 1

1

PS2MouseMini allows the use of

PC-style PS/2 mice with all RISC OS
machines which do not already have
a PS/2 port (ie all but A7000/RiscStation)
Use PC mice (or switches) Only £18.95

IStuort Ty¥T»W Dwtl«|limilU

Your

Monitor

c

A7000, RiscStation and Omega machines may
also be switched and do not require a PS2MouseMini

interface

PQWFS
PARAFS i3 a parallel port networking system for machines fitted
with a bi-directional parallel port (A30x0 / A4000 / A5000 / A4 /
A7000 / RiscStation / Mico / Omega / RiscPC)

It Is implemented as a filing system and so provides transparent
file sharing across machines without the need for cumbersome and
slow transfer programs. Files and directories which are stored on the

.remote machine appear as Ifthey are local

ParaFS typically achieves access speeds of well above lOOK/sec,
making it an ideal solution for most file-sharing applications.

£29.95 inc easy-to-f Ind red transfer cable. E22.95 software only.

Standard mouse
A quality, branded 3-button mouse for

machines fitted with a standard Acorn

(9 pin connector) mouse port. Adapted

for Acorn machines using our

PS2MouseMini technology.

Only £19.95

Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate

Stuart Tyrrell Dovolopmonts

Stuart Tyrrell Development
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8F
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 60I

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate
Email: lnfo@stdevcl.demon.co.ul
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a
ee product information flyer!

All prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.
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To PC or to RiscPC - there is no question
When Acorn's RiscPC was first

conceived, it was recognised
that some users would need to

use so called "Industry Standard"
software. Previously, Alephl had
produced a successful series of "PC
Podules" - expansion cards which were
designed to fit into Acorn machines and
allow them to emulate a PC.

Building on this concept, and taking
advantage of the fact that some of the
RiscPC hardware was similar to that of its

PC counterparts, Acorn designed the
RiscPC with a second processor slot,
which was capable of accepting a card
fitted with a 486-style processor.

Although Acorn's PC card was an
admirable solution in its day, even the
fastest cards cannot compete with
modern PC's. PC software has

developed to take advantage of the fast
processors, hard drives, and copious
amounts of memory which adorn a
current PC. Of course to RISC OS users

balk at this tendency towards "bloated"
software, but it is a generally accepted
fact of life in the PC world.

If you need to run PC software, and
the PC card isn't fast enough for the
applications you need to use, surely the
logical solution is to go down to your local
PC superstore and buy a machine.
Perhaps - but let's think this through....
You might arrive back at home and
unpack your nice shiny new machine with
gleaming 17" monitor. Of course
machines, monitors and peripherals take
up space, which might be restricted.
There's a strong imperative to set up the
new machine in place of the old, a pull to
get value out of a new machine.

It is this issue which makes the

concept of the purchase of a PC difficult
for RISC OS users - if there's only room
for one machine, then buying a modern
PC would mean the removal of the RISC

OS machine, and that is just not
acceptable!

A solution comes in the form of a

switch box which will allow a single
monitor, keyboard and mouse to be

C

;~-l„ppcir,

Keyboard controlled Switch including
PS2MouseMini for RiscPC: £113.90 inc VAT

A7000/RS/Mico version: £99.95 inc VAT

shared between two machines. An

example is the Keyboard Controlled
Switchfrom Stuart Tyrrell Developments.

The Keyboard ControlledSwitch
comes as a complete pack containing
everything you need to switch monitor,
keyboard and mouse between a RiscPC
and a modern PC. The main unit,
especially adapted for use with Acorn
machines, measures just 20 x 70 x 155
mm, and is approximately the size of two
large matchboxes.

The kit comes with two sets of cables

- one to go out to each machine - the far
end of which terminates in the three

connectors which go into the monitor,
keyboard and mouse. Obviously, thought
has gone into the design aspects of the
pack - the cables, at 1.2m and 1.8m are
of conveniently different lengths.

Full instructions are enclosed in the

pack, but installation is simple - just plug
your existing monitor and keyboard, and
the supplied mouse into the switch box,
attach the two cables to the switch, and

attach the other end of the cables to the

monitor, keyboard and mouse sockets on
the machines.

Magic
Of course there's a little bit of magic
included with the RiscPC version of the

switch pack. Although later machines
such as the A7000 have PC-style mouse
sockets, the RiscPC has the older Acorn

mouse interface. This means that switch

boxes cannot usually be used on the
mouse port of the RiscPC.

Thankfully, STD include one of their
PS2MouseMini interfaces in the pack.
This little device looks like a simple short
cable, but don't be fooled. Inside one of

the connectors there is a small processor
which takes information from a PC-style
mouse, and presents it to the RiscPC as
if it's an Acorn mouse. So, with the
addition of this easy-to-use interface the
RiscPC can be given a PC-style mouse
socket.

Of course the mouse interface can be

purchased alone to allow the use of a
PC-style mouse on the RiscPC - indeed
there are over a thousand users doing so
- but in this case the interface allows a

switch box to be attached to the mouse

port of the machine.

Choice of PC
The keyboard controlled switch can be
used with any modern PC fitted with
PS/2-style mouse ports (which are a
round connector), and switches are

Highspecification PCs from £499 inc VAT

available which may be used with older
AT-type PCs which use a serial mouse.
Needless to say a quick phone call to
Stuart Tyrrell Developments will help you
to ascertain your exact needs.

Quality first
Frustrated by the fact that customers
were buying switches and then going on
to buy PCs in the High Street which were
designed with a limited lifespan, Stuart
Tyrrell Developments can also supply PC
base units which are based upon
machines which they specified for use in
their own offices.

Although sometimes a 'bargain' can be
had from the High Street, often a few
extra pounds spent on a sensibly
specified machine will save many pounds
in the long run when a machine is
upgraded.

Stuart Tyrrell Developments have a
number of "standard" specifications of PC
base units, but these can easily be
modified as required, or a full machine
specified from scratch. They even supply
the Keyboard Controlled Switch at a
discount!

Simply the best
For RISC OS users who want to

experience the best of both platforms,
Stuart Tyrrell Developments have the
complete solution. Get in touch today or
visit the Stuart Tyrrel Developments Web
site for further information.

Stuart Tyrrell Developments

PO Box 183

OLDHAM

OL2 8FB

Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604

www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

info@stdevel.demon.co.uk
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"...The weaponry in this game is second
to none, and outclasses Quake or Doom by
a long way." Acorn Arcade
"I would say that it is a good buy for all
Rise PC owners" . . .

Acorn Arcade

mm
J-JAVf

S« COPY NOW AND

PLOSIVE YEAR 2001

Huge varied levels
Serious fire power >

Intelligent enemies
Original music
Configurable controls

Andi mucfoi more neveti^seen
ihi any other g#rne of thMypg;

on any other platt^m \
Playable on A7000+, Rise PC 600 or better. StrartgARM
recommended. Requires CD-ROM dri\WlOP *
13Mb hard disc space minimum. RISC OiM
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Sounding off with VideoLogic
VideoLogic have been producing

audio hardware for some time now

and have gained many awards
from doing so. Their speaker systems
range from the highly acclaimed two-
speaker Sirocco set-up to the DigiTheatre
5.1 speaker system, which will be the
focus of this review, and the DTS 5.1

system.

For those who are looking in to buying
a DVD player and don't have a good
speaker system already, seriously
consider buying one. The best feature of
DVD discs is the superior quality of the
soundtrack, without a surround sound

set-up you will not receive all of the
benefits of having a DVD player. The
lower priced DVD players don't have any
built in decoders and so need an external

decoder attached to it to make the single
audio feed in to six-channel sound. The

top two models of the DigiTheatre come
with a decoder, one as a separate
decoder box and one on a PCI sound

card.

The VideoLogic DigiTheatre speaker
system comes in three guises:

• DigiTheatre LC: is just the speakers to
connect to an amplifier or 5.1 surround
sound decoder.

• DigiTheatre PC: consists of the
speakers and a 6-channel PCI sound
card for use with a (Windows based)
home computer.

• DigiTheatre: comes with the speakers
and a separate Zoran Dolby Digital
decoder.

Each of the above variants are supplied
with the same magnetically shielded
6-speaker set-up ready for producing 5.1
surround sound from your DVD player,
amplifieror computer.

The DigiTheatre was the first 'poor
mans' home cinema system on the
market with a price tag of around £200
(depending on where you shop). Just
recently a few more manufacturers have
released sub £150 speaker systems but
they don't come with a surround sound
decoder of any sort, DolbyDigital or DTS.

Setting up the system is very easy. It
is clear what goes where and with a little

The decoder, which processes the sound output

look in the manual after seeing the
'G9-DIN' cable, everything is ready to go.

The speakers were originally only
available in black but since the higher
end manufacturers have been producing
shiny silver speakers, VideoLogic found it
fitting to follow suit and have since
released a silver coloured speaker
system but it is only available with the top
end model containing the Zoran decoder.

Getting a good signal
The decoder uses the Zoran DSP

decoding chip to turn the digital audio
input into Dolby 5.1 surround sound and
is the main part of the system. (Note that
it is not a DTS or THX decoder as these

are much more expensive.) It can be
bought separately from the VideoLogic
Web site for around £100, but buying it as
part of the speaker system means you
get it for a reasonable discount.

The decoder box has several inputs on
the back, two digital (a co-axial and
optical SPDIF) and one analogue in the
form of left and right RCA phono
connectors. It also has five outputs;
3.5mm jacks for line out, centre,
subwoofer, and surround as well as the

monstrous 'G9 DIN'9-pin output.
The type of device you are going to

use the speakers with determines what
type of inputs you will need to use. Ifyou
are using a DVD player and want the full
Dolby Digital5.1 AC3 sound then you
must use a digital input and of course the
DVD you are watching must have a 5.1
channel soundtrack which most new films

do.

A co-axial phono-to-phono wire is
included with the speakers so you can
get going straight away, connecting to the
single phono socket on the back of your
player.

The analogue input allows you to use
your speakers up to Dolby Pro Logic
standard, which is effectively 4.1
surround sound as it doesn't utilise the

centre speaker.
For those of you with a newer DVD

player you may notice an >optical" output
on the back of it.This outputs a beam of
light to send the audio tracks via a fibre-
optic TOSLink wire (not included with the

system) instead of
electrically.

This is supposed to
create an all round better

sound, however, if you
want to be able to hear this

'better sound< you will have
from thesource to buy very expensive

The complete sound setup

speakers as there really is no difference.
The main decoder output is via the

'G9-DIN' connector. Included with the

speakers is a large cable that holds six
wires, one for each audio channel. From

the 9-pin DIN at the decoder it splits in to
six phono connectors to plug in to the
'DVD input' of the amplifier on the back of
the sub. I feel that the length of this cable
is a problem and also housing the
amplifier inside the sub. The main reason
being that you can't hide the sub. If you
went to another speaker manufacturers
demonstration, one of the things they
might mention is the ability to put the
subwoofer anywhere in the room. With
the DigiTheatre there is no chance of
putting the sub more than about three
feet away from the decoder due to the
huge umbilical cord and the need to turn
the amplifier on each time you want to
use the system.

The decoder is the control centre of

the system allowing you to control the
following:

• Input: analogue or digital
• Surround mode: stereo, Pro Logicor

AC3 (when available)
• Speaker mode: allows you to direct

bass to the subwoofer from any of the
speakers

• Volume: simple up or down
• Balance: adjust any of the speakers

individually
• Delay: alter the time delay to the rear

speakers

All of which can be changed by using the
buttons on the frontof the box or by using
the credit card sized remote.

The buttons on the box are a little

difficult to use and take some time to get
used to. The designers seem to expect
you to be using the remote at all times as
the menu order is a bit obscure, running
through the functions in the order they
are listed above. All of the functions of

the decoder can be activated using the
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remote making life much easier, thus
promoting the remote to 'must have
status'.

It would also be an advantage if it
were possible to turn the green backlit
LCD panel off. The wires between the
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Everything is at hand

DVD player, decoder and subwoofer
mean that they must all be kept in close
proximity therefore having to place them
near the screen. When in a low-lit room to

try and emphasise the whole film
watching experience, the LCD and small
power-on LED on the subwoofer really
penetrate the darkness and attract your
attention. There is no need to see the

decoder when watching a film so nothing
would be missed if it were turned off.

Thankfully the other five speakers are a
lot less conspicuous.

The speakers are housed in moulded
plastic cases that seem to stand up to the
test when playing at high volume. Some
cheaper plastic speakers tend to
resonate and produce an annoying rattle
when playing at a certain frequency or
volume; this thankfully doesn't occur with
the DigiTheatre speakers.

Strangely enough, the 6.5 inch
subwoofer is also contained in plastic
housing, something you don't see very
often. Most other manufacturers prefer to
go for a wooden subwoofer casing to add
a little more weight to reduce the chance
of unwanted vibration and sound

distortion. I must admit, however, that I

was pleasantly surprised to find that the

Theinputs forthe subwoofer

bass channel can be turned up to a chest
thumping level before the thought that a
wooden case would have been a better

idea comes to mind.

One thing you will notice about the
subwoofer when removing it from the
bottom of the box is that it is particularly
large. Standing at 406mm (approx 16.5
inches for those from the 'old skooP) the
sub looks the part for outputting
frequencies ranging between 50Hz and
200Hz. The main reason for being so
much larger than most subs that come
with other home cinema systems is that it
also houses a 6-channel amplifier to
output a total of 62.5 Watts RMS or a
more impressive-sounding 1000 Watts
PMPO.

The front right and left channel
speakers consist of two speakers
mounted one on top of the other with the
ability to twist in the middle.

The two blocks contain a 4-inch

woofer and a 2-inch tweeter capable of
producing a volume that could fill a very
large room. While not physically the
smallest speakers on the market, they
would be able to find themselves hiding
discreetly in any average sized living
room.

The wires that connect the front

speakers to the amplifier are of a fair
length (approx. 2m or 82") so allow them
to be separated enough to create the
surround sound effect.

Stuck in the middle

The centre speaker matches the scale of
the others but doesn't really need to be
quite so large considering it only has to
hold a 3-inch cone. The speaker delivers
clear and undistorted sound no matter

what the volume level. This speaker has
to produce clear sound as it delivers most
of the speech when outputting 5.1 sound.

The surround speakers are attached to
the amplifier via ridiculously long wires.
Unless you have a living room that you
can play football in there should be no
worries about getting the speakers
behind you. With a DolbyDigital set-up it
is advised that the rear speakers do
actually go behind you as opposed to
beside you with a Pro Logic set-up. This
can create problems for people with a
smaller room, but this isn't down to the

speakers so there is no need to
make comment.

The manual gives reasonably
clear information regarding
where to place your speakers
depending on the shape and size
of your room, any more
information you may need can be
extracted from the Dolby Web

site at www.dolby.com.
Ifyou don't have enough space on

your shelves to spread your speakers
out, you can buy speaker brackets that
allow you to fasten the two front and two
rear speakers to the wall so removing the
requirement for flat surfaces everywhere
and allowing you to fit the speakers at ear
level, which is the recommended height.
Other options are available; again, see
the Dolby Web site for more information
regarding speaker placement.

For the price of this system there are
hardly any competitors. The sound is
wonderful and fills any room it is used in.

The speakers were tested using a
fairly wide variety of DVD films with
different styles of soundtracks. The
speakers were always up to scratch,
producing brilliant audio. At times it was
necessary to turn down the volume a bit,
something that doesn't occur very often
with me.

Only on very few occasions was there
any speaker rattle that could be heard
above the audio. Obviously there are a
few resonant frequencies that effect each
type of speaker individually, but this only
rears its head at high or low frequency (or
volume).

The benchmark

To see how far the speakers could be
pushed it was time to remove the new
fangled DVD factor and bring on the good
old stereo soundtrack from the CDs of

today.
Normal audio CDs can be listened to

using your DVD player, so there is
nothing to stop you from using a home
cinema system to listen to your music in
your living room.

Some songs have particularly good
bass lines and can be used to provide a
standard for showing how good a
subwoofer or general speaker system is.
One of my particular favourites for testing
speakers and subs in particular is called
"You Got The Love" by The Source. Not
necessarily to everybody's taste, but it is
only to provide a benchmark. Honestly.

The subwoofer reproduces the bass
line very nicely with the satellite speakers
also outputting very nice stereo sound.
These speakers are able to stand up to
the test, without a doubt.

After a bit of a shaky start with seeing
the plastic subwoofer, things definitely
turned out alright.

If I was looking to buy a new surround
sound system Iwould certainly consider
the VideoLogic DigiTheatre.

Philip Gilbert
phil@philgil.co.uk
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What are
you missing?

The best way tomake the most ofyour RISC OScomputer is tobe in
contact with like-minded users - that's where The ARM Club, the leading
independent user group comes in. Join today!

The Club's magazine, "Eureka", written by
members ispublished four times a year;
Free technical help service byemail, letter, fax &phone;
Generous member discounts from many companies;

* Non profit-making, run entirely by volunteers;
Regular shows &Open Days - discounted entry
International, school &affiliate membership available;
Chances tohelp in running the Club &shows

Membership still costs only £15; Joining pack includes a copy of the
magazine andthe Club info pack. Cheques payable to "The ARM Club".

Applications should be sent to: The Membership Secretary, The ARM
Club, Merton Court, Sidcup, Kent. DAI4 OBR

Don't miss the South-West Show

2nd March 2002

Webbington Hotel, Loxton
Tel: 07010 709 849 Web: www.armclub.org.uk

Email: chairman@armclub.org.uk

*?ARM
Club

BB0KEN DIAECTOAY

MAT SAk&&$T&/T
DISC NOT UNDERSTOOD

DiscKnight£10
You need the reassurance of DiscKnight
Checks and repairs E & E+(RISC OS 4)

format discs. Can you afford to be without it?

Postal Orders:

Send Cheque payable to "The ARM Club" to
The ARM Club, Merton Court, Knoll Road, Sidcup DA14 4QU

Online Orders:

Online credit-card instant ordering at I Free check-only
http://www.armclub.org.uk/discknight/1 version on website

Date for the Diary (1st December 2001):
The Midlands ARM Club show at The National Motorcycle
Museum, Birmingham, http://www.armclub.org.uk/shows/

r-"~

RISCOS SOUTHWEST

Supporting Users in SW England & S Wales

SATURDAY 2nd MARCH 2002

The Webbington Hotel
Loxton, nr Axbridge

North Somerset

Doors open from 10am until 4.30pm
Adults £2.50 ARM Club/Foundation members £1.50

Children under 16 FREE (accompanied by an adult)
[Pay on door only]

» Lots of companies

» Hobbyist / Games area

» Theatre programme

» Special show discounts

» Software to be won!

» Internet Cafe

FREE bus shuttle from Weston-S-Mare station

Phone:(01935) 413170 Fax:(01935) 413170
Email: acornshow@argonet.co.uk

http://www.argonet.co.uk/acornshow

M4 T£ ~\/t Memb&rship AppUcaclon Form

Club $
Tabecamea member of The ARM Club,please lamplece this farm as fully

as possible and return Itwtth your cheque to the ClubMembership
y at the addressgiven betevr. ')

Title Firs! Name(8) Surname ,

Address

BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

County Postcode

Telephone Number Email

Would you be interested in assisting in organising local meetings ol Club members? Yes / No

Please indicate whether your name and address may be circulated to other Club members? Yes / No

Which model(s) ot Acorn computers do you own?

Internal memory capacity? MB Hard disc capacity MB/GB

Do you own any peripherals for your computer (eg printer. CDROM, PC card, scanner)? Ifso, which?

What are your computing interests? Please lick as many as you like:

Education Music Games

DTP Graphics I PD Software f~

Programming I Databases I Spreadsheets Pocket Book

Comms

Multimedia |

Please rate your knowledge and experience ol Acorn computers:

Beginner Average Experienced \~ Programmer j~~

How long have you been a user of Acorn computers? months/years

I enclose herewith my membership donation (minimum of C15 UK / E19 Europe / £22 International)
towards the Club, for one year's membership. I understand that the Club Is non-profit making, and
the donation is used to pay for administrative and running costs (such as postage, materials,
correspondence etc). I agree to abide by the Constitution and Bylaws of The ARM Club.

Please make cheques payable to "The ARM Club", and send to:
The ARM Club, Merton Court, Knoll Road, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4QU



Saturday & Sunday 18/19 May 2002
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Wakefield

website

e.mail:

www.wakefieldshow.org.uk/2002/
showinfo@wacg.org.uk

Saturday 10:30 to 17:30
Sunday 10:30 to 16:00

Attractions include

Games arcade

Developers village
Show theatre

THINK

SPONSORED BY

itCcrilica

Advance ;
booking •

Adults/Foundation/OAP
Juniors (5 to 16 years)
Foundation / OAP
Weekend Adults

Weekend Juniors

Adults/Foundation/OAP
Juniors (5 to 16 years)
Foundation/ OAP
Weekend Adults

Weekend Juniors

Advance ticket ord



DISC OS

RISC OS Show

£4.00

£2.00

£4.00

£6.00

£4.00

£5.00

£3.00

£4.00

£8.00

£6.00

Under 5's FREE

Foundation rate on
production of
membership card

Leeds &M621

^arf North

A.638
Ooncaster

A.61
Barney



Introducing the

SenSci Data Logger
With a very special offer for ScienceYear

**Using ICT to make data come alive is very
exciting for young people. Data loggers are
the devices that make this process simple.
I'm pleased to see new,easy to use and
cost effective devices on the market

that will create new opportunities to
use electronic data logging in both
primary and secondary schools.'3
- Prof. Nigel Paine
Director of Science Year

Eight rea
sons why
teachers

like the

SenSci

Datalogger

1. It looks nice

and feels nice

2. It's easy to navi
gate

3. The large LCD
screen displays
meter/logging readings in
the field

4. You can have on-board sensors

or remote sensors

5. It's the right price
6. It has an on-board help facility
7. The Prodigy software for pc has all

the features you could want
8. The datalogger does everything you

want it to do - so easily!

i *The SenSci Data Logger was the star of
this year's Bett.**

- Fellow 8ett Exhibitor

**Wow, you've got so many features at
such a good price."

- Sales rep from another datalogging company
(we don't want to get anyone

into trouble!)

Special
Offer

Primary

One basic logger •
One plug-in sensor module •

Set of non-rechargeable batteries •
Serial computer connector •

Single user primary software licence •

Special Offer
Secondary

One advanced logger
One plug-in module •

Set of non-rechargeable batteries
Serial computer connector -

Single user secondary software licence •

Offer valid for orders placed before 31st March 2002

www.valiant-technology.com
Helpline 020-8673 2233



Keyhole

Whose desktop is it this month?
Welcome to this month's edition of

Through The Desktop. Did you
guess the owner of last month's

featured desktop? It was non-other than
Steve Turnbull, previous Editor and keen
RISC OS fanatic. If this is your first
episode, let me remind you of what this is
all about: Each month we take a look at

the desktop of a notable individual in the
RISC OS market and see what software

and utilities they use regularly. Keep your
eyes open as you're bound to spot an
elusive utility that you've been seeking for
ages...

This month's desktop is a minimal and
restrained affair; more so than Mr

Tumbull's. Very few programs are loaded

A minimaldesktop fora fast, clean boot-up.

upon boot-up and there are no icons on
the pinboard. This person likes their
computer to load fast and dislikes a
cluttered iconbar. This suggests someone
who possibly needs all the iconbar space
they can get once they get into the swing
of things, as well as hating to wait for
computers to boot.

Acursory glance over the pinboad and
iconbar reveals that this person has
deemed RISC OS 4 a worthy upgrade;
the 4 Switcher icon is present and the
RISC OS 4 disc icons are in use. The

pinboard backdrop is a standard RISC
OS 4 one, with the RISC OS 4 logo set
against a grey texture. This is not
someone who fiddles around changing
icons and adding huge bitmap images to
their backdrop; they like the standard
RISC OS 4 look as it is.

Delving under the bonnet, we see that
this is a high-end machine. A Kinetic
processor card, CD-RW, lots of RAM,
2Mb of video RAM and indeed a second

slice point towards a power user. The
2Mb of video RAM is the power behind a
screen mode of 1024 x 768 with 32,000

colours running at 70Hz.
This is driving an iiyama 15"
TFT screen, suggesting
prolonged use of the
machine, requiring a screen
that is easy on the eyes.
Here we have no distortion,
no glare and no flicker.

Back to the actual

desktop and we see that
there are three programs
loaded automatically on
boot-up. These are:
EasiFiler (program
launcher), DialUp (Internet
connection suite) and
Organizer (electronic

organization of life). The

presence of DialUpsuggests
someone who uses the

Internet a lot, perhaps as a
big part of their work. This
suggestion is furthered by a
brief investigation of DialUp,
which has Oregano,
MessengerPro and FTPc set
as the default applications;
this person needs lots of
functionality and rock-solid
performance from their
Internet software.

This person needs to be
organized and also have
contact details close at hand,

hence the presence of
Organizer. They have it displaying an
analogue clock on the iconbar so the time
is always at hand. EasiFiler is an
application launcher that allows you to
have up to 16 applications linked to from
the filer window, where a single click

A rathermore cluttereddesktop connected to the Internet.

<ft|?^ EaaiFller-Easy Aw*kM»on Launcher

(Printers
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rOregano •Messenger
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All majorapplications close at hand.

loads the said application (and closes
EasiFiler's window). The owner of this
month's desktop would seem to
appreciate simple but useful applications.
They also find it immensely useful having
their favourite software immediately to
hand. A busy person?

Investigation of EasiFilershows such
stalwarts such as Ovation Pro, Vantage,
Artworks, Photodesk, Composition,
EasiWriter Professional-!-, Sibelius7 and
RiScript. This is all professional software
(the latest versions, too), pointing to
someone who uses their computer for
serious work or business. HTML3 and

Oregano suggest that this person creates
or maintains at least one Web site. The

Zap and StrongED war continues and this
person has chosen to be a StrongED
user.

Not one for daft harddrive names, this

person has chosen to name the sole
harddrive HardDisc4. This is an 8Gig unit,
a very healthy size for RISC OS and big
enough for large graphics files. This
harddrive is sorted out into various

sections: Software, Saves etc. Each of

these sections is neatly sorted, except
maybe Saves which is sorted but rather
messy at the same time. We've seen the
main software on this machine, so we'll
take a look inside the Utilities+ directory.
This directory has had a lot of extra
utilities added, most of which appear to
be graphics related. There's also the
obligatory Archive utilities plus some
Viewers for TextEase and OHP

documents, amongst others.
So, here we have a desktop

untarnished by modifications and add
ons, with just three applications starting
automatically on boot-up. Standard RISC
OS 4 icons and backdrop are in use and
we have a lot of professional software,
mostly design orientated. Most utilities
seem to be graphics orientated. Perhaps
we have a professional user, who is using
their computer for work (the lack of
games suggests this); they want speed,
power and reliability. Who owns a
desktop like this?

Find out next month.
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flfhy use lazy old

FAT clients, when

you can have
fast and efficient

THIN clients?
Management
Control is centralised in a TotalBoot NC installation,

making it easy to manage and providing a secure,
tamper-proof environment. Becauseall software and
configurations are controlled by the central TotalBoot
server, the NC does not allow pupils to alter
application settings and viruses cannot be introduced.
Central management also saves time as the ICT co
ordinator will no longer have to move from machine to
machine, solving individual problems. Furthermore,
when the server is upgraded, all stations are instantly
upgraded.

W&*

Access
When used with a NetManager server,TotalBootNC
installations provide Internet access and e-mail for all
stations - the communications tools needed to plug
into the National Grid for Learning. A wealth of
curriculum material provides a powerful intranet
learning resource. Both e-mail and web access can be
controlled and logged thus giving you control over
what can and, more importantly, what cannot be seen.

, m

Cost Effective
As all files and applications are managed centrally, NCs
do not require hard discs, floppy drives or CD-ROM
driveson each terminal. This gives dramatic savings on
unit costs. Expensive NT servers are not obligatory.

Because NCshave no moving parts, there is little that
can go wrong. With PCs, most technical support
requirements stem from changing user settings.
Because this does not apply to NCs technical support is
dramatically reduced. As a result, there are savings on
repair billsand on costs associated with downtime and
disruptions to teaching schedules.

Applications
Along with curriculum content and communications
applications, TotalBoot NC installations can run
Windows™ and Acorn RISC OS applications, providing
access to a range of industrystandard and education
specific software titles.

All NC TotalBoot installations come with NC Works -

an integrated productivity suite including word
processor, spreadsheet, database, graphing tool,
drawing tool, painting package and JavaScript Web
browser. Our NCs provide access to all the core ICT
tools in an easy-to-use environment.

Integration ft
TotalBoot NCscan be integrated into an existing ICT
infrastructure protecting the school's investment and
extending the lifespan of resources. Old PCs, including
386s and 486s, can be used as thin-clients, giving a
new lease of life to legacy systems.

As long term member of the CitrixSolutions Network
(it's over 5 years since our first thin-client network was
installed), we are ideallyplaced to implement and
intearate vour ideal network.mumiffHiytfiiian

Precedence
wwwr. T.£.CH.ND.La.D.I.£.& New.

'AWr.

H
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NC Base
• ARM 7500FE NC

TotalBoot NT/NetManager ready
• 16MB Memory

• Keyboard and Logitech Mouse
• Network Cable

289.00

NC15"
• As above plus...

• 15" SVGA Monitor
Headphones and 2-way Splitter

• Mouse Mat

360 00

NC17"
• As above but with...
• 17" SVGA Monitor

£400.00

NC 15" TFT
Multimedia

• As above but with...
• 15" TFT LCD Screen, with inbuilt

speakers, so no headphones needed!

540.00

Topcat / Zip / CompactFlash / ICA / Custom
versions available, prices on application.

Precedence
rtCHNOLOOItb

Address: Precedence Technologies Ltd
86 Kings Hedges Road
Cambridge
CB4 2PA

Tel: +44(0)1223 562500
Fax: +44(0)1223 563522

E-Mail: sales@precedence.co.uk
WWW: http://www.precedence.co.uk

Southern Area Sales

Surftec
Internet Computer Solutions?>

Address: Surftec Ltd

Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Tel: +44(0)1428 608121
Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.com

WWW: http://www.surftec.com

Prices exclude VATand carriage. E&OE
© Precedence Techologies Ltd, 2002
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Macromedia discuss education at BETT 2002
Atthe recent BETT Show 2002

Acorn User had the opportunity to
chat with Pat Brogan,

Macromedia's Vice President of

Education worldwide. While it is true that

the Macromedia applications cannot be
run natively on RISC OS there are
several education network solutions that

make it possible to use it — and Flash
support is developing apace.

We asked Pat to explain what
Macromedia wants to achieve with the

Web in relation to Education.

"What we want to achieve is to enable

kids from a very young age, to let them
use the Web creatively — not by teaching
them technical matters, but by providing
the tools that it possible for them to think
in terms of the result they want and to
reach that easily without the tools getting
in the way. The keywords are
collaboration — communication —

creativity."
On the matter of collaboration we

asked whether she didn't think that

computers tended to bring about more of
an individuation, communicating only with
the computer rather than with others.
"Our experience doesn't give that
impression. Small groups working
together to create Web pages, as part of
larger groups working together to
produce entire Web sites, this is what the
enabling of children can do. They learn to
collaborate, to plan and implement that
planning. A kid playing a computer game
in their bedroom is another matter

altogether but we are not dealing with
that.

"However one of our areas of concern

is for girls in particular. Right now 90% of
Web designers and programmers are
male, we want to create the tools that get
away from the nuts and bolts level of
Web programming — something which
boys seem to prefer and which then
creates a barrier for the girls. We want to
take away the restraints.

"It is not a good thing to have to say,
but is unfortunately a fact, that one of the
other main barriers to learning about the
Web and how to use it are the teachers

— not all, of course, but it is a truism that

the older the teacher the less inclined

they are to use the Web as a resource to
assist in their teaching.

"The teachers can find it hard to learn

the skills necessary and then cannot
integrate the excellent resources that are
available into their teaching. It is
important to inspire the kids early so that
is another are we are working on. We

9\ vvww.topologiXa.com

have invested heavily in a teacher
training portalcalled 'TrainingCafe.com'
which already has 20,000 members,
teachers who are trying to expand their
understanding."

We asked Pat how she saw teaching
as the Web expanded in terms of
resources and training:

"Currently there are worldwide efforts
to develop good standards for distance e-
learning. Managing resources, creating
online curriculum schemes. Macromedia

are taking a very active role in these
standards developments because we
consider it very important that we get it
right.

"A crucial area in these standards is

the development of methods of making
Web data available to people who are
disabled in various ways making it hard
for them to access Web resources in a

meaningful way. If it is'viewed without
thought it appears that the only thing we
can do is make everything text and only
use text browsers but that isn't the case.

"Ultimately we see all education being
available on the Web and the teacher

then acts as a facilitator being able to
help those children who need assistance
in understanding and can receive the
direct help that they need. Meanwhile
those who can forge ahead aren't held
back."

We did discuss other areas but Pat

asked us quite specifically to make this
point to all the readers of Acorn User:

"In September 2002 all commercial
Web sites will be required by UK law to
be made accessible to users with

differing levels of ability. This law already
exists in the USA with very heavy legal
penalties for failure to comply — the rules
are not so harsh in the UK but it would be

better for anyone designing Web sites to
think about it now rather than having to
engage in expensive retro-fitting towards
the end of the year."
Certainly something worth knowing -
spread it around.

All aboard the Big Bus
Following on from Pat Brogan of
Macromedia's comments on the

increasing availability of useful Web
resources and the extension of

broadband services making it feasible to
run these resources directly through the
Web with minimal downloading — the Big
Bus finally arrives.

The Big Bus did have a stand at BETT
2001 but it was simply sitting on the
upper gallery looking interesting without

tes from Clic

The Riverside Playmates and Riverside
Storiesare two new packs to support KST
Literacy available in Textease format from
Clic.

Get to know the delightful Riverside
Playmates in the first of the Riverside and
Woodland Playmates collection, written
and illustrated by Bernsie. The characters
come to life through enchanting
illustrationson the pages of this talking
book and through them, an awareness of
wildlife and conservation is fostered.

Read about them, or listen as they tell you
about themselves. Who are Abigail,
Freddie. Daisy, Mattie and Willie? What
are they? Where do they live? What are
their favourite foods and games?

The pack includes work screens of
different levels of difficulty. Colour coding
assists the younger or less able users and
there are opportunities for free writingfor
the more able.

Listen to the Riverside Stories - a

collection of three short stories suitable for

young learners. Who is Lewis and why did
he deserve a surprise? What happened
to Freddie as he lay on his back in the
river and what was Daisy's gift?

The special features of Textease allow
young learners to follow new themes and
make up their own stories about these
delightful characters.

Call Gaynor or Thomas of Clicon
248 679295 for more details.

options at less cost
.the 1stJanuary2002. Precedence

es are pleased to announce a
in cost of all Precedence NC

those including a monitor. This
basic price for a complete
NC system with 15" monitor,

eyboard, mouse, headphones, network
cable and mouse mat down to only £360.

The reduction even includes our

highly-competitive multimedia 15" TFT
bundle which is now available for only
£540 (over 20% cheaper than a Slym).
We are also pleased to announce support
for booting NCs from CompactFlash and
SmartMedia. This means you have more
choices than ever before about where and

when you use. your TotalBoot NCs.
Ifconnected to a network, you can

boot from a Precedence NetManager or
an NT server. Ifyou do not have a
suitable boot server, you can run simply
as a Web browser (via a proxy if required)
or straight to a Citrix ICAsession. Away
from a network, you can boot from a Zip
drive, a SmartMedia cartridge, a
CompactFlash memory Cartridge or even
an IBM Microdrive. Please contact us for

pricing and upgrade possibilities for your
sting NCs,
:or more information, please go to
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much activity. It has taken a full year to
bring the next stage on from Argosphere
to a working result — the various
changes between Argonet, Imparo and
Freedom 2 have now settled down and

even Andrew Foyle could be found along
with Imparo's Ian Goodall on the new and
exciting Big Bus stand this year.

So what is the BigBus? Asubscription
educational service for schools and for

the home providing interactive
educational content for 3 to 10 year olds
(KS1 and 2) with careful attention to
content, differentiation and a wide range
of activities to match the national

Curriculum and Schemes of Work to aid

in planning.
The whole idea is to provide useful

curriculum content ion a form that can

easily be integrated into classroom
teaching.

You can catch a ride on the Big Bus by
calling 01243 815845 to get your free
sampler CD-ROM. E-mail
info@thebigbus.com, go to the Web
site at www.thebigbus.com or you can
write to The Big Bus, 7 Dukes Court,
Chichester, West Sussex P019 2FX.

BT to invest in education
All over for another year as BETT draws
to another successful conclusion.

Interestingly during the show BT
announced that it was going to invest
£9.7 million in education and published a
survey showing that technology is raising
standards in education.

While 98 per cent of teachers say that
technology improves the quality of their
teaching, 95 per cent believe that

technology boosts pupil attainment and
employability.However, 85 per cent felt
that pupils from less privileged
backgrounds are disadvantaged when it
comes to today's ICT-focussed
curriculum.

In addition, 50 per cent of teacher
worry that technology can aid cheating.
Of some concern is the fact that 59 per
cent find it hard to keep up with the latest
developments. Maybe we can help ...

Soft Options
Softease (01335 343421) were cooking
up a storm this year not only showing off
Textease Presenter but Textease Turtle,
Branch and Curriculum Resource Packs

for science, maths and English.
Textease Turtle is suitable for Key

Stage 1-4, beginning by teaching simple
movement of a single object and
progresses to more complex
programming and control over multiple
objects.

Then Textease Branch is a branching
database and allows pupils to sort and
classify information in a branching
database. Again aimed at Key Stages
1-4, it allows children to gradually build
up a database by providing 'yes' and 'no'
answers to questions they create
themselves thus helping them to build
data handling skills which are at the core
of ICT capability with strong links to the
science curriculum as well. Simple but
effective, children build up a binary tree
that can be viewed on screen in multiple
scales and views.

There is also a poster printing facility
which allows whole trees to be printed

Everyone's a winner

The votes are in and the results are out, here are the BETT awards for 2002:

• Free Online Learning Resource: Count on - www.counton.org
• Subscription Learning Resource: Granada Learning - PrimaryZone
• Primary Education Software: 2Simple Software - 2Simple Toolkit
• Secondary Education Software: 4Learning/Channel 4 - Macbeth CD-ROM
• PrimarySoftware Tools: 2Simple Software - Infant Video Toolkit
• Secondary Software Tools: Apple - iDVD
• Further Education: Army/Ed Corns - Your Army CD-ROM
• Primary ICT Hardware: Promethean - ACTIVboard Plus
• Secondary ICT Hardware: Promethean - ACTIVboard Plus
• Support for ICT: CYNNAL - NOFICTTraining
• Special Educational Needs Software: Crick Software - Find Out and Write About

Series

• School ManagementSolution: The Skills Factory - New Literacy and Numeracy
Complete Online CD-ROM

In addition there were two discretionary awards made by the judges. The first was to
DCP Microdevelopments for Log ITExplorer and in the category of ICT beyond the
classroom there were two companies; 4Learning/Channel 4 for www.gridclub.com
and the LJ Group and Norwich City FC for their Extra Time Online.

www.precedence.co.uk or contact
Precedence Technologies by e-mail to
sales@precedence.co.uk or telephone
on 01223 562500.

New version of TotalFiler
Precedence Technologies are pleased ti
announce the release of version 1.13 of

TotalFiler. This is available as a free

upgrade to all registered customers of
earlier version of TotalFiler. Featun

highlights in the upgrade include:

• Support for permanent connections as
well as "at logon" and "on demand"
connections.

• Mounts may be set up as hidden, so
that no icon is shown.

• Logon and logout scripts may be
defined, e.g. to display pinboard icons
upon a successful logon and remove
them upon logging out.

• Scripts can be run at startup after all
permanent mounts have been
connected to. For example, this allows

lications on the network to be

d

roved error messages
Will kill NetFiler if desired.

TotalFiler is network front-end application
offering a single point of logon for all
network resources including home areas,
applications, e-mail and Windows ICA
sessions. It is similar to NTFilerfiom

Atomwide but is lower cost, faster and
more powerful. TotalFilerwill connect to
any network resources with NetFS {Level
4). ShareFS (Acorn Access). LanManFS
(Windows NT or Unix) or LanMan98
(Windows NT or Unix).

In addition, it will allow automatic
connections to Citrix ICA servers without

the user having to log in again. TotalFiler
is also capable of controlling ANT Marcel.
When a user logs in, it can automatically
configure and run Marcel on-the-fly
including site-wide signatures. When the
user logs out, it will disconnect from the
mail server and quit Marcel.

A site licence for TotalFiler costs £79.

Network access utilities (NetFS, ShareFS,
LanManFS and LanMan98) must be
purchased separately.

Educational video merger
Viewtech Film and Video and Educational

Media Film and Video are the UK's

leading independent suppliers of
educational video programmes for many
years.

However, from the beginning of the
year they have joined forces to become
Viewtech Educational Media. They can be
contacted on 01454 858055.

Hard Access

Penny & Giles have a new range of
control devices in their catalogue. First
comes a mini variable-pressure switch.

This smaller Joggle Switch is a rotate-
to-set variable pressure switch compatible
with all popular mounting systems. The-



onto A4 sheets for assembly into an
impressive classroom poster.

Online News

Community Intranet is a new service from
NTL Business and claims to offer strict

levels of filtered internet access for

children at home and school. Provided by
NTL working with Local Educational
Authorities, Community Intranet allows
pupils, teachers and parents to work
together and share information in a virtual
classroom - safe from the dangers of
public internet - as schools, homes and
organisation in LEA are connected in a
secure, private network.

This means that parents can allow
home internet access for schoolwork

without monitoring their usage or
installing filtering software. For more
information visit www.ntl.com

/education.

General Business

Kidsmart is aimed at 8-11 year olds and
their parents and teachers and is the
brainchild of charity Childnet International
and Tiny. Centered around the SMART
rules - five key reminders for children to
ensure that their experiences on the
internet are enjoyable and safe: Secret -
always keep your name address, mobile
phone and password private.

Meeting someone you have contacted
in cyberspace can be dangerous so only
do so with your parent's or carer's
permission and when they can be
present. Accepting e-mails or opening
files from people you don't know or trust
can get you into trouble and Remember
someone online may be lying and not be
who they say they are. Stick to the public
areas in Chat rooms and if you feel
uncomfortable get offline.

The project runs in three separate
programmes: Schools Activity Day
including a 30-minute drama and role
play workshop run by a touring drama
group; evening seminars for parents; and
lesson plans and worksheets for teachers
to help then run safety sessions before
and after the activityday. The KidSmart
project has its own web site -
www.kidsmart.org.uk - which also
includes lists of fun and informative sites

for children to visit, lesson plans to
download and advice.

New email system
Equiinet introduced a new email content
scanning and blocking system for
schools. With the ability to allow
headteachers to prevent the use of
inappropriate words in e-mails which
controlling who is able to send e-mails to

their pupils. Called NetPilot Safemail and
all e-mails from unrecognised senders go
first to the headteacher or ICT

coordinator and once vetted they're
forwarded to the pupil's individual email
account and future mails from that sender

are no longer vetted.
This is when NetPilot Safemail comes

into its own as it picks up anything
offensive in subsequent correspondence
and re-routes such mails to the

administrator. Find out more at

www.equiinet.com

Espresso launched at BETT
Launched at the show was Espresso For
Secondary Schools. Part of this new
service is the ability for children to use
Espresso at home via the homework
service which incorporates printable
worksheets and links to relevant web

sites.

The complete secondary service also
includes differentiated extension activities

such as 'Take me Further' giving gifted
pupils the opportunity to make further in-
depth research into topics and 'Having
Problems' which gives examples and
advice for children having difficulties with
exercises.

The service in the main consists of

lesson resources based around current

and topical television programmes and
news reports supported by relevant web
sites, interactive activities with animated

guides to help students along as well as
differentiated paper-based extension
activities.

Primary users are not forgotten
though, for instance, look at 20th Century
Archive which is aimed at Key Stage 2
and incorporates over 60 video ration
books and video footage.

Divided into decades, each sub
section looks in more detail at topics such
as fashion, famous people and transport.
Meanwhile for Key Stage 1 users, Story
Starts incorporates 16 real-life video
stories with supporting photos and activity
worksheets for four genres - adventures,
funny, scary and amazing.

Each category comprises four video
stories which encourage the viewer to
use their imagination to extend or
complete the tale.

The narrated video stories can be

stopped and rewound at any time while
multimedia drag and drop games
involving the matching of words to objects
in the story can also be played.

There are also various methods for

encouraging pupils to begin their own
stories using the theme of the story they
have studied.

See more at www.espresso.co.uk

Education

manufacturers say that it is particularly
suited to younger users with poor motor
skills or users with weak, limited

movements where a normal mouse or

joystick would be too sensitive to control.
Add to this Headway a new type pf

head-pointing device which aims to be
cost-effective, comfortable and reliable. A
small head-mounted transmitter is light
and comfortable to wear with its built-in tilt

sensor allowing simple head movements
in two axes to result in on-screen mouse

emulation.

Then there is 4talk4. a classroom

speech output device designed with
InclusiveTechnology. It has four large
coloured buttons each with its own

message.

There is a choice of four distinct sound

levels for pre-recorded messages.
Reportedly the speech is not only clear
but can be adjusted to be loud enough for
school assemblies!

In addition plastic pocket inserts let you
use your own pictures to represent the
messages.

The company can be contacted by
telephone on 01425 463100.

Mapping out the future
There are maps galore thanks to
Ordnance Survey's MapZone -
www.mapzone.co.uk .

Dedicated to the 7-14 age range it
aims to make learning and using maps fun
and interesting. The site features Our
Favourite Places which is a guide to
Britain's child-friendliest attractions

produced by children themselves.
Using a unique interactive map of

Great Britain, children can find new places
to go and decide what to do when theyget
there based on the recommendations of

pupils their own age.
These tourist guides include

comments, photos and artwork all cree
by children at the participating schools.
Then there are games, competitions, and
homework help is on the way, so watch
this space.

Virtual communities

Look out for a new schools linking project
launched by Comic Relief and The Day
Chocolate Company to create a virtual
community between young people in the
UKand Ghana to bring the concept of fair
trade to new audiences.

Called Dubble Lives -

www.dubble.co.uk - it will educate

people about their place in the chocolat
supply chain and how it iinks to the lives
of cocoa farmers.

Pupils at Parkside Community College
in Cambridge and Effiduase
Demonstration Primary in Ghana piloting
the project for the last year and have been
learning about their similarities and
differences.

Pam Turnbull

educ@acornuser.com



Datacabre Ltd
Q

w
WWW.datacable.co.uk

Freephone 0500 - 69 00 70
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Acorns
Avantis CD server

Laptops
PC's

Servers

Network Cabling
Network Hardware

Network Audit / Consultancy
Computer Benching
Wireless Networks

Projectors
Whiteboards

Printers

Education software

On-site support and training
(West Yorkshire only)

Music PCs

Music Suites

Software -

Winsuite / Textease / NetOp Schools

eNbrtKrcsde

fav/iCh

CALL KHADAM

0500-690070 for further

information

SNtAKT LI PHILIPS

Projector and
Whiteboard Bundle

Philips cSmart + 60" Smart Board

£2695Call for quantity pricing

Installation kit £295 Installation £450
For use with standard PC's
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Your technical queries answered
With the Christmas festivities over,

it is time to put away my heat
sink. An odd sentence for those

who don't know, but during my first year
at work back in the late sixties I rescued a

heat sink from a skip. It had three stud
mounting diodes on the base and had
finsof diminishing size rising from the
base. In fact it looked like a Christmas

tree and I call it my Christmas heat sink.
Itusually makes an appearance on my
desk each year. Over the years it has
acquired some extras, likethreads of
tinsel and the odd LED. This year there
was a bi-coloured LED and even a blue

one, driven directlyfrom the printer port
of a Rise PC sat on my desk, flashing
away merrily.

On the last day, however, as everyone
knowsyou are allowed to bring your toys
in, so I brought in my computer controlled
xylophone (Christmas 1993, the Micro
User) which played a series of carols,
much to the satisfying annoyance of all in
my lab; that's about 60 engineers, not
bad for one project.

Have you noticed that an increasing
number of JPEG files found on the

Internet can't be decoded with

ChangeFSI? It may be just me, but I feel
something needs to be done to address
this. I recently got some books in the
series of NASA mission reports, Apollo
14 and 15. These come each with a CD

ROM packed with the pictures from the
mission, TVfootage and 360° Quicktime
panoramas. Mostof this was inaccessible
on the RiscPC. The TV footage would
playbutat high speed and with no sound.
Ifear if I had only a RISC OS computer
then Iwould be effectively bared from this
product. Itappears increasinglywe must
run to stand still.

Now being independent from the staff
at Tau Press I feel I can throw in a bit of

criticism now and again; in this case,
concerning the article by Neil Farnham-
Smith last month about the Fuji range of
cameras. One thing that wasn't
mentioned was the camera's interface.

Increasingly, these are USB as such are
currently useless for the RISC OS
consumer. The same goes for those
adverts for digital cameras; most of them
are unusable by us until a USB interface,
and more importantly software, comes
along.

First off feedback from last month, Tim
Powys-Lybbe writes:-

Just seen the article and noted that

the guy was using Power Manager
version 1.90. While Gary Partis has
not been that available for help over
the past year or so, he has eventually
got round to producing an upgrade
that solved all the problems I knew of
and the version number is now 2.12. A

modest fee may be due, though, to
obtain this.

Thanks Tim, could someone let me know
if this fixes the problem.

Now the continuing story of Robin
Hampshire and his 1 wire bus project
featured in the Christmas issue. He

writes:

Many thanks for your continuing
support for my 1-Wire project. I must
remember to use more smilies in my
narrative if you are to publish my irony
and then comment on it:-) [isn't irony a
bit like stonery and copperwire, at least
that's what Baldrick says — Mike] In
fact, I mentioned 2A48 devices in reply
to what you had mentioned in your
RTR63, Finding your way around the
1-Wire Bus. After my initial total
ignorance of the serial port and your
attempts to educate me, I now find that
using the commands SYS
"OS_SerialOp", and SYS "OS_Byte" in
their various guises has been pretty
successful. I am currently restricted to
the use of one serial port, and by the
use of a serial switch I can change
over from a modem on one side of the

switch to my own program on the
other.

I have to ensure that the comms

program is not running at the same
time as the 1-Wire stuff. Until very
recently, I had been getting subtle and
niggly problems with this setup.
Unfortunately, when quitting or
suspending my application in order to
use a comms program I had been
neglecting to reset the serial port the
way it was before, so small but
significant hitches were occurring
when logging-on to the internet, or
trying to use Organizer to dial out
phone calls via the modem.

I now reset the serial port to the
settings which are present at boot-up,
and the problems have gone away.
The comms application and Organizer,
for dialling out via the modem, use so-
called block drivers, usually residing
in ISerDev, which are important to
their set-up. What can I do to make my

•••••••®®®®®®®®®®®®®®

1-Wire make use of the "InternalPC"

driver, or any other for that matter, and
what are the benefits of using this
intervening layer? is it possible to
incorporate support for these drivers
into a BASIC or, as I use, S-Base
program?

The benefit of using intermediate layers
of software or drivers is that it forms an

abstraction layer from the hardware. This
means when the hardware changes all
you need to do is to change this layer and
the application running on top can
continue as before.

Ifyou write this layer after there are
several versions of hardware are known

about it can detect what hardware you
have and drive it appropriately without
bothering the application. As to you using
it, it depends on being able to get
information about what the driver is doing
and what calls it accepts. Sadly I don't
know of such information for this driver,

can anyone help?

Now, a rarity these days, a letter written
on paper from Mr. I Chasmer. Whilst it is
always nice to receive any
communications, this one had a cursive
font (joined up like hand writing) which
was good to look at but played havoc with
the optical character recognition software,
so I had to type it in by hand. So, a plea
not to use this sort of font ifyou would:

I recently purchased, at the RISC OS
2001 show, the excellent Draworks
Millennium, after using its
predecessor for many years. However,
I have had the following problems
whilst trying to install it. On running
the install program it runs as follows:
installing DrawWorks.. installing
DrawWorks Support.. installing
FontFiend.. installing FontFiend
Support.. installing MrClippy; then a
message appears, "Compact Disk fault
447".

I have increased my configuration
buffers to the maximum of 512k from

32k but the message still appears. I
have also set it to none, then a
message appears "Compact Disk fault
443". I returned this CD to Mr David

Holden of APDL who was most

helpful. He noted that the CD was
scratched and dirty despite it being
brand new and unused. He could find

no fault with the CD and it installed

perfectly on his machine.
I was, however, sent a brand new

.@.
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replacement CD but this behaved
identical to the first. The computer is a
RISC PC 700, with RISC OS 3.6 and an
ARM 700. The CD drive is unknown

but fitted as standard by Acorn. I have
had no trouble with any other of the
many CDs I have used.

No magic wand here but let's look at the
facts. As you have had two CDs that work
on someone else's system but not on
your own, there must be something
different about your system. Just as a
guess I would say that some system path
is not being set correctly, maybe due to it
being set already by something else. In
other words, something else is interfering
with the installation script.

The thing to do is to take it from the
Installing Mr. Clippy by hand. Look at the
installation program in an editor and see
what it is doing, then try to do this by
hand by dragging and dropping the files
in the appropriate directory.

Sorry it's not too definitive but it is what
I would do if faced with the same

problem. Incidentally the error messages
of which you speak are unknown to me
and were not in any manuals I have. Has
anyone done a definitive list of error
message numbers and what they mean?
On the Macintosh there are various

applications where you type in the error

number and it comes up with an
explanation; anything on our machine? I
know it's a bit more difficult on our

machine because error reporting is much
more in the domain of the application
rather than the operating system.

Mr Howard got a letter answered recently
but was not satisfied with the answer, so

asked again, which is fine by me:

You answered a letter of mine a few

issues ago, Ithought I was clear in the
description of my system, it seems
not. This Morley interface was
designed to fit internally in an A3000
fitted with an ARM2 processor and
RISC OS 2 operating system . As
described, my system is an upgraded
and expanded A3000 fitted with an
ARM3 processor, 8 Meg RAM, 3.2 Gig
Hard drive (partitioned), CDROM and
RISC OS 3.1. The Hard drive and

CDROM are external & connected to

the Expansion socket via an APDL IDE
interface The question still remains,
will this interface work satisfactory on
the A3000 bearing in mind its
Operating system and the User Port /
Analogue Port interface ROM version?

I have no knowledge whether the U-
A port ROM has been upgraded to
operate with RISC OS 3.1 or if the ROM

needs to be upgraded. Are there any
Acorn User readers who may have
used this type of interface or has any
information that is installation sheets

or data sheets.

I must assume that as you are asking this
question then your interface doesn't work
and you are attempting to determine ifit
is the board that is faulty or if it is now
incompatible with your improved setup.

While I have not had experience of this
particular model of interface card I have
had an identically functioning one made
by Acorn from getting my original Rise
PC. This has continued working
throughout all the upgrades you describe.
I would imagine that this card would also
be able to cope with such an upgrade as
there is nothing fundamental that has
changed with these upgrades.

It is just possible that the driver code in
the board is not compatible with the
newer processor but I would be surprised
if this were the case. Do a 'Modules

command to see if it fits the bill, it will be

in the last dozen or so entries. Also do a

'Unplugged to see if it has become
disabled. Any readers got any
comments?

Mike Cook

rambles@acornuser.com

Get your work published in Acorn User

The relaunch of Acorn User has brought about some significant changes
to the magazine, one of which is a new look. The brand new design of the
magazine has resulted in a significant increase in the number of words on
each page; we've effectively doubled the amount of editorial content.

This opens up the door to new regular columns, more features and longer
articles. To take advantage of this, we are looking for more writers to
contribute to the magazine.

If you are interested in writing a series, one-off feature or a regular
column, then we want to hear from you. You don't need previous
experience, nor do you have to be a professional in the field you are
writing about. The qualities we need in our writers are: enthusiasm,
commitment and ability to meet strict deadines. You should know about
your subject and the RISC OS software connected to it.

Ifyou think you fit the bill, please visit our Web site for further information
or contact the Editor today.

www.acornuser.com • editor@acornuser.com



Inspiron notebook: For customers who
require high-performing computer
systems at aggressive prices.

Latitude notebook: Giving the education
customer reliability, stability, superior
battery performance, lower total cost of
ownership and outstanding network
connectivity.

The Latitude means education.

Upgrades
Screen

Inspiron2500from 14.lin TFT to Ibiin XGA £50

Memory
Inspiron (2500 and 8100) 128MBlo 256MBSDRAM .. .£100

Hard Drive

Latitude C800 from 10GB to 20GB Hard Drive £85

Latitude C800 from 10GB to 30GB Hard Drive £234

Latitude C800 from 10GB to 40GB Hard Drive £484

Storage Media
Inspiron2500from DVD ROM to CDRW £50

Inspiron 2500 from DVDROMto DVD/CDRW Combo .£150

Latitude C800 from CD ROM to DVD ROM £94

Latitude C800 from CD ROM to CDRW £128

Latitude C800 from CD ROM to DVD/CDRW Combo . .£224

Network and Internet

Network Card £95

Inspiron Internet Modem and 10/100MBNetwork Card £45

Software

Windows ME or Windows XP Home to Windows 2000 .£75

Peripherals

Espon 1250 Perfection Scanner £79

The EPSON Perfection1250is a high specification A4

scanner with a true optical resolution of 1200x 2400dpi,

fast scanningspeeds and 48 bit per pixelcolour depth for

accuratecolour reproduction, gives you outstanding result.

It isextremelyeasy to set up and use. The USB interface

enables-Plug &Play and isbundledwith a varietyof

software, includingthe new ArcSoftPhotolmpression3 for

imagemanipulation, and Presto OCR for converting text

documents.

HP 845C Inkjet Printer £79

TheHP 845C Inkjet printergivesyouup to 600x 1200dpi

resolution which means excellent color and rich black text.

USB connectivityfor PCand Mac.Speeds are 8 PPM in black

and 5 PPM in colour.Paper tray takes 100pages.

Dell
Inspiron 2500

lGHzl.OGHz Intel Mobile Pentium III

(256K Cache)
14.1 TFT128MB SDRAM

8Mb Shared System Memory & 4Mb
Dedicated Video Card

20GB Hard Drive

Modular 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive
Integrated 8 x DVD Drive and software
decoder

Internal 56k Mode

Dell
Inspiron 8100 933MHz
Portable, Powerful
ami Practical

• 933MHz Intel Mobile

Pentium III (512K

cache)

• l5.l"SXGA+(1400x
L050) 'ITT colour
display "^^^^^^^
• 128MB SDRAM

• nVidia GeForce2 Go AGP 4X Graphics with
32Mb DDR Video Memory
• 30GB I ID & CD-ROM Drive

• 32MB Graphics EEEE 1394 - Firewire Port
• Internal 56k Modem

• Microsoft Windows XP Home

• Microsoft Works Suite 2001

• 1Year European Collectand Return Warranty
• Add an executive carrycase for only £25

Only £1029
plus VATand shipping

Microsoft Windows XP Home

Microsoft Works Suite 2001

1 Year European Collect & Return
Warranty
Add an executive carrycase for only £25

Only £854
plus VAT and Shipping

Dell
Latitude C800
Clwice of Intel Mobile Pentium
III processors up to 1GHz
performance. • Intel Mobile
Pentium III 850MHz; • 15", SXCA+
(1400 x 1050); • 256MB SDRAM;
• High performance 4x
AGP 128bil graphics ^^k
controller; • 10GB
Removable Hard Drive; • 24 x ,,
CD Rom Drive; • All-in-one design
with Media bay for flexibility; • Modular 3.5" 1.44Mb
floppydrive; • Internalcombocard (10/100MB
ethernet and 56k Modem); • Nylon Executive Carry
Case; • Wireless LANAntenna integrated; • Two type
II or one tvpe III PCMCIA expansion slots; Ports: lx
parallel, l'x serial, Ix PS/2, lx VGA, lx S-video, lx
USB; • IrDA 1.1 (Fast IR) infra-red communications
port; • Integrated DualPoint -TouchPad & PoinlSlick
pointing devices; • High quality audiosystem with
built-in speakers; • Microsoft Windows 2000 Pro
• 3 Year Next BusinessDay On-site Service

Only £1199
plus VATand shipping

*

We work to give you the best prices. But while putting this magazine lo press, market prices can change. So if you find one of our prices on this
page is no longer competitive, call us for tine latest price. Don't get caught out paying more.

Call Sales on 0161 839 1113
/w.miiricoiTiputers.com Email sales@mjmcomputers.com

We accept American Express JCB, Maatexeara,Solo, Switch, "Visa, and V15n
iVljiVI Computers is the trade name of Simply Software Corporate Ltd.
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PETERBOR O UGH

COMPUTER

55 Walcot Walk
Netherton

Peterborough
PE3 9QF

01733 343819

07713 500819
preid@enterprise.net

>0 OS
In East Anglia for any

new RISC OS computer
from RiscStation

Castle
or

MicroDigital
Also support

For Older RISC OS Ce .nputcrs
Taking OME&A orders now

SOFTWARE

nted image with
our range of compatible Inkjet
cartridges and coated papers

Cartridges and refills for most printers.
Phone for details of our range of papers
including Matt, Glossy, Self-adhesive.

T-Shirt Transfer & Real Canvas for that
very special picture

It's nearly here,

SmartMedia, Surftec's

long awaited product

^£79

#l

exc VAT

Parallel reader

and RISC OS drivers

See our main advert for full details

HARDWARE

limiffTTi'l-ZS

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600
Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

SOFWARE

ProCAD+
Windows version now available!

See both versions working at

the RISCOS Southwest Show

FREE demonstration copies of ProCAD+ and wProCAD+
available from the web site or 'phone/fax to get a copy by post.
ProCAD+ single user £195 + VAT (£229.13) inc. UK postage.

wProCAD+ single user £150 + VAT (£176.25) inc. UK postage.
Telephone now for details: 01392 214033 Fax: 01392 496599

E-mail: dsncll@mail.zynet.co.uk Web site: http://www.zynet.co.uk/dsnell

STATISTICS

Serious Statistical Software
We strongly support the RISC OS market by

developing, producing and supporting our unique
products for both simple and advanced data
analysis. Call or email us and discuss your

research, thesis, project and course work, and
school performance analysis. We can help. Our

products will handle all these and much else.
Experience power and simplicity with 1st, 1stJr
or 1stL. Why not ask for a loan copy for trial?
19 Station Road, Blackwell, Bromsgrove B60 1QB

0121 445 6887 and sss@argonet.co.uk

SOFTWARE

1 Interactive
Registered Authorised

%U$

The RISC OS hardware/software specialists

Internet: Web/Email/Networking

Music, Multimedia, Systems and More...

22 Robert Moffat, High Legh, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6PS

Tel: 01925 755043 Fax: 01925 757377 rci@rcomp.co.uk
http://www.rcomp.co.ukJ

GRAPHICS

Acorn

Publisher
Everything you need to know about desktop publishing, graphics

Iard web design. See our in-depth series on Photodesk, and new
tutorial series on Easiwriter. Practical help and advicefor all. Write,
phone or email fordetails of special offers for new subscribers.

AKALAT PUBLISHING

P.O.BOX 231, BARTON
BEDFORD MK45 4HQ
tel/fax 01582 881614
email akalat@kbnet.co.uk



SUSSEX

• Hardware <<P_ja
• Software

• Installation

• Repairs

78 Brighton Road

Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

Tel: 01903 523 222

Fax: 01903 523 679

Open 6 days a week

With demonstrations available

sales@cje.co.uk

http://www.cje.co.uk/

NTH MIDLANDS/YORKS

Etc.
Doncaster

South Yorkshire

Tel: 01302 337559

Fax: 01302 337564

sales5etcsysteras.co.uk

Repairs, Servicing, Accessories, Networks and Advice
Please telephone or visit http://www.etcsystems.co.uk/ for prices

NORTH WEST

SCOTLAND

Registered Dealer

MicroDigital Mico i Omega

168 Elliott St.

Tyldeslej
Gtr. Manchester

M29 8DS

Acorn Dealer and RiscOS Centre of Excellence

Acorn Spares and Repairs

All Acorn Machines available on 0% finance

Installation, Networking
Repairs on a no-fix

no-fee basis.

Tel. 01942 797777 Fax 01942 797711

See Main Advert on

Pages 4 & 5

Liquid Silicon
>Computers & Music Hardware • Upgrades • Software • Cables etc •

Registered
Developer

Authorised
Installer

RISCOS4(DIY) E109.95
Fitting (ROMs only) . . . .£10.00
Fitting (ROMs, hard drive
reformatting and soltwaro
transfer From E25.00

Carriage on machlnos Is extra.
Please call for details of any extra
charges on high-spec machines.

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
United Kingdom

Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

sales@liquid-silicon.com
http://www.liquid-silicon.com

RISC OS REPAIRS

P~
421 Sprowston Road, NORWICH. NR3 4EH

Rise OS Computer, Audio, VideoService, Repairs.

Tel. 01603 400477 (Faxon request)
Email ray@repairzone.co.uk

For all your RISC OS repair needs

"Keeping sensible technology alive"

INTERNET

DOMAIN REGISTRATION
COM, .NET, .ORG, .INFO, .BIZ £40+vat

CO.UK, .ORG.UK £20+vat

GB.COM, .UK.COM, .GB.NET £65+vat
Coming soon : .NAME domains

Kg.::aputer
i Services

•\juoouuouuou

1Mb £25 WEB HOSTING
5Mb: £45 Also available:
10Mb: £70 PHPi CG|-BIN> Maiiin9lists-P0P3 mailboxes
Order online at www.spellings.net
or phone 07785 935497
domains@spellings.net

HIGHLANDS

Wardlaw Surveys
Authorised Acorn Dealer;

for all your needs from supply,
service, repair and full after-sales.

Wardlaw House, Kirkhill,
Inverness IV5 7NB

Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

E-mail: sales@wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Web: http://www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

DIGITAL IMAGING

%fe© ^ /••
www.pnotoaesK.iTa. uk

< ie for Graphics Hardware and Software

Chris Hornby
Photodesk Limited

1 The Courtyard
Southwell Business Park

Portland DT5 2NQ

Tel: 01305 822753 Fax: 01305 860483

Mobile: 07740 895851

Email: chris@photodesk.ltd.uk



The alternative

• ACORN USER is the only retail
magazine for RISC OS

• ACORN USER is the biggest selling
RISC OS magazine in the world

• ACORN USER reaches more RISC OS-

using readers than any other
publication

Recent research shows that businesses

that use magazine advertising get
better returns than those that use any
other form of mass promotion

To ensure that you contact the
audience that you should be reaching
call Steve Turnbull at Acorn User:

Tel: 0161 429 BS02
E-ma11: SteveT@acornuser.com
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Issue 242 Issue 241 Issue 240 Issue 239 I
Jan 2002 Christmas 2001 Dec 2001 Nov 2001

• Digitalcameras • Retro-gaming • RISC OS 2001 • RISC OS 2001

from Fuji with Repton Show Report Show Guide

• Digitalcameras • Networking your • The machinesyou • Everything about
from Olympus home canbuy now RISC OS 4+

• BETT Preview • BETT Preview- • Gadgets for the • What is XML all

part 2 part 1 holiday season about?

• S-Base tutorial • All the regulars • All the regulars • E-Commerce

explained

Issue 238 Issue 237 Issue 236 Issue 235
Oct 2001 Sep 2001 August 2001 July 2001
• Digital Video • Kinetic Rise PC at • All about Slym • Vantage review

Editing& RISC OS 300MI1/ • Eco-friendlv Web • Wakefield Show

• Review: TextEase • Viewfinder's new • Messenger Pro report

Presenter enhancements review • Mike Cook's

• Fonts: From PC to • Digital audio to • Organizer review Graphics suite
RISC OS digital CD • Report on the • More on User

• Processing NASA • The Web RISC OS Expo Interfaces j
digital images explained
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#T Subscriptions

Please send me the following
subscription/back issues:

Please subscribe mefor:
Annual subscription

New
UK ~| AUN0202Y
EU "" AEN0202Y
Wbrld ~ AWN0202Y

8-issue subscription
New

UK

EU

World

J AUN02028
J AEN02028

I AWNO2028

4-issue subscription
rVew

UK H AUN02024
EU _ /IEN0202J
World /tWA.'0202-I

13 issues)

Renewal

AUR0202Y

AERD2Q21

AWR0202Y

Renewal

AURO2028

AER02028

AWR02028

Renewal
AUR02024

AER02024

AWR02024

£45.99

£51.99

£63.99

£29.99

£34.99

£40.99

£15.99

£17.99

£20.99

Please send me the following issues:
UK Europe World

| Issue 243, Feb 2002
| Issue 242,Jan 2002
I Issue 241, Xms2001

f~| lTiV"0/in nrr^nm
171 |--i-ooni N ™™—ftt.AJ £4.;

1 i™.)r?^fi p^onm £1,20 QL7Q-
] Issue 237, Sep 2001 £4.20 £4.70 £6.30

Issue 236, Aug 2001 £4.20 £4.70 £6.30

Any2 backissues: UK £7.40 Europe £8,05 World £11.15
Any 3 back issues:UK£9.60 Europe £10.55 World £15.20

/ wish to pay by:
J Cheque/postal order (payable to rau Press Ltd)
I CreditCard (Visa/Mastercard)
Credit Card No:

tXpiry LMte. / | Prices include postages

Your name as on card:

Signature:
Allcredit card transactions will be under lite name Corporate Software

Name

Address

Country

Postcode Tel

E-mail

Send your completed Acorn User
subscription/back issues form lo:

Acorn User, Tau Press, 28a Middle tailgate,
Stockport, Cheshire SKI 3AY

Telephone 0262 429 8902 or fax your completed
Acorn User subscription/ back issues form with

credit card details to

0262 429 0685

Have a query? E-mail subscrip@acormtser.cont
Please note e-mail is not secure, we do not rCCOmmend
sending your order details as plain lexl though you can
scan a signed form and send il compressed by e-mail.

_J Please tick here ifyourequire a receipt
j Please tick ifyoudo notwish to receive mailings from othercompanies



Free Ads

SCHOOL CLEAROUT:

thirteen A3020 network

computers, two Rise PCs,
and two A7000s all with

monitors (various). Offers
to Roger Toll at:
rjtoll@cnthedralschool.
hereford.sch.uk

Tel: 01432 363554

(school/day), 01981 590255
(home/evening)

For sale: Acorn Rise PC and

monitor. Network card,
Artworks, Impression,
Easiwriter £250 or

offers.Acorn A7000+ and

monitor, Network card, CD
drive £200 or offersAcorn

A7000 and monitor,
Network card, Scanner.£200
or offers. Norfolkgb®
greshams-
prep..demon.co.uk

Looking for Basicand
anything else for makinga
Springboard card
workingmail:
pieter_drost@aconet.org
(Voorburg Netherland)

For sales: Archimedes

A3000 computer, Monitor,
Stand, Mouse, Teletext

Adapter, Manuals and lots
of software. The lot for £40.

Buyer to collect, York area.
Tel 01904 768328

A7000 base unit with CD

Rom (qty 2) £80 each,
A3010£20,BBC-Bwith
diskdrive £15. All working,
include software. No

monitors. Email

craig@craigb.co.uk,
Telephone 01698 428907
Hamilton.

For sale: two RISCPC700s

with CDROM, PCCard,
812Hd, 10MbRam,AKF60
monitors. £150 each, £275
the pair. Buyer collects.
Huntingdon. Call Andrew
Hynes 01480-353535.

• A3010 (4Mb), monitor,
HCCS Ultimate podule:
200Mb Disc + userport +
scanlight 256, docs, etc.
BBC Master, 5.25 and 3.5
drives, Hybrid music
synthesiser + keyboard,
various ROM cartridges,
docs, etc. Star LC10 dot
matrix printer. All items
FREE to educational

establishment, or good
home. Collect (Addlestone,
Surrey, near M25),or pay
carriage charges. E-mail:
kieran.okeeffe@argonet.co.uk
for details.

• For Sale. 2x 32MB

simms, lx 4mb simm for

RISC PC £30 inc p&p ono
will split. Tel: 01246 555252
or email: john@johnandtina
.freeserve.co.uk

• A5000 Computer, 4Mb
Rise OS 3, 420Mb HDD,
Computer Concepts
Graphics Gold Card, Misc
Software: Impression /
Artwork plus others,
Computer / Mouse /

tffSssse -%&&' - ..=rs

Keyboard but no Screen,
First reasonable offer

accepted. Email: alistair®
macleodblaine.com (Kent)

• For Sale: Acorn A3010,

4MB RAM, 60MB hard disc,
manuals, AOC monitor,
Star LC24-200 colour

printer, software inc.
Easiword, Ovation,
Pipedream, Typestudio +
Acorn user and Beebug
RISC User magazine discs.
£50 the lot Hinckley Leics.
Tel 01455 634846, email
geoffrey@badcoe.freeserve.co.uk

• For Sale: Archimedes

perfect working order. Lots
of Software and Manuals.

Plus Canon Bubble Jet
Printer. Tel: 023 8023 3088.

ore-mail PBurn@ukgateway.net
(Southampton)

• For Sale: RiscPC with

233MHz StrongArm, 32Mb
RAM, 1Mb VRAM, 1.2Gb

HardDrive, CD Drive,
RISCOS 3.70. Also Vision

Master 350 15 inch monitor

with Digital Onscreen
Adjustments. Also
Diamond SupraExpress 56e
External Modem. All in

good working condition
with original packaging,
leads, etc. £200 and buyer
pays postage from
Ayrshire, Scotland. Email
jimbrobb@netscapeonline.co.uk
(Jim)

-;'.io1
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• A3000+Monitor Stand.

R03, spare motherboard.
A420/l,RO3,with2
Int.11/D and Video Capture
card+Ext 1Gb HD & CD in

small tower. A410/1, R02-
with old (working) AKF12.
JPI 01 Printers(2) AKF11,
AKF12, AKF17. Microvitec
Cub, Phillips Green Screen
14/15", Dual 5" discdrives;
Cambridge Workstation
(ABC) + software. Box of all
sorts-including, books and
old games etc. No
reasonable offers refused.

Michael Jones, 01244
676407. mjones@waitrose.com
(Chester)

• Looking for a second
slice for Rise PC. Also a

sound card. Any ideas? E-
ma iI: rhodribritton@t~online.de

• Various spares,
interfaces, cables, ROM's &
odd bits for BBC B upto
Rise PC. Nothing over £20.
E-mail: redsocks@btinternet.

com lor list.

• Rise PC SA233,1GB
HD, 21MB RAM, Single-
slice, RPM 1-5, Pipedream4,
Impression, Style, MIDI,
boxed, excellent condition;
A30I0, 4MB, HCCS, 80MB
HD, HiVision24,A/D,
boxed, excellent condition.
David Francis 07973 796873

(Conglelon, Cheshire)
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3 Acorn User Free Ads ServiceMtfl

/Ml Si Wtiy not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill in
1 your details on this coupon (24 words maximum, one word

per box below) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, 28a
Middle IUUgate,Stockport SKI 3AYor by e-mail lo:
freeads@acomuser.com. Only one ad per reader please,
private sales or wanted only.

Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can

frXCj
make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.

Your name: Your phone number:
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Does buying second-hand support RISC
Dear Sir,

Do RISC OS dealers benefit from people
buying second-hand RISC OS computers
privately? Having recently added to my
collection of RISC OS computers by
buying a second-hand A7000 (from a
dealer) I feel entitled to express an
opinion.

The fact that there is a second-hand

market for RISC OS computers means
there is a good chance that the seller will
be replacing their old RISC OS computer
with a new one - from a dealer.

Secondly, it would be unusual for
anyone to buy a second-hand computer
complete with all the software they want.
So who are they going to buy new
software from? A dealer.

Thirdly, in case anyone stilldoubts that
it is acceptable to buy privately, you might
like to know what a RISC OS dealer said

to me when Iwas placing an order for a
MicroDigital Omega. Iasked ifhe would
likemy RiscPC in part exchange and
received the reply 'sell it privately - you'll
get more money for it'.

In conclusion, we can all support RISC
OS dealers without necessarily
buying new computers from them. It is
prettyobvious that we all support dealers
when we buy RISC OS hardware or
software, but we can support them in
other ways too. In recent months I have
bought a mains adaptor for my digital
camera and a pack of Zip discs. I could
have bought either of these items from a
highstreet shop, but instead bought the
mains adaptor from Photodesk and the
Zipdiscs from CTA.The market is
looking quite healthy at the moment with
the Kinetic from Castle and the new

laptop from RiscStation, but remember
that dealers sell other things as well. If
people didn't buy Zip discs and other
miscellaneous items from CTA, we might
still be without a laptop.

MarkSyder
via e-mail

Where people buy theirsecond-hand
computers off dealers, it does of course
bring benefit to the RISC OS market. Of
course, it still remains less beneficial than
a new machine, because the
manufacturers don'tget a look in ifa
dealer sells a second-hand machine.

Your pointabout buyingsoftware
having purchased a machine offa private
selleris an interesting one. Indeed, if the
person buys a basic RiscPC, for

example, and then upgrades it (perhaps
with a Kinetic card) and then buys some
nice, new software then itputs a totally
different light on the wholeargument.

We would agree wholeheartedly with
you about buyingstandardgoods from
RISC OS dealers. Sometimes you pay a
little more because of buying-power
limitations, butyou do get expert
knowledge and advice, something you
will not get inyour local PC Word or
Dixons.

Internet woes

Dear Sir

Some time ago Reflex Electronics (now
out of business) fitted a modem into my
Acorn RiscPC 700, installed the
necessary software and registered me
with the ISP Madasafish.

Within a few weeks I received six or

seven CDs fro other ISPs touting for my
custom not one of which was any use to
me at all - they were, of course, only
suitable for Windows. (Howdid word get
round the grapevine that I had bought a
modem? Not much security there.)

In September I had the nerve to go on
holiday and therefore did not use the
Internet for about eighteen days. Since
my return home I have not been able to
logon - the linen is permanently
engaged, even at 3.00 am.

I have phoned several ISPs in
response to their advertisements, but
when Isay I use an Acorn computer, with
no Windows, I get back a blank sounding
"EH??".

My query is, is there any other ISP
apart from Madasafish that supports the
Acorn platform?

John Lunan

via snail mail

There are indeedmoreISPs that support
theAcorn/RISC OS platform directly.
Argonet(now Freedom2) -
www.argonet.co.uk - are the most well-
known for offering dedicatedsupport to
RISC OS users. However, itis currently
unclear whether theyare stillsigningup
new customers.

Real Ingenuity - www.realingenuity.
net - have many lines of business, one of
which is providing access to the Internet.
Theyofferdirectsupportto RISCOS
users, as wellas those using thatother

®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®@®®®@®

platform. Infact, they are a RISC OS
dealer (you will probablyremember their
adverts inAcorn User) so these chaps
reallyknow whatthey're talking about.

Not so long ago, ifyou wantedhassle-
free access to the Internet on your RISC
OS machine, you had to use an ISP with
dedicated RISC OS support. Being
restricted to a small handful! of ISPs was

blatantly unacceptable, so RCompset
about changing all of that. Their
connection software, DialUp, allows RISC
OS users to use virtually any ISP. The
software comes with an impressive
number of scripts to get yourself
connected to the ISP of your choice,
although signing up in the first place can
stillpose a problem. However, ifyou can
phone an ISP and signup over the
telephone, DialUpwill let you connect
whetherthey supportRISCOS ornot.

Whenyou sign up to a Windows ISP
on the Web, there is often an option to
automatically configureyour computer.
This is done via a Windows .INS file.

Perhaps the most useful thing about
DialUpis that itaccepts these files and
uses them to set itself up to connect to
thatparticular ISP.

Inyour letteryou mentionedyour
details being passed to different ISPs. I
doubt very much whetherReflex
Electronics would have done that; I
suspect that it wouldhave been
Madasafish, oranotherInternet company
whomyou may have given your details
to. Youonly have to forget to tickthat
little box once...

Finally, I wouldpoint out thatyes,
ReflexElectronics wentinto liquidation,
but the Acorn business continues under

the name of ITC UK.

The Acorn User relaunch

Dear Sir,

Congratulations on your new appointment
as the editor of Acorn User. I recognize
your name as a regular and helpful poster
on c.s.a.* news groups and feel happy
that the magazine now has you at the
helm.

I noted your comments about re
launching and promoting the magazine
(and indirectly the platform). I hope that
AU budget constraints will allow for a
good level of publicity.

I believe there is a great opportunity
for the RISC OS platformafoot, with the

|®®®@®®®®®@® 9\6S) 4
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imminent launch of the omega, and
various other systems from RiscStation
and Castle. As AU is our only high street
magazine, I feel that you are in a great
position to make a big difference.

Rebecca Macgregor
via email

Thank you foryourcomments. Weare
always happyto accept lettersof praise!

Readers will be happy to knowthatwe
do indeed have firm plans to promote the
magazine and, consequently, the
platform. In fact, you're looking at the first
step right now. We've created a
completelyfresh look to the magazine
with much more content on each page.
Just compare this issue to any issue of
lastyear.

Acorn Usernow carries moregeneral
computing and technologynews, as well
as comprehensive coverage of
developments in the RISC OS market.
We've even changed the slogan to reflect
this. It's all about attracting new readers
and showing them how good RISCOS is.

We will continue to strive to show

existing and potential users just how
good RISCOS is and whatone can
achieve using the remarkable software
available forthisplatform. Lookout for
more tutorial series, somethingyou've all
been asking for.

Dear Sir

I'mafraid that you won't find me on any
subscription list, but I've been reading
Acorn mags since the Electron User.

I use to enjoy typing in the listingsof
applications and games, I got quite good
at debugging my mistakes even if I do
say so myself. Although I never
progressed to learn BASIC programming
(which I since regret).

Idon't expect Acorn User to go back
to those old listings days, but Ido think
that program listing are a great insight too

Akalat..;. dir

AbelVISP ...., 34

ARM Club.... ...........47

Castle Technology IFC
CJE..... 11,13, dir

CTA .....................4 - 5, dir

Datacable ...56

The Datastore .........38

ETC Systems.................. ......„.dlr
Image Software 18

Internet Cameras Direct......28, OBC

®®®(66)®®®®®®®®

® ® ® ® ®

budding programmers, any programming
tutorial would be better to have listings
opposed to the programs being on a disc.
This would make the student type the
listing in, giving invaluable experience.

Another thing from the not to distant
past are the cover disc, the decision to
use CD's probably seemed to be a good
one at the time, but due to the sudden
increase in storage space the content
soon ran out. I'm sure there are enough
PD releases and updates for us to have a
1.6M floppy disc every two or three
issues, everyone likes freebies and I'm
sure that 99% of readers looked forward

to an issue with a disc on the front.

Nowthe future, is it time that we forget
Acorn? When Iget into conversation with
anyone that is not a RISC OS user and I
talk about my Acorn machine, they either
say something along the lines of "one of
those old things" or "oh you still use an
Archimedes". Either way, it's the
negativity of the past that gets me. Now
if I'm in conversation and Isay I use a
RISC OS machine, I generaly get a
response of "what's that?" not a negative
response but a positive "I want to know
more sort of response".

I can then respond with the many
advantages of RISC OS and its use.

So perhaps the re-launch of Acorn
User ought to be the launch of "RISC OS
User" for a positive and productive
future?

Carl Chant

via email

/ have to agree with your comments on
programming. Having to typeincode,
without the possibility ofjust copyinga
chunk from the finished thing, would
seem the only way one is ever going to
learnto program. I foundthis when
learning HTML; not until Istarted writing
code out, as opposed to pasting from
existing code, didIlearn the more
complex code, such as tables. Tables are

ADVERTISERS INDEX

Liquid Silicon 9, dir
Melotech 21,37

Microbits ..18

MJM 59

Photodesk IBC, dir

PHR .....dir

Pineapple Software 38
Precedence.. 52

ProCAD...............,.v...„....... ....dir

RComp 16, dir
Repair Zone dir

actuallyquiteeasy most of the time, but
only afteryou understandthem. Iimagine
it's the same forprogramming.

Just in the last few days Ihave taken
the plunge and decided to learn BASIC.
After muchsearching, I found a bookby
Ray Favre, called Starting BASIC. Atjust
£16, including an example disk, Icouldn't
resist. I will be reviewing the book (and
my progress) ina lateraddition of Acorn
User.

I understand thatsome people might
be upset at the decision to stop the cover
CD. We have three main reasons for this.

Firstly, the markethas maturedso that, in
general, we have only one or two
programs foreach different area of
computing(DTP, bitmapgraphics, music
notationetc).

Thisrules outgiving away full versions
of a modernprogram. This is not a lack of
software, as such. Quitesimply, the best
software has survived. Ifyou buy any
currently-developed RISCOS software,
you can be sure it will be excellent. But
there's not reallyenough around to give
away!

Secondly, just about all of ourreaders
are on the Internet. All freeware, PD
software etc has moved from magazine
cover discs to the Internet. This gives you
the advantage of being able to obtain the
latest version of software at any time. Our
CDs would soon become out-of-date.

Lastly, in lightof so many readers
being online, we can make availablefor
downloadany example files to go with
tuorials.

With reference to dropping 'Acorn'
from ourname, this was a possibility but
we soon realised that there was no viable

alternative (all the RISCs and RISCOSes
have already been used at some point).
Changingnames can often be the wrong
decision. People are loyal to a brandand
in this case the brand is Acorn User.

When you think of posting a letter, do you
think Royal Mail or Consignia? Inlightof
this, we decided to keep the name as is.

RGSC ..37

RISCOS Ltd 14

Softrock 38

Spellings Computer Services... dir
SSS". dir

STD 42 - 43, dir

Surftec ; dir

Valiant....... ............... 50

Wakefield 2002 48.- 49

Wardlaw Surveys dir
Windfall Engineering 31
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LTD

1 The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset DT5 2NQ

Telephone +44 (0) 1305 822753 Fax +44 (0) 1305 860483

chris@photodesk.ltd.uk www.photodesk.ltd.uk

All Prices Include VAT PHOTODESK LIMITED

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital
photos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
This is the full CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk.

NOW ONLY £135.00
Upgrades: 2.xxl_/Olymp: £100.00 2.xx/Olymp: £85.00 3L.xx/Olymp: £70.00

3.xx/Olymp: £20

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £49.98 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

BRAND NEW CD "STARTING POINTS"£25 (Not just RISCOS or Photodesk,^
ideal primer for general photo editing, artwork"generation on any platform.

OHP 2 £40 (upgrade from 1.xx £13) "*jm\
OHP is a screen-based presentation package for use with Rib<^ v^o computers

A presentation
Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has

Powerpoint export.

NEW Digital Cameras

OHP lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files, which
you create or purchase outside OHP, and show them on your computer's VDU as a
full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version. OHP Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with your
presentations or used on any number of computers; this makes OHP presentations an
ideal way of communicating or advertising

New USB cameras, price INCLUDES Smartmedia reader for RIS

| Phone me for currentCamera Special Offers

Canon h^o
OLYMPUS
Olympus C1 1,3Mpixel £299.00

Olympus C2 2.1 Mpixel p.o.a

Olympus C1Z 1.3Mpixel optical zoom £399.00

Olympus C200Z 2.1 Mpixeloptical zoom £469.50

Olympus C700UZ 2.1 Mpixel 10x optical zoom £750.00

Olympus C3040Z 3 Mpixel optical zoom with serial and USB
£790.00

Olympus C4040Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact £975.00

Olympus C40Z 4 Mpixel optical zoom compact £850.00

Canon Powershot A10 1,3Mpixel optical zoom £440.0

Canon Powershot A20 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom £495.00

Canon Ixus300 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom £690.00

Canon Ixus V 2.1 Mpixel optical zoom video £599.00

Canon Pro90 3.3 Mpixel 10x optical zoom £900.00

Canon G2 4 Mpixel 3x optical zoom £850.00
tfHto

All cameras include PhotoShow software

Casio
Casio OV2900 2.1MPixel Bestshot SxZoom (32x possible) £540.00

Casio OV3500 3.1MPixel Bestshot 3xZoom £580.00

Casio OV3500+ 3.1MPixel IBM Microdrive included 3xZoom £775.00

Casio OV4000 4 Mpixel optical zoom £775.00

PRINTERS ^
Canon S450

Canon S4500 A3 £350

£150
All printers include PhotoReal software

Worth £69

Canon S800 £375
The S450 and S4500 are brilliant general purpose printers with separate ink
tanks, the price includes a PhotoReal driver and a standard set of cartridges (4
colours) The printers may be upgraded to stunning photo-quality with the
optional photo pack which includes a photo cartridge and pack of PR101 pro
paper.(£55) Price of printers with photo pack: S450 A4 £199, S4500 A3 £399.

The S800 is Canon's top of the range photo printer, it uses the latest Canon six
ink technology with superfine droplet size. The PhotoReal driver utilises the
printers capability to produce really superb photographic output.

PLEASE ASK ME FOR BROCHURES AND SAMPLE PRINTOUTS

PhotoReal Printer Driver Software

by •.g'lrohma
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...for PHOTODESK
with any Camera,
Scanner, or Printer!
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I N D E P E N EXPERT VICE

WWW. InternetCamerasDirect .co.uk

MAKE & MODEL CAMERA +16MB CARD +32MB CARD MAKE & MODEL CAMERA +16MB CARD +32MB CARD

£398 £414 £422

£228 £244 £252

£248 £264 £272

£308 £324 £332

£298 £314 £322

£390 £406 £414

£215 £231 £239

£235 £251 £259

£298 N/A N/A

£678 £694 £702

£868 FREE £892

£518 £534 £542

£318* £334* £342*

website see website see website

£698 £714 £722

£790 £806 £812

website see website see website

£212 FREE see website

£268 FREE see website

website see website see website

website see website see website

£308 FREE see website

£528 N/A FREE

£365 FREE see website

£678 N/A FREE

£698 N/A FREE

£168 £184 £192

£388 £404 £412

£648 £664 £672

£448 £464 £472

£398 £408 £415

£568 £584 £592

£348 see website see website

£455 see website see website

£638 see website see website

£548 see website see website

£748 see website see website

£598 see website see website

£738 see website see website

£60

AGFA CL18(Silver/Blueberry) £50
AGFACL34 £158

CANON Powershot A10 £278

CANON Powershot A20 £328

CANON Digital Ixus (300) £468
CANON Digital Ixus V £408
CASIOQV2300 £525

CASIOQV2800 .FREE Binoculars £328*

CASIO QV2900 £380

CASIO QV3500 £428

CASIO QV4000 £588

CASIOQV3 PLUS £598
COOL l-CAM £47

FUJI A101 £158

FUJI A201 £208

FUJI MX1200 £145

FUJI Finepix 1300 £148
FUJI Finepix 1400 £208
FUJI Finepix 2300 £208
FUJI Finepix 2400 £271
FUJI Finepix 2600 £258
FUJI Finepix 2800 see website
FUJI Finepix 40i £378
FUJI Finepix 4700 £410
FUJI Finepix 4800 £448
FUJI Finepix4900 £548
FUJI Finepix6800 £528
FUJI Finepix6900 £628
JENOPTIKJD1300 £152

JENOPTIK JD160 £40

JENOPTIK JD2300ZD £230

JENOPTIK JD3300Z3 £358

JENOPTIK JD350 multimedia £120

JENOPTIK JD350 video £90

JENOPTIK JD350E

JENOPTIK JD800I

KODAK DC3200

KODAK DC3400

KODAK DC3800

KODAK DC4800

£80

£98

£134

£268

£228

£450

N/A

£174

£294

£344

£484

£424

£541

£344*

£396

£444

£604

£614

N/A '

£168

£218

£155

£158

£218

£218

£281

£268

see website

£388

£420

£458

£558

£538

£638

£168

N/A

£246

£374

£136

£106

£96

£114

£150

£284

£244

£466

N/A

£182

£302

£352

£492

£432

£549

£352*

£404

£452

£612

£622

N/A

£175

£225

£162

£165

£225

£225

£288

£275

see website

£395

£427

£465

£565

£545

£645

£176

N/A

£254

£382

£144

£114

£104

£122

£158

£292

£252

£474

KODAK DC5000

KODAK DX3215

KODAK DX3500

KODAK DX3600

KODAK DX3700

KODAK DX3900

MINOLTA 2300

MINOLTA E201

MINOLTA E203 .

MINOLTA Dimage 5
MINOLTA Dimage 7 .FREE 16MB Card
MINOLTA S304

NIKON Coolpix 775 .FREE Binoculars
NIKON Coolpix 885 „ see
NIKON Coolpix 995
NIKON Coolpix 995 Premier
NIKON Coolpix 5000 see
OLYMPUS C1 .FREE 16MB Card

OLYMPUS C1 Zoom .FREE 16MB Card

OLYMPUS C2 see

OLYMPUS C40 see

OLYMPUS C200 .FREE 16MB Card

OLYMPUS C700 .FREE 32MB Card

OLYMPUS 2040 .FREE 16MB Card

OLYMPUS 3040 .FREE 32MB Card

OLYMPUS 4040 .FREE 32MB Card

PENTAX El 100 ..

PENTAXEI200

PENTAX EI2000

PENTAX Optio 330
RICOH RDC7

RICOH RDC.500

SONY MVC FD75

SONYMVCFD87

SONY MVC FD90

SONY MVC FD92

SONY MVC FD95

SONYP1

SONY DSC-F505V

•Free Halina Executive Binoculars worth

READERS AND ADAPTERS

FUJI ZIO USB Smartmedia reader/writer £29

SANDISK Compact Flash USBreader £27
SWIFT USB Compact Flash reader £36
SWIFT USB Smartmedia reader £36

SANDISK 128MB £90

TOSHIBA 64MB Smartmedia card £37

COMPACT FLASH (TYPE I & II)

SANDISK 128MB

SANDISK 160MB

SANDISK 192MB

SANDISK 256MB

MULTIM ! 31 A CAR!

£26

£42

£80

BATTERIES & CHARGERS

4x1200mAh £6.50

4x1800mAh £11.50

4 x 1200mAh8r mains charger £16.50
4 x 1800mAh &mains charger £20.50

MART MEDIA
:~

FUJI 8MB £12.50

FUJI 16MB £14

FUJI 32MB £22

FUJI 64MB £37

FUJI 128MB £74

SANDISK 16MB £16

SANDISK 32MB ... £24

SANDISK 64MB £40

FUJI 16MB

FUJI 32MB

FUJI 64MB

FUJI 128MB

£17

£26

£40

£65

IBM 340MB microdrive £191

IBM 1GB microdrive £343

SANDISK 16MB £20

SANDISK 32MB £28

SANDISK 48MB £38

SANDISK 64MB £44

SANDISK 96MB £76

SANDISK 16MB

SANDISK 32MB

SANDISK 128MB

All prices include vat (and delivery for orders over £100)

FOR ALL THESE GREAT DEALS AND MORE VISIT OUR WEBSITE

call 0870 745 1036
or fax 01484 845 947 ore-mail sales@internetcamerasdirect.co.uk

£88

£162

£178

£228

l!Zu£joI

EVERY CUSTOMER GETS
£2 OF DIGITAL PRINTING FREE

EXTENDED WARRANTIES
AVAILABLE FROM £20

FREE QBEO
PHOTOGENETICS 2.0

WORTH £24.99 WITH
EVERY PURCHASE

WIN 100 DIGITAL
PRINTS IN OUR WEEKLY PRIZE

DRAW- VISIT WEB TO REGISTER

£15 OF DIGITAL
PRINTS WITH ALL

ORDERS OVER £500

COMPARE & CONTRAST
DIGITAL CAMERA

SPECIFICATIONS SIDE BY SIDE

FREE MINI TRIPOD WORTH
£8 WITH EVERY CAMERA

charo Ri rtrritvfr

NO LENGTHY DOWNLOADS
TO GET STARTED

Upload digital images to on-line album.

K3
Store, share or order prints.

m
Prints delivered direct to your door.

FREE

me

Ibum storage

gistration

5 worth of
with every

se over £500


